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Poll: Women Not Turned Off Over Palin's Abortion Views, Split on McCain-Obama - and 23% of Hillary
Clinton backers supporting McCain - Of that 48%, just 18% pointed to her pro-life position as the main
position they opposed
Washington, DC (LifeNews.com) -- A new poll finds only a handful of women are turned off to voting for John
McCain because of his running mate Sarah Palin's abortion views. The survey also finds women split on the
McCain-Barack Obama contest and 23 percent of Hillary Clinton backers supporting McCain. The press and
political pundits make much of the supposed gender gap in each election, but the new Lifetime Network poll
finds the Alaska governor is helping McCain run even with his pro-abortion rival. In a dramatic reversal since
late July, when the women's television network conducted its previous poll, McCain and Palin are now
virtually tied with Obama and pro-abortion running mate Joe Biden. Obama/Biden garnered 47 percent of the
women's vote to McCain/Palin's 45% in the survey -- within the margin of error -- and another 7 percent are
undecided. The poll also looked at women's views on Governor Palin and found that a majority (52%) of
women had a mostly positive view while 29% were mostly negative and 13 percent neutral. Of the women
who had negative views, 48 percent said it was because of the governor's position on the issues. Of that 48
percent, just 18 percent pointed to her pro-life position as the main position they opposed. That means just
2.5 percent of all women surveyed in the poll indicated they disagree with Palin on the issues and say
abortion is the reason why.
http://www.lifenews.com/

Mysterious Cargo Aboard Iranian Ship Seized (Aug. 21, 2008) by (Somali) Pirates Raises WMD
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Concerns - They ransacked the ship and searched the containers - But in the days following the
hijacking, a number of them fell ill and died, suffering skin burns and hair loss, according to reports according to Iranian news source Press TV Iran says the merchant vessel was shipping iron ore from
a port in China to Amsterdam
As Somali pirates brazenly maintain their standoff with American warships off the coast of Africa, the cargo
aboard one Iranian ship they commandeered is raising concerns that it may contain materials that can be
used for chemical or biological weapons. Some local officials suspect that instead of finding riches, the
pirates encountered deadly chemical agents aboard the Iranian vessel. On Aug. 21, the pirates, armed with
AK-47s and rocket-propelled grenades, stole onto the decks of the merchant vessel Iran Deyanat. They
ransacked the ship and searched the containers. But in the days following the hijacking, a number of them fell
ill and died, suffering skin burns and hair loss, according to reports. The pirates were sickened because of
their contact with the seized cargo, according to Hassan Osman, the Somali minister of Minerals and Oil, who
met with the pirates to facilitate negotiations. -- "That ship is unusual," Osman told the Long War Journal, an
online news source that covers the War on Terror. "It is not carrying a normal shipment." The pirates
reportedly were in talks to sell the ship back to Iran, but the deal fell through when the pirates were poisoned
by the cargo, according to Andrew Mwangura, director of the Kenya-based East African Seafarers'
Assistance Program. "Yes, some of them have died," he told the Long War Journal. "Our sources say the
ship contains chemicals, dangerous chemicals." Iran has called the allegations a "sheer lie," and said that the
ship "had no dangerous consignment on board," according to Iranian news source Press TV. Iran says the
merchant vessel was shipping iron ore from a port in China to Amsterdam.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,430681,00.html

l takes to become law, What matters is that we get a law {It matters little what path a bill takes to
become law Those are chilling words coming from an idiot who will do anything to get his way. As in
9/11/2001 to get his way? The fact is the only people to benefit from 9-11-2001 have been Bush, Bush
Sr., his people, his projects, his wars and his (NWO) agenda.}">Bush: 'This is Not the End' [the will of
the people doesn't matter] - A clearly disappointed President Bush Tuesday expressed frustration
over the failure of his $700 billion bailout plan but insisted that he's not throwing in the towel - "This
is not the end of the legislative process" - "It matters little what path a bill takes to become law, What
matters is that we get a law" {"It matters little what path a bill takes to become law" Those are chilling
words coming from an idiot who will do anything to get his way. As in 9/11/2001 to get his way? The
fact is the only people to benefit from 9-11-2001 have been Bush, Bush Sr., his people, his projects,
his wars and his (NWO) agenda.}
WASHINGTON - A clearly disappointed President Bush Tuesday expressed frustration over the failure of his
$700 billion bailout plan but insisted that he's not throwing in the towel. "This is not the end of the legislative
process," he said. "Producing legislation is complicated and it can be contentious. It matters little what path a
bill takes to become law. What matters is that we get a law." It was the second consecutive morning Bush
made a public statement from the White House on the financial crisis. On Monday morning, he urged
Congress to pass the compromise financial system. But later that day, the House narrowly rejected the
emergency bailout package, stunning investors and disappointing Bush administration officials and some
lawmakers.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,430462,00.html

AmericanThinker.com: Barack Obama (Bush and all the others) and the Strategy of Manufactured
Crisis - But many of those same politicians caused the crisis, and if left to their own devices will do
so again - Can a group of smart people, studying issue after issue for years on end, with virtually
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unlimited resources at their command, not come up with a single policy that works? - Either the
Democrats [led by Communists] - [Republicans led by Satanists] are unfathomable idiots, who
ignorantly pursue ever more destructive policies despite decades of contrary evidence, or they
understand the consequences - I submit to you they understand the (damage to America)
consequences
America waits with bated breath while Washington struggles to bring the U.S. economy back from the brink of
disaster. But many of those same politicians caused the crisis, and if left to their own devices will do so again.
... Yet, no one to my knowledge has yet connected all the dots between Barack Obama and the Radical Left.
When seen together, the influences on Obama's life comprise a who's who of the radical leftist movement,
and it becomes painfully apparent that not only is Obama a willing participant in that movement, he has spent
most of his adult life deeply immersed in it. But even this doesn't fully describe the extreme nature of this
candidate. He can be tied directly to a malevolent overarching strategy that has motivated many, if not all, of
the most destructive radical leftist organizations in the United States since the 1960s. The Cloward-Piven
Strategy of Orchestrated Crisis: In an earlier post, I noted the liberal record of unmitigated legislative
disasters, the latest of which is now being played out in the financial markets before our eyes. Before the
1994 Republican takeover, Democrats had sixty years of virtually unbroken power in Congress - with
substantial majorities most of the time. Can a group of smart people, studying issue after issue for years on
end, with virtually unlimited resources at their command, not come up with a single policy that works? Why
are they chronically incapable? Why? One of two things must be true. Either the Democrats are
unfathomable idiots, who ignorantly pursue ever more destructive policies despite decades of contrary
evidence, or they understand the consequences of their actions and relentlessly carry on anyway because
they somehow benefit. I submit to you they understand the consequences.
http://www.americanthinker.com/2008/09/barack_obama_and_the_strategy.html

The Bailout Defeat: A Political Credibility Crisis - There was a lack of trust, a loss of confidence, a
popular revolt {The American people have been steadily lied to and misled for all of the Bush years
and for decades before Bush Jr. How about that oil production promise, the quality public education
promise, the decency in broadcasting promise, the safe food and product importation from China
promise, the secure borders promise, the illegal immigration promise, the promise that Iraq would
fund its own rebuilding, how are all of those political promises and many more working out for us?}
Nearly every major political leader in America supported the $700 billion financial bailout bill. The President of
the United States. The Vice President. The Treasury Secretary. The Chairman of the Federal Reserve. The
Chairman of the Securities and Exchange Commission. The Democratic and Republican nominees for
president. The Democratic and Republican leadership of the House and the Senate. All of them said the
same thing. Vote yes. But a majority of those politicians anointed by the U.S. Constitution to reflect the will of
the people voted no. This is a remarkable event, the culmination of a historic sense of betrayal that
Americans have long felt for their representatives in Washington D.C. The nation's credit crisis exposed
Monday a much deeper and more fundamental problem - a political credibility crisis that now threatens to
harm our nation further, should the markets freeze up and more companies begin to fail, as many experts
predict. -- The problem has been growing for years. Roughly 28% of Americans approve of President Bush.
Roughly 18% of Americans approve of Congress. Now those bad feelings have manifested themselves in the
starkest of terms. Asked to take a leap of faith regarding a dizzyingly complex problem, a critical mass of
voters refused to trust their leaders, turning down the medicine that was offered. And so the politicians who
are most exposed to popular whims have run for cover. With an election on the horizon, 95 House Democrats
and 133 House Republicans opposed the bill. Some portion voted no for clearly ideological reasons. But
many more were simply doing what politicians do - responding to the will of the people.
http://www.time.com/time/nation/article/0,8599,1845655,00.html
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Power Shifts From N.Y. to D.C. - with Wall Street hobbled by the biggest financial crisis in
generations, the culture of big money has lost some of its luster - And with the Street now looking to
the U.S. Treasury for an unprecedented bailout, it's suddenly Washington that has become the center
of financial action -- creating, at least for this instant, an unlikely shift of power and influence
Washington is the town of politics -- bureaucratic, stodgy, conservative. The home of cheap happy-hour beer
and clean-cut young interns living in cramped quarters on the Hill, who are about making a difference, not
making money. But with Wall Street hobbled by the biggest financial crisis in generations, the culture of big
money has lost some of its luster. And with the Street now looking to the U.S. Treasury for an unprecedented
bailout, it's suddenly Washington that has become the center of financial action -- creating, at least for this
instant, an unlikely shift of power and influence. "The financial capital just underwent a huge downsizing,"
said James Parrott, chief economist of the Fiscal Policy Institute, which analyzes New York's tax structure
and finances. "When you're drowning and at the risk of going under completely, the taxpayers as embodied
by the government in Washington are the only place to turn to." -- He added: "It may not be a bad thing that
more decision-making rests with people in Washington rather than New York." Besides the bailout negotiated
between the White House and Capitol Hill, there was also the stunning specter this past week of Wall Street's
two remaining big investment banks -- Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley -- asking to be transformed into
more traditional banks with deposits, and subjecting themselves to greater Washington strictures. "I've never
seen anything like this," said a veteran investment banker of more than 20 years, who spoke anonymously to
be able to speak candidly. "You've got two big investment banks saying, 'Please regulate me!' . . . It will be
interesting to see how they implement this thing. Will the Treasury and Washington tell investment banks
what to do?"
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2008/09/27/AR2008092702169_pf.html

'Un-American' Bailout, Paulson Should Have Quit, Gingrich Says - Former House Speaker Newt
Gingrich, R-Ga., on Sunday described Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson's request for billions of
dollars to buy debt from struggling Wall Street financial firms as "un-American" and said the
secretary should have stepped down
ABC News' Tahman Bradley and Arnab Datta Report: Former House Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., on
Sunday described Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson's request for billions of dollars to buy debt from
struggling Wall Street financial firms as "un-American" and said the secretary should have stepped down. -Gingrich even expressed concern with Paulson's connections to Wall Street. The treasury secretary served
as the chairman of a major global investment banking and securities firm before joining the Bush
administration. "You have the former Chairman of Goldman Sachs asking for 700 billion dollars, and in his
initial request, asking for it in such an un-American way that I think he should have resigned," said Gingrich. "I
think Paulson has terminally misunderstood the nature of the American system. Not just no review, no judicial
review, no congressional accountability. Give me 700 billion dollars, 700 BILLION dollars! 'I'll be glad to
spend it for you.' That's a centralization of power that is totally un-American."
http://blogs.abcnews.com/politicalradar/2008/09/un-american-pla.html

By Debbie Schlussel - Rosh HaShanah, The Jewish New Year [5769] - Tonight (September 29, 2008) at
sundown is the start of one of the most important Jewish holidays of the year, Rosh HaShanah, the
New Year - To my Jewish friends and readers, I wish you a Happy and Healthy New Year - On the
holiday, we also eat apples with honey on top, to symbolize the sweet year that we hope to attain
from G-d {To all the Jews from your Christian friends throughout the world "God bless you and God
keep you" as you faithfully follow and observe the commandments and the customs of your Holy
God, the God of Israel.}
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A little bit about the Jewish New Year excerpted from my post on this in a previous year. ... On Rosh
HaShanah, a two day holiday, we pray in synagogue for a good new year of peace, health, and prosperity for
ourselves, our people, and the safety of our country, the USA, which has brought us such great opportunity to
live in peace and freedom. We also pray for peace in Israel, America's most loyal ally and the only democracy
in the Middle East, too. Unlike in many of America's (and the world's) mosques--where hatred of America,
Christians, and Jews is the order of the day in sermons, prayers, the Koran, and the Hadiths--there isn't a
single prayer we have that mentions Islam or Muslims. ... On Rosh HaShanah, we also hear hundreds of
noises blown from a ram's horn known as a shofar (can be the horn of certain other animals, too). The shofar
is one of the most prominent symbols in Judaism. It's used like a trumpet, takes a special skill to use, and is
the horn that was blown by Israeli Chief Rabbi Shlomo Goren when the Western Wall in Jerusalem was
liberated from Islamists in 1967. Its sounds symbolize alarm and justice, among many other things. On the
holiday, we also eat apples with honey on top, to symbolize the sweet year that we hope to attain from G-d.
My favorite are MacIntosh apples.
http://www.debbieschlussel.com/archives/2008/09/rosh_hashanah_t.html

Israel A Special (to God) Treasure - MP3 Set: This series details the richness of the Hebrew culture
and homeland: from their feasts to their covenants with God (CD's Mp3 - $14)
Israel: A Special Treasure - MP3 Set: This series details the richness of the Hebrew culture and homeland:
from their feasts to their covenants with God. Ten biblical studies by Pastor Chuck Smith, Chuck Missler,
Brian Brodersen, Dave Hunt, and David Hocking. -- Turquoise skies, rocky hilltops and fertile valleys…from
Jacob's well to Joseph's tomb, Israel is the land of promise, the land of God's covenant. It is the land of
Abraham, Isaac, and David. It is the land where prophets chastised kings and where foreign armies trembled
when they heard the name Jehovah. -- Messages include: Standing Outside the Holy Land, The Tabernacle:
A Model of HeavenThe Temple of the Lord, (Jews) A People of Destiny, The Importance of the Temple
mount, God's Covenant with Israel, The History of Israel,The Lord's Feast & Redemptive History, Israel, Islam
& World Peace - The Truth About Jerusalem.
http://store.calvarychapel.com/cccm_store_/catalog/display.php?=1&lid=1&psku=193294107X&mode=sp

EXCLUSIVE! Planned Parenthood guilty of fraud? - A collection of faith-based groups is asking the
federal government to investigate allegations that affiliates of Planned Parenthood in California may
have fraudulently charged the federal government millions of dollars - Ruddy estimates Planned
Parenthood could have overcharged the government hundreds of millions of dollars {No wonder the
Country doesn't trust the $700b Bush bailout plan everyone knows anything a Bush is involved in or
has oversight on becomes a fraud.}
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A collection of faith-based groups is asking the federal government to investigate allegations that affiliates of
Planned Parenthood in California may have fraudulently charged the federal government millions of dollars.
Planned Parenthood receives federal funding through the Title X Family Planning program, a 90-percent
Medicaid match for family planning, and a federal program to purchase drugs from manufacturers at a
reduced price. In 2004, state auditors in California began reviewing Planned Parenthood affiliates; however,
the audit was stopped after only one review was completed. That review found that Planned Parenthood of
San Diego and Riverside counties overbilled the government more than $5.2 million. Ray Ruddy, president of
Gerard Health Foundation, is leading the call for the federal investigation. ... "It looks to us, very much, that
we found there are a separate set of rules for Planned Parenthood than the rest of us -- and there should not
be. That's why the lawsuit was filed," he contends. "Hopefully the court will act on this, and everybody should
be operating under the same set of rules." So far, Ruddy says he has not received a response from the
federal government. In all, Ruddy estimates Planned Parenthood could have overcharged the government
hundreds of millions of dollars.
http://www.onenewsnow.com/Business/Default.aspx?id=266176

Prosecutor named to probe US attorneys' firings - His move follows the leading recommendation of a
Justice Department investigation that harshly criticized Bush administration {Ouch! George Jr.'s
chickens are coming home to roost. The Bushwhacker should have paid attention, to the law at least,
and he should have tried to be a leader instead of the little dictator he made himself into.}
WASHINGTON (AP) - Attorney General Michael Mukasey appointed a prosecutor Monday to pursue possible
criminal charges against Republicans who were involved in the controversial firings of U.S. attorneys. His
move follows the leading recommendation of a Justice Department investigation that harshly criticized Bush
administration officials, members of Congress and their aides for the ousters, which were seen by many as
politically motivated. ... Gonzales "bears primary responsibility" for the process of firing of the prosecutors and
the turmoil that followed, the report said. He "abdicated" his leadership role and was "remarkably
unengaged," it said. But the report concluded that Gonzales' chief of staff, [LDS Mormon] Kyle Sampson, was
the person most responsible for coming up with the plan to fire the prosecutors and said that Sampson's
comments to Congress, the White House and others were misleading. Despite claims by Sampson and
others that the firings were for poor performance, the 358-page report found that Bud Cummins, the U.S.
Attorney in Arkansas, was forced out to make way for Timothy Griffin, who had served as Rove's deputy in
the White House political office.
http://ap.google.com/article/ALeqM5jYuH3mAZbV0pXTznoxmZ2anGhojwD93GIQRG0

Yahoo! Message Boards: DOW CRASHES AND CONGRESS NEEDS PAT ON THE BACK - Congress
finally gave me a faint hope that America is NOT completely dead - There is a faint glimmer of
intelligent life out there - I applaud CONGRESS TODAY! {I especially applaud the conservative
Republicans in congress they served their Nation and their Party well today. When the average
American realizes that it was the conservative Republicans who stood against Bush and his
madness, this is going to revitalize the Republican Party for the coming fall elections.}
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I must take of my hat and bow to America just this once. The general public instinctively knew that is is dead
wrong to taxpayers to buy homes at inflated prices which would surely have led to free housing for a few
million people. Taxpayers instinctively knew that paying for the greed of a few Wall Streeters is dead wrong
too. My god, what's this world coming to anyway? Is mankind worth it after all? Tell me that I am
hallucinating! Maybe the American insanity is just localized in NYC and inside the Washington Beltway!! Just
maybe the sickness can be contained and the farmlands still exhibits rational human beings. ... Congress
was correct in not panicking! Finally, they did something right! The truly smart bankers are out there ready to
scoop up all these fantastic deals. Let that take place first and THEN bail out a small few losers, not all $700B
of them. The real cost will be closer to 10% of the panic bail out. And taxpayers should NOT be held
accountable for the 2% really bad apples. I applaud CONGRESS TODAY! Ace.
http://messages.finance.yahoo.com/Stocks_(A_to_Z)/Stocks_A/threadview?m=tm&bn=893&tid=1724357&mi
d=1724357&tof=1&frt=2

Oil drops more than $10 (a barrel) - to close at $96.37 a barrel - as bailout plan fails to pass - Move
marks second-largest daily dollar drop; reformulated gas hits limit {The markets are self adjusting
and it is far better to have the open markets adjust then to have the governments drastically intervene
with their irresponsible tax and spend plans.}
SAN FRANCISCO (MarketWatch) -- Crude futures closed with a loss of more than $10 per barrel Monday,
ending the session at a nearly two-week low with the rejection of the U.S. government's bailout plan to stem
the banking crisis feeding concerns about slowing global economic growth and weaker demand for oil. Crude
for November delivery dropped $10.52, or 9.8%, to close at $96.37 a barrel on Nymex. It was at its weakest
closing level since Sept. 16. In dollar terms, the futures marked their second-largest one-day drop on the New
York Mercantile Exchange. The largest was set in January 1991 at a daily loss of $10.56, according to
FactSet Research. The failure of the bailout plan's passage "will drop the oil price some more ... because oil
traders perceive this will hurt the economy -- and as a result reduce oil demand," said Charles Perry,
president of Perry Management, an energy-consulting firm.
http://www.marketwatch.com/news/story/oil-drops-more-10-bailout/story.aspx?guid=%7BCF1E0378%2D4B0
B%2D4563%2D8B92%2D52DDD8AE56CC%7D

President Bush urges Congress to back bailout - President Bush today urged a divided Congress to
unite behind an unprecedented banking sector bailout that he said would help protect America's
wider economy from the effects of the credit crunch and the sub-prime mortgage crisis {Ha, someone
commented on Yahoo that the Bush Presidency has become so Toxic that anything Bush touches is
destined to fail. I agree the entire Bush family is Toxic and now it looks like Toxic George Bush Jr. is
going to have a few legal battles (Prosecutor named to probe US attorneys' firings) to fight on his way
out of the White House and good riddance to the Bush-Clinton clans.}
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President Bush today urged a divided Congress to unite behind an unprecedented banking sector bailout that
he said would help protect America's wider economy from the effects of the credit crunch and the sub-prime
mortgage crisis. In an early morning statement broadcast from the White House before the opening of US
financial markets, Mr Bush said that he understood taxpayer concerns about the huge cost of the bailout - up
to $700 billion (£380 billion) in public money. "The ultimate cost to the taxpayer will be far less than that," he
said. "In fact, we expect over time that most, if not all, of the tax dollars we invest will be paid back." The deal
was reached in a weekend of tense negotiations on Capitol Hill in which Hank Paulson, the Treasury
Secretary, pushed through the package despite the reservations of both Republican and Democratic leaders.
The deal was reached in a weekend of tense negotiations on Capitol Hill in which Hank Paulson, the
Treasury Secretary, pushed through the package despite the reservations of both Republican and
Democratic leaders. The largest financial rescue in US history is designed to stop the worst financial crisis
since the Great Depression of the 1930s spreading from Wall Street to Main Street, although its critics say
that it gives an unaffordable safety net to a financial industry brought down by its own greed. The plan would
give the Bush Administration broad power to use billions of taxpayer dollars to purchase devalued
mortgage-related assets held by cash-starved banks and financial institutions.
http://www.timesonline.co.uk/tol/news/world/us_and_americas/article4846312.ece

September 29, 2008 10:36 AM ET (*note bailout defeated) - After Bailout, Economy Will Still Be Lousy
- Prepare to be disappointed: The Bailout of the Century will probably do little to make life better
anytime soon for the taxpayers footing the mammoth bill {There was no reason to even attempt to
pass the bailout it seemed to be a big expense with little if any actual help to the economy.}
Prepare to be disappointed: The Bailout of the Century will probably do little to make life better anytime soon
for the taxpayers footing the mammoth bill. The Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008 may help
avert the unspecified economic disaster that Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson and Federal Reserve
Chairman Ben Bernanke keep hinting at. But for most of us, it's hard to fathom this freakish financial monster
lurking in the darkness, unseen by anybody except Paulson and Bernanke. Instead, we cling to quaint
notions, like the idea that for $700 billion in taxpayer commitments, we ought to get something tangible in
return. That's false optimism. The legislation establishes new government procedures to "protect home
values, college funds, retirement accounts, and life savings." Good priorities. But that word "protect" doesn't
mean you'll end up better off. No checks are going to arrive in your mailbox. Your retirement portfolio won't
suddenly rebound. You won't get an iPod as thanks for your contribution to the Bailout Olympics. You'll
simply be spared some sort of wipeout. Meanwhile, the economy is likely to continue its down drift, with all
the hallmarks of a recession. If strained consumers expecting some kind of immediate relief grow cynical
when it doesn't arrive, it could even deepen a downturn as consumer confidence quakes once again. So, do
the economy a favor, and curtail your expectations. Here's what the bailout will and won't do, in the areas that
matter most to consumers: ...
http://www.usnews.com/blogs/flowchart/2008/09/29/after-bailout-economy-will-still-be-lousy.html

House Defeats Wall Street Bailout Bill {Glad it didn't go through now and hope it doesn't go through
in the future. Bush is only trying to mortgage the future of America to try to save his presidency.
Bush wrecked the economy it's his legacy. The next president should be able to have some room to
maneuver without a 1 Trillion dollar bill from the lousy Bush administration.}
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House leaders held open the vote as they tried to sway reluctant lawmakers to support the plan, which failed
205-228. Arm-twisting continued even after the vote clock expired. One member, retiring Republican Rep.
Jerry Weller, did not vote. House Majority Leader Steny Hoyer said Democrats will take a look at what to do
next. "We did our part," said of Maryland. He was joined by House Financial Services Committee Chairman
Barney Frank. "We have to take a look at what to do next," Frank said. The bill aimed to open up clogged
credit lines for financial markets that had come to a near collapse. Sellers continued to shed stocks as the
market teetered down more than 500 points after the vote ended. Representatives worked throughout the
weekend to make a bill palatable. Republicans had insisted on a mortgage securities insurance paid by firms
who had invested in bad housing loans. That was included in the bill voted on Monday. -- But many
lawmakers continued to oppose the plan for a variety of reasons, including the massive price tag that would
expand the national debt, and GOP members said their constituents were calling 10-1 in opposition to the bill,
which had been described as too much government intervention. Of 235 Democrats, 140 supported the
legislation. Of 199 Republicans, 133 opposed it. President Bush was to meet with his economic team,
including Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke and Treasury Secretary Hank Paulson, to determine the
next steps, and White House officials said they will meet and then contact congressional leaders. "The crisis
we are facing remains," said White House Deputy Spokesman Tony Fratto, who added, "We're obviously
disappointed."
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,430021,00.html

Wall Street drops at open - Dow down 300 points after European banks get bailed out and Citi buys
Wachovia's banking assets - The government brokered the deal, and the FDIC noted that Wachovia
did not fail as a bank - Wachovia's stock ($52.80 yr. -> $10 last trade Friday -> $.96 today) plunged
90% in pre-market trading to penny stock status and has of yet not opened for regular-hours trading
{It couldn't be more obvious that the 'bailout' is not a bailout for American banks. Why is the
government via the FDIC confiscating every bank it can for two pennies on the dollar if there is a
bailout plan in the works to save the banks? The banks have been on the verge of failing for 2 1/2
years why is the FDIC so quick to act now right before the bailout goes through. The plan it seems
isn't to save the American banks but to confiscate the banks and to then bailout the overseas banks
(China - Middle-East) who are so heavily invested in the American commercial real estate market. The
foreign banks don't have to sell at all or at a loss the American property they invested in like the
Americans do. The foreign banks will now be able to keep ownership of any property they have and
safely buy more.}
The FDIC announced that Citigroup (C, Fortune 500) was taking over Wachovia's (WB, Fortune 500) deposit
network and debt, as well as more than $300 billion worth of the company's loan portfolio. The government
brokered the deal, and the FDIC noted that Wachovia did not fail as a bank. Wachovia's stock plunged 90%
in pre-market trading to penny stock status and has of yet not opened for regular-hours trading. Citigroup
gained 2% in the morning. The House of Representatives was meeting to vote on the bailout Monday
morning. The Senate is expected to vote on the plan on Wednesday. Congress unveiled its long-awaited
$700 billion bailout plan Sunday. The core of the bill is based on Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson's request
to purchase troubled, and mortgage-related, assets from banks so they can resume lending, in order to free
up the frozen credit market.
http://money.cnn.com/2008/09/29/markets/stockswatch/index.htm

U.S., Foreign Vessels Surrounding Ship Seized by Somali Pirates - In a rare showing of cooperation,
several U.S. warships and other foreign vessels are surrounding a Ukrainian vessel seized last week
by Somali pirates - the shipment of the 33 tanks, rifles and ammunition on the (Russian) Faina was
headed for Sudan -- not Kenya as previously claimed by Kenyan officials
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Russian warship the Neustrashimy, or Intrepid, is also en route to the area, the AFP reported. The pirates
have demanded a $20 million ransom. Lt. Nathan Christensen, a deputy spokesman for the U.S. Navy's
Bahrain-based 5th Fleet, said the shipment of the 33 tanks, rifles and ammunition on the Faina was headed
for Sudan -- not Kenya as previously claimed by Kenyan officials. ... Pirates seized the Faina's Ukrainian,
Russian and Latvian crew off Somalia's lawless coast on Thursday as it headed to Kenya and anchored the
vessel off Somalia's coast near the central town of Hobyo. One crew member died. Christensen did not
specify whether the arms were intended for the Khartoum-based Sudanese government, or southern Sudan,
which was granted a degree of autonomy under a 2005 peace deal that also guaranteed the oil-rich region a
referendum on full independence in 2011. The U.N. has imposed an arms embargo on weapons headed to
Sudan's Darfur conflict zone, but the ban does not cover other weapons sales to the Khartoum government or
the southern Sudan's autonomous government. Kenyan officials on Monday declined to discuss the
destination of the weapons. Ukrainian Defense Ministry spokesman Valentyn Mandriyevsky said the ministry
was not dealing in weapons trade and didn't know where the cargo was bound. A spokesman for Ukraine's
arms trader, Ukrspetexport, had no immediate comment.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,429663,00.html

Kraft, Mars Investigating Claims of Tainted Oreos, M&Ms - (in wake of China's tainted milk scandal
that has killed 4) - high traces of melamine were found in Oreo wafers, M&Ms and Snickers imported
from China - They were looking into explanations, including the possibility that the goods could be
counterfeit
JAKARTA, Indonesia - Two U.S. foodmakers were investigating Indonesian claims Monday that high traces
of melamine were found in Oreo wafers, M&Ms and Snickers imported from China. Indonesia's Food and
Drug Monitoring Agency said a dozen allegedly tainted products distributed nationwide, including those
popular brands, had repeatedly tested positive last week. Kraft Foods Inc. and Mars Inc. said they were
adhering to a recall order, but stressed the same products were cleared of melamine in other Asian countries.
They were looking into explanations, including the possibility that the goods could be counterfeit. The
companies said they would conduct their own tests with outside experts.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,429469,00.html

{Flashback} Halloween 'Ugly Teeth' recalled over high lead levels - the latest in a long line of
Chinese-made toys and novelty items recalled because of lead - retailers have sold about 43,000
eight-piece packages of the party favors - Paint on the teeth contained 100 times the allowable level
of lead
WASHINGTON (AP) -- The government announced an 11th-hour recall Wednesday to warn consumers that
fake Halloween teeth sold by the tens of thousands since last year contain excessive amounts of lead. Paint
on the "Ugly Teeth" have 100 times the allowable amount of lead, according to CBS News. The $2 packages
of "Ugly Teeth" are only the latest in a long line of Chinese-made toys and novelty items recalled because of
lead. The Consumer Product Safety Commission announced the recall on Halloween, in a late-morning news
release. The agency estimates that since January 2006, retailers have sold about 43,000 eight-piece
packages of the party favors. There were no immediate reports of injuries or illness. Amscan Inc. of Elmsford,
New York, imported the fake teeth. A message left with the company was not immediately returned. ... CBS
News reported Monday that a chemistry professor at Ohio's Ashland University tipped off the agency about
the joke teeth after testing a variety of Halloween-themed items for lead content. Paint on the teeth contained
100 times the allowable level of lead, according to the broadcast report.
http://www.cnn.com/2007/US/10/31/halloween.teeth.recall.ap/index.html
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Foundation Acquires Letters Sent From Prisoners of Nazi Concentration Camps - "These artifacts
underscore the very personal dimension to this catastrophe," said Richard Hirschhaut, the executive
director of the Skokie-based Illinois Holocaust Museum and Education Center, where the exhibit will
be housed next year when the museum opens
CHICAGO - The faded papers hint at stark details in the lives of Nazi concentration camp inmates. Letters
secretly carried by children through the sewers of Warsaw, Poland, during the 1944 uprising. A 1933 card
from a Dachau camp commander outlining strict rules for prisoner mail. A 1943 letter from a young man, who
spent time in Auschwitz, to his parents. The more than 250 World War II postal documents - cards, letters
and stamps - have been acquired by an Illinois foundation from a private collector and will soon be on
permanent display in a museum in suburban Chicago. "These artifacts underscore the very personal
dimension to this catastrophe," said Richard Hirschhaut, the executive director of the Skokie-based Illinois
Holocaust Museum and Education Center, where the exhibit will be housed next year when the museum
opens. "It now will reach an exponentially larger audience and serve as a genuine tool for education and
learning," Hirschhaut said. The Holocaust memorial exhibit belonged to longtime postal memorabilia collector
and activist Ken Lawrence of Pennsylvania. It was called "The Nazi Scourge: Postal Evidence of the
Holocaust and the Devastation of Europe."
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,429421,00.html

Looking for the FIREPROOF (Movie) Blog? So are we! - Our former blog site shut us down cold - No
posts, no comments, nothing - And on Opening Weekend!
FIREPROOF Blog Starts Anew -- Posted in Uncategorized on September 28, 2008 by fireproofthemovie:
Looking for the FIREPROOF Blog? So are we! Our former blog site shut us down cold. No posts, no
comments, nothing. And on Opening Weekend! While we work to see if we can recapture all of that (and
move it here!), welcome to the brand new FIREPROOF blog. We'll look to post more later, but wanted to give
you the heads up. And thanks for supporting FIREPROOF this weekend. The Saturday response was as
amazing as Friday's!.
http://fireproofthemovie.wordpress.com/

d free speech outside abortion facilities">40DaysforLife.com: DAY 4 Saturday -- ACTION NEEDED NYC tries to thwart 40 Days - On the first day of 40 Days for Life, the pro-abortion Speaker of the New
York City Council held a news conference outside city hall with executives from Planned Parenthood,
NARAL, the New York Civil Liberties Union, and one of the city's largest abortion chains (which is
currently the focus of a 40 Days for Life vigil) - The purpose of the press event - to attempt to silence
pro-life prayer and free speech outside abortion facilities
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On the first day of 40 Days for Life, the pro-abortion Speaker of the New York City Council held a news
conference outside city hall with executives from Planned Parenthood, NARAL, the New York Civil Liberties
Union, and one of the city's largest abortion chains (which is currently the focus of a 40 Days for Life vigil.)
The purpose of the press event - to attempt to silence pro-life prayer and free speech outside abortion
facilities by proposing a restrictive 15-foot "buffer zone" around all abortion centers in New York City. -- The
proposed bill would also allow abortion workers to file harassment charges against pro-lifers as well as "ease
the burden of proof" currently necessary to prosecute on harassment charges, according to the press release
issued by the New York City Council. This measure flies in the face of both freedom of speech and freedom
of assembly. The proposal also appears to target Chris Slattery, who directs 40 Days for Life campaigns in
the Bronx and Queens and has a history of effective pro-life activism as president of Expectant Mother
Care-EMC FrontLine Pregnancy Centers. Slattery said, "Volunteer street counselors often hurt abortion
businesses by successfully and peacefully dissuading abortion patients from entering their sites when offered
free help, education, medical care and housing."
http://40daysforlife.com/blog/?p=134

Virginia troopers resign over no-Jesus prayer policy - Six Virginia troopers who serve as chaplains
stepped down from their jobs to protest a policy banning references to Jesus Christ in public prayers
- The policy is supported by Democrat Va. Gov. Tim Kaine - The former state trooper is currently
putting together an online petition to get the police department to rescind the new rule
"There were several of us who felt that because of our convictions. about what the Bible says, we couldn't
agree to go along with a generic prayer policy," said 13-year trooper Rex Carter, who works in Southwest
Virginia. Republican lawmakers in the state concurred, arguing that the new restrictions are a violation of the
First Amendment and an attack on Christianity. "For those of us who understand the importance of religion in
American life and value the free expression of religion as one of our essential rights, the Kaine
administration's directive is disappointing and disheartening," House Majority Leader H. Morgan Griffith,
R-Salem, said. "Censoring what these chaplains can say is a violation of their First Amendment right to
freedom of expression," Del. Charles W. Carrico Sr., said.
http://michellemalkin.com/2008/09/25/virginia-troopers-resign-over-no-jesus-prayer-policy/

Main Street turns against Wall Street - In one frenzied month Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson and
Federal Reserve chairman Ben Bernanke remade Wall Street - Along the way they may also have
recast American politics - financier and onetime GOP presidential candidate Mitt Romney:
"Unfortunately, politicians have seized on the politics of envy" he told Fortune - Compared to this,
Enron was a warm-up exercise {The (Harvard-Yale) Hedge Fund managers like Mitt Romney are
exactly who caused this crisis. The Mitt Romney's stole from the workers, the small investors and the
small businesses to create their Hedge Fund empires and now the Bush government is stealing from
the Hedge Fund empires to add to their already sizeable financial kingdoms. In the last two months
the Bush govt. has handed JPMorgan Chase Co. the Bear Stern Co. at $2 a share when their stock
was recently $140 a share and then Washington Mutual Bank a 310 billion dollar company was
confiscated by the government (FDIC) and sold by the government to JPMorgan Chase for 1.9 billion
dollars. The Bush people have learned from the schooling that the Romney hedge fund people have
provided for them.}
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NEW YORK (Fortune) -- In one frenzied month Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson and Federal Reserve
chairman Ben Bernanke remade Wall Street. Along the way they may also have recast American politics. A
month of historic government interventions shows signs of triggering a political version of climate change unleashing a new era of class fury that could hurt U.S. companies, business leaders, and wealthy investors
for years. ... Compared to this, Enron was a warm-up exercise. For all the public outrage over accounting
scandals seven years ago, the result in Washington was limited to a financial reporting rule that most
Americans have never heard of (though many in the business community still consider Sarbanes-Oxley a
destructive overreaction). By contrast, the implosion of Wall Street, followed by Paulson's escalating series of
multibillion-dollar rescues, has fired up populist sentiments that were already building in American politics,
promising to reshape legislative battles over everything from tax and trade policies to federal regulation. ...
Washington hath no fury like Middle America scorned - and there's reason to think it will only get uglier. The
government's massive new financial commitments will severely tie the next President's hands in addressing
middle-class concerns. "The next President will have to temper expectations a lot," says Middlebury College
economist David Colander, "far beyond what either of the candidates has been willing to talk about." ... The
White House was knocked off-balance by potent blowback over the plan - not from the expected (read:
liberal) quarters but from shopping-mall (middle-class) America.
http://money.cnn.com/2008/09/26/news/economy/easton_backlash.fortune/index.htm?postversion=20080928
10

Controversial pastor shuts down his church - advised President-elect George W. Bush after the 2000
election - Pearson then began preaching that everyone goes to heaven, a theology he calls "the
gospel of inclusion" - the membership in his church fell to a few hundred - Its few remaining
members have now been merged into a (cult) Unitarian congregation
TULSA, Okla. - A once prominent leader in the charismatic movement has been forced to shut down his
church in the wake of a radical change in his theological beliefs. Eight years ago, Bishop Carlton Pearson's
Higher Dimensions Church had about 6,000 members. ... But Pearson then began preaching that everyone
goes to heaven, a theology he calls "the gospel of inclusion." Not long after, evangelical leaders rejected
Pearson, the membership in his church fell to a few hundred, and the church's property was lost in
foreclosure. Its few remaining members have now been merged into a Unitarian congregation.
http://www.onenewsnow.com/Church/Default.aspx?id=265844

Hoax - Alert!!! September 25 2008: Israel asked US for green light to bomb nuclear sites in Iran US
president (Bush) told Israeli prime minister he would not back attack on Iran, senior European
diplomatic sources tell Guardian - Israel gave serious thought this *spring to launching a military
strike on Iran's nuclear sites but was told by President George W. Bush that he would not support it
and did not expect to revise that view for the rest of his presidency, senior European diplomatic
sources have told the Guardian {I find it hard to believe that Bush would say no to more chaos and
that he would attempt to be a voice of reason also "Their (Israeli) talks (with European leaders) were
so sensitive that no note-takers attended" when there are no notes – no documented proof on
purpose it's likely a hoax. It actually seems that Bush has constantly pushed for Israel to bomb Iran
now that Israel hasn't done what Bush wanted he tries to make Israel look like the bad guys and
himself look reasonable.}
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Israel gave serious thought this spring to launching a military strike on Iran's nuclear sites but was told by
President George W Bush that he would not support it and did not expect to revise that view for the rest of his
presidency, senior European diplomatic sources have told the Guardian. -- The then prime minister, Ehud
Olmert, used the occasion of Bush's trip to Israel for the 60th anniversary of the state's founding to raise the
issue in a one-on-one meeting on May 14, the sources said. "He took it [the refusal of a US green light] as
where they were at the moment, and that the US position was unlikely to change as long as Bush was in
office", they added. -- The sources work for a European head of government who met the Israeli leader some
time after the Bush visit. Their talks were so sensitive that no note-takers attended, but the European leader
subsequently divulged to his officials the highly sensitive contents of what Olmert had told him of Bush's
position. Bush's decision to refuse to offer any support for a strike on Iran appeared to be based on two
factors, the sources said. One was US concern over Iran's likely retaliation, which would probably include a
wave of attacks on US military and other personnel in Iraq and Afghanistan, as well as on shipping in the
Persian Gulf.
http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2008/sep/25/iran.israelandthepalestinians1

Movie Trailer: In Theaters September 26, 2008 "FIREPROOF" the movie, starring Kirk Cameron and
Erin Bethea - is it too late to fireproof his marriage? His job is to rescue others - Now Caleb Holt (Kirk
Cameron) is ready to face his toughest job ever...rescuing his wife's heart - From the creators of the
EXCELLENT movie "Facing the Giants"
As the couple prepares to enter divorce proceedings, Caleb's father challenges his son to commit to a 40-day
experiment: "The Love Dare." Wondering if it's even worth the effort, Caleb agrees-for his father's sake more
than for his marriage. When Caleb discovers the book's daily challenges are tied into his parents' newfound
faith, his already limited interest is further dampened. When his father explains that this is the love Christ
shows to us, Caleb makes a life-changing commitment to love God. Andówith God's helpóhe begins to
understand what it means to truly love his wife. But is it too late to fireproof his marriage? His job is to rescue
others. Now Caleb Holt is ready to face his toughest job ever...rescuing his wife's heart.
http://www.fireproofthemovie.com/

**Halloween Information & Resources 2008: Halloween as a yearly October 31st event has changed
and morphed throughout the years - In short there are two sides to the traditional Old Europe October
31st event - The one side of events involved the crop harvest and land negotiation events while the
other side involved the occult and witchcraft/manipulation events
Halloween a night filled with Folklore, Superstition, Fright, and Fiction, but it does not have to be that way!
Every Day and every Night belong to the Lord Jesus Christ and Halloween is no exception! Christians
everywhere are rejecting Halloween's message of Death, Disobedience, and Despair and instead are using
this opportunity to proclaim the Truth about God's Love for mankind and about His Biblical plan of Life, Hope,
and Salvation for us in Jesus Christ.
http://www.basicchristian.org/halloween.html

ATS Halloween: The origins of Halloween (Online Audio)
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ATS: Vision Statement: Every Christian effectively sharing the life-changing gospel in their worlds. Mission
Statement:To provide relevant tools for presenting the gospel. Core Values: 1. To conduct this ministry with
integrity and fidelity to Jesus Christ and Holy Scripture. 2. To seek excellence in the strategic development,
distribution, and training in the worldwide use of ATS resources. 3. To establish partnership with other
believers, churches, and groups that can help fulfill the vision God has given us. 4. To serve whenever
possible as an encourager and enabler to those who are directly sharing the gospel. 5. To depend on the
Lord to provide all the resources necessary to further our vision, and to be accountable for our faithfulness as
stewards. 6. To prepare future generations to carry our vision forward until the Lord brings this work to
completion.
http://www.gospelcom.net/cgi-bin/ramhurl?p=rtsp&f=ats/halloween_01.rm

ATS Halloween: Using Halloween to evangelize - Halloween night provides "the two biggest hours of
the year" for deliveringscriptural tracts, said Dan Southern, president of the 'American Tract Society'
(PDF)
Faith Meyer gives the good stuff at Halloween – Snickers, Butterfingers and Baby Ruths. But each child who
stops by her North Dallas home also gets a Gospel tract. They do so with colorful little booklets whose bottom
line is that only those who profess Jesus as savior will go to heaven. Come Monday night, millions of such
tracts – written at a child's level, and illustrated with cartoons – will flutter into outstretched candy bags at
doorsteps across the country. Halloween night provides "the two biggest hours of the year" for delivering
scriptural tracts, said Dan Southern, president of the Garland-based American Tract Society.
http://www.atstracts.org/pressReleases/20051029.pdf

ATS Halloween: Introducing FREE resources for your Church! Remind your members that Halloween
is coming and you can share Christ with ATS tracts!
ATS is asking Pastors and Churches to be intentional about Sharing Christ this Halloween. All over America,
thousands are preparing to do something fantastic this year! Be part of a growing number of people obeying
Christ to share Him with the Lost! Halloween is one of the best times to bring the Light into the darkness. Be
intentional about what Christ has told us to do - DECIDE TO SHARE CHRIST! FREE DOWNLOADS!
POSTERS, BULLETIN INSERTS, and REMINDER CARDS for your church service and congregation! Print
as many as you need! FREE! Put posters up weeks before Halloween. Above drinking fountains, near exits,
on bulletin boards! Use a Halloween tract as a bulletin insert and preach on it. Then tell people to go share
Christ! Turn your people into evangelists! Hand out the reminder cards as people exit to encourage them and
remind them to share Christ on Halloween. Church Festivals can use ATS tracts and fun paks to reach kids
with a gospel presentation and fun toy or candy! Available in color or black and white! Get excited to share
Christ at Halloween, DECIDE to SHARE CHRIST. Get your materials HERE! Also, check out our great
selection of Halloween tracts and other products here.
http://www.atstracts.org/church_resources/product_listing.php

Hoax Alert Wrap-up: August 20, 2008 - Bigfoot Body Revealed to Be Halloween Costume - So it really
was a rubber suit after all - "In a way, both sides may have been trying to out-con each other" said
Coleman - "It's all about money with him"
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Last week's excitement over a supposed Bigfoot body, which culminated Friday in a circus-like press
conference in Palo Alto, Calif., collapsed like a wet soufflé Sunday as an independent investigator determined
it was all fake. ... Loren Coleman, who runs the influential Cryptomundo.com Web site devoted to mysterious
animals, isn't buying Biscardi's pleas of ignorance. "He's a huckster, a circus ringmaster," Coleman told
FoxNews.com. "It's all about money with him. It probably didn't matter to him whether it was real or not." So
why would Dyer, described as a former security guard, and Whitton, a police officer with the Clayton County,
Ga., department, make it all up? "They probably started out small, as a way to promote their Bigfoot tracking
business, and got in way over their heads," Coleman figured. "These are not very intelligent individuals." The
involvement of Biscardi, who Coleman says was introduced to the pair by Kulls, brought them attention they
didn't need. "In a way, both sides may have been trying to out-con each other," said Coleman.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,406101,00.html

!!!Hoax ALERT: worldnetdaily.com - Why Lake of Fire, Nephilim may return this year - The author of a
unique best-selling book on the year 2012 and the return of biblical Nephilim claims mankind may be
on the precipice of an earth-shaking event far beyond the imagination of most people - In "Nephilim
Stargates: The Year 2012 and the Return of the Watchers" Thomas Horn quotes the prophet Enoch
concerning the history of powerful angels who descended from heaven onto Mt. Hermon "in the days
of Jared" and used women to produce giant offspring {Thomas Horn is a complete hoaxer, beware, if
his material was even remotely important it would be in the New Testament already. The existing
'book of Enoch' is not considered authentic the NT 'quotes' of the real Enoch are from Divine
inspiration however there is no way any 'book of Enoch' survived the flood of Noah, Enoch lived
before the flood of Noah. Thomas Horn, like the Bush family, Oprah Winfrey and many others, claims
to be a 'type of Christian' but actually practice a 'Kabbalaist' witchcraft type of Christianity. Thomas
Horn believes in a universal continuity a 'universal humm' and if a majority (51%) of people on the
planet feel or believe something they can make it happen spiritually. Horn believes that after 51% of
the planet believes traditional Christians are unnecessary for the planet to survive and thrive that
traditional Christians will then be wiped out after a majority consensus is reached.}
While the book of Enoch is no longer included in most versions of the Bible, Enoch's writings are quoted in
the New Testament in at least two places, and he is mentioned by name in both the Old and New
Testaments, including Jude 14-15 where one of his prophecies is cited. During the discovery of the Dead Sea
Scrolls, pre-Maccabean fragments of the Book of Enoch were found, illustrating that the ancients held these
texts to be sacred. The finding at Qumran also helped scholars to verify the book's antiquity. In addition,
many early Church Fathers considered the Book of Enoch to be inspired, including Tertullian, Justin Martyr,
Irenaeus, Origen and Clement of Alexandria. Horn believes this is important, because if Enoch was truly a
prophet, then the world may be in for one "hell" of a surprise, and soon. His concern stems from several
specific parts of the book of Enoch.
http://worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=76099

LivePrayer.com: An Economy in Crisis, a God Who is Not - I don't normally give out financial advice,
but let me share just a couple of basic thoughts...
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I don't normally give out financial advice, but let me share just a couple of basic thoughts. Unless God is truly
going to unleash His wrath on this nation through the economy, in which case everyone will be affected in a
major way and the current system as we know it will be destroyed, be patient through this. Most people have
been hit in their 401k, in their stocks, in their other investments this year. Most of these should be long term
investments, so hang in there and don't panic and sell. -- Try not to add on any more debt. Take it easy with
your credit cards. Don't worry about the value of your house for a while. It is going to take a while for the real
estate market to come back, so don't worry if your house has depreciated. We may be in for a few years of
economic hard times, but it will eventually bounce back. Patience and discipline are the keys during these
troubled times. -- It is during these unsettling times that we must learn how to really become dependent upon
God. We must never forget that it is God who opens the door for our employment. It is God who gives us
wisdom and discernment in handling our finances. Everything we have is simply on loan from God and we
are simply stewards over the things He entrusts into our care during this life. God is our provider and our
source. -- God has promised in His Word to meet our daily needs. In Matthew 6:33 Jesus said, "But seek first
his kingdom and his righteousness, and all these things will be given to you as well." What things? All of the
things the Lord spoke about in the preceding verses, food, clothing, and shelter. God has promised to meet
your daily needs. Our job is to seek Him and His Kingdom.
http://www.liveprayer.com/ddarchive3.cfm?id=3462

September 23, 2008: White House Dispatches Team to Push (700 billion bailout) Economic Bill - But
Bush himself continues to do little to explain his plan, and he has refused to be questioned about it *Fratto insisted that the plan was not slapped together and had been drawn up as a contingency over
previous months and weeks by administration officials - He acknowledged lawmakers were getting
only days to peruse it, but he said this should be enough {This (takeover) bailout plan is older than
two months it was likely drawn up long ago, probably about the time of 9-11-2001 and the 'Patriot Act'
takeover legislation.}
The White House today is drumming up extraordinary pressure on Congress to approve its plan to enact a
$700 billion mortgage bailout fund, suggesting the markets cannot wait much longer and dispatching Vice
President Cheney and other top officials up Pennsylvania Avenue to jawbone lawmakers. Cheney, White
House Chief of Staff Josh Bolten and presidential adviser Ed Gillespie are meeting this morning with House
Republican conservatives, where a rebellion is brewing against the size and questionable free market
credentials of the administration proposal. Cheney will later gather with GOP Senators at the regular Tuesday
lunch. Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson and Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke, who collaborated in
drawing up the proposal, are testifying this morning on Capitol Hill in an effort to defend their handiwork. But
Bush himself continues to do little to explain his plan, and he has refused to be questioned about it. Asked
during a telephone briefing for reporters today whether Bush was speaking with lawmakers, White House
Deputy Press Secretary Tony Fratto said the president is aware of their concerns but that Paulson is the
salesman. Paulson said Congress and the administration must move rapidly. ... Fratto insisted that the plan
was not slapped together and had been drawn up as a contingency over previous months and weeks by
administration officials. He acknowledged lawmakers were getting only days to peruse it, but he said this
should be enough. -- Amid growing criticism of the initiative from multiple quarters, Fratto sought to defend its
key principles and argue against changes. He argued that the proposal is being unfairly characterized as a
boon to Wall Street at the expense of Main Street, since credit market difficulties also squeeze average
consumers. He minimized the need to help homeowners as part of the package - a key demand of
Democrats - saying aiding the credit markets will help on its own and noting that Congress just approved a
housing bill that includes assistance. And Fratto sought to beat back efforts to limit the pay of CEOs whose
companies would draw assistance under the legislation, saying it would make it difficult for the plan to work "If
you provide disincentives for companies and firms out there that are holding mortgage-backed securities and
other securities from participating in the program." Fratto noted that some firms holding troubled securities
are otherwise successful. "They were not necessarily irresponsible players, and so you have to be careful
how you deal with them," he said.
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http://www.rollcall.com/news/28599-1.html?type=printer_friendly

Economists say bailout plan is flawed and isn't needed - I think insuring the money-market funds was
enough," said Ed Yardeni, a veteran Wall Street analyst. Last week the Treasury announced a $50
billion insurance plan for money market funds, which restored confidence in them - "It wasn't
necessary to move to Plan B (bailout)" - another measure that could have the same effect as the $700
billion rescue plan is simply to change accounting rules for bad assets
WASHINGTON -- A funny thing happened in the drafting of the largest-ever U.S. government intervention in
the financial system. Lawmakers of all stripes mostly fell in line, but many of the nation's brightest economic
minds are warning that the Wall Street bailout's a dangerous rush job. President Bush and his Treasury
secretary, former Goldman Sachs chief executive Henry Paulson, have warned of imminent economic
collapse and another Great Depression if their rescue plan isn't passed immediately. Is that true? "It's more
hype than real risk," said James K. Galbraith, a University of Texas economist and son of the late economic
historian John Kenneth Galbraith. "A nasty recession is possible, but the bailout will not cure that. So it's
mainly relevant to the financial industry." ... "Last week we came real close to a financial economic meltdown
because of the run on money market funds, resulting from the bankruptcy of (investment bank) Lehman
Brothers, and I think insuring the money-market funds was enough," said Ed Yardeni, a veteran Wall Street
analyst. Last week the Treasury announced a $50 billion insurance plan for money market funds, which
restored confidence in them. "It wasn't necessary to move to Plan B." Doubting the financial Armageddon
scenario, Yardeni said another measure that could have the same effect as the $700 billion rescue plan is
simply to change accounting rules for bad assets - mostly bonds with mortgages as their collateral.
http://www.miamiherald.com/news/politics/AP/story/701956.html

What Bush Left Out - But Bush clearly underperformed in addressing two things about the financial
crisis - He didn't acknowledge any responsibility for what happened under his watch - "Nowhere in
his 13-minute speech did the president suggest that the people in Washington who are supposed to
keep an eye on the economy missed a step, failed to raise alarms or hesitated to intervene
But Bush clearly underperformed in addressing two things about the financial crisis. He didn't acknowledge
any responsibility for what happened under his watch. And even more significantly, he didn't do nearly
enough to assuage anger that the fat-cat Wall Street masters who profited so obscenely from driving the
mortgage market into a frenzy are now going to be bailed out with taxpayer dollars, even as ordinary people
continue to suffer. ... "What is shocking about the presentation by Bush -- and the deal that is unfolding -- is
that we don't see any acceptance of responsibility for the failure of his team's stewardship of the economy.
We didn't hear acknowledgment that the compulsive deregulation mantra of Bush's political and economic
allies created a massive bubble where lots of billionaires were created and now tens of millions of less
fortunate Americans are holding the bill. "We didn't hear Bush say that it's time to reverse the tax cuts that he
put in place to help those who have already benefited from the perverse finance and housing bubble that was
pumped up. "We didn't hear a firm commitment from Bush to help the working families who hold these
sub-prime and adjustable rate mortgages to stay in their homes and to help stabilize the lives of hard-hit
Americans, their neighborhoods and their jobs. All the while, the macro players and big firms and their
stakeholders are bailed out."
http://www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/blog/2008/09/25/BL2008092501776.html

Bailout Fate Unclear After Bush Meets With Candidates, Congressional Leaders - "This meeting
ended bad - real bad" one source told FOX News - "We may have gone backward" another source
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said {They just now figured out that Bush can't work with anyone on anything, where have these
Senators been that last eight years, Russia? -- Correction: Bush can work with the Democrats it's the
conservative Republicans Bush can't work with.}
The fate of the Bush administration's $700 billon bailout package was thrown into doubt Thursday evening,
after congressional leaders left a landmark White House summit on the economy hurling accusations at each
other and declaring there was no deal. The meeting, which included Barack Obama and John McCain, was
intended to be a consensus-building exercise - one of the final stops on the rocky road to approving the
controversial rescue package. Congressional leaders just hours earlier announced they had reached an
agreement in principle on the rescue package. But as Obama and McCain left, officials and aides inside the
meeting said the summit ended on a very low note. "This meeting ended bad - real bad," one source told
FOX News. Others described the tone as "angry" and "heated," saying Democrats were upset with House
Republicans in particular who would not drop their opposition to the administration's proposal. "We may have
gone backward," another source said.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,428165,00.html

Debbie Schlussel: Director Ridley Scott's New Anti-American, Islamofascist Film "Body of Lies" Ridley Scott is a talented director - He is the man behind one of my favorite movies, "Blade Runner,"
and several other greats, like "Gladiator" - But he is also the guy who made, "Kingdom of
Heaven"--the Islamic propaganda film glorifying Saladdin and lying about history
Based on the novel by Washington Post correspondent David Ignatius, Lies tells the story of two CIA agents,
played by Leonardo DiCaprio and Russell Crowe, searching for an Islamic terrorist. DiCaprio's character
takes a more sympathetic worldview as he travels the Mideast; Crowe's character is a single-minded agent
running the war from his laptop in suburban Washington, D.C. Translation: Dicrapio's "more sympathetic
worldview" means he loves Muslims and isn't so crazy about America--so he's the hero. Crowes'
"single-mindedness" means that he actually gets it about Islam--so he's the bad guy. ... So sad that Ridley
Scott didn't get the message and has chosen to produce yet another anti-American, pro-Islamic terrorist film
that will hopefully die at the box office. If this movie--which sounds like a "Munich" clone--does succeed, it will
probably be because of star power, not content and message. FYI, in this movie, DiCrapio's love interest is a
devout Muslim in a hijab (Muslim headscarf). I guess Hollywood is trying to tell us something about who is hot
and what is sexy. Don't bother. She is played by Iranian actress Golshifteh Farahani--who proudly lives in
Iran and is very protective of her extremist country and its Shi'ite Islamic extremism: ...
http://www.debbieschlussel.com/archives/2008/09/leonard_dicrapi.html

Hot Topic: '2013' The End of Days or a New Beginning: Envisioning the World After the Events of
2012 {I'm not familiar with the book this is not a recommendation it's just a heads-up of where we are
going in the next few years. Not to fear the next few years but to trust in the only hope mankind has
and it is Jesus Christ! The Satanic-NWO seems to be pushing, angling and setting up false info
(Mars-UFO-Alien-Modern Nephilim) for some big events associated with the 2013 year and the Satanic
number it carries with it. P.S. Jesus can return (the rapture) at ANY moment, before, during or after
2013 the only calendar and timetable God follows is His own schedule.} (Book)
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Product Description: The 5,125-yearlong Mayan calendar ends on December 21, 2012, which many claim
portends a massive global transformation. Some dread its arrival, believing it will be the beginning of the end.
Others await it with delicious anticipation, expecting it to be the catalyst for a quantum leap of consciousness,
the dawning of a true New Age. Others wonder if anything at all will occur--remember Y2K? 2013: The End of
Days or a New Beginning? examines all of the popular myths, prophecies, and predictions circulating about
2012, including the Mayan teachings of time acceleration and global awakening on a consciousness level.
Furthermore it takes an in-depth look at lesser-known predictions and prophecies, and at the more scientific
and reality-based challenges we will face. Some of the questions this book explores include: * Will cosmic
and earthly chaos disrupt our lives with destructive sunspot cycles, volcanic super-eruptions, monster storms,
mass extinctions, and asteroid threats? * Will huge leaps in technology create bionic humans, computers that
think, and an end to all disease--possibly even death itself? * Will economic and geopolitical powers shift out
of the West and into the "the New Eurasia," with new wars being fought over dwindling resources as global
warming takes its toll? * Will this be the evolution revolution of human consciousness--or the final countdown
that leads to Armageddon itself? * Will it be the apocalypse so many have feared--or the rebirth of the world
and the transformation of humanity? There is much, much more to the 2012 enigma than just an ancient
calendar, and 2013: The End of Days or a New Beginning? will prove it. From the Back Cover: "This is not a
dress rehearsal for the apocalypse. This is not a pseudo-millennium. This is the real thing, folks...the last
chance before things become so dissipated that there is no chance for cohesiveness." --Terence McKenna,
author of The Invisible Landscape and Food of the Gods.
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/1601630077

Author DANTE ALIGHIERI (1265-1321) "THE DIVINE COMEDY" (Published in the year 1313) - In his
criticism of the church and empire and his reworking of Christian doctrine, Dante ushered in a new
era of intellectual endeavor - THE DIVINE COMEDY A towering figure of world literature, Dante
Alighieri is best known for his allegorical work La Divina Commedia (The Divine Comedy), which
traces his imaginary journey through hell, purgatory, and heaven during which he encounters
historical and mythological creatures {The secular writing 'The Divine Comedy' of Dante in the year
1313 introduced the Christian public to the very false doctrine of "purgatory". Purgatory is a Satanic
doctrine that deceives people into thinking that there is a chance at Salvation apart from the cross
and resurrection of Jesus Christ. A second chance place called "purgatory" is a complete fabrication
and a complete deception of the Devil. Will the coming year 2013 produce more Demonic deceptions
against mankind?}
THE DIVINE COMEDY: A towering figure of world literature, Dante Alighieri is best known for his allegorical
work La Divina Commedia [1313] (The Divine Comedy), which traces his imaginary journey through hell,
purgatory, and heaven during which he encounters historical and mythological creatures, each symbolic of a
particular fault or virtue. Beatrice, Dante's great love, whom he regarded as a manifestation of the divine, is
his guide through paradise. Dante's Divine Comedy is one of the great works of world literature, and it was
also proof that in Italian literature the vulgar tongue could rival Latin. -- The Divine Comedy remains today
one of the pillars upon which the European literary tradition has been built. Originally titled simply Commedia,
Dante's masterpiece was written at the end of his life and finished just before his death in 1321. In an era of
hand-copied manuscripts, it reached a large and appreciative audience quickly. By the year 1400, no fewer
than 12 commentaries devoted to detailed expositions of its meaning had appeared to support the text.
Giovanni Boccaccio wrote on the poet's life and in 1373-1374 delivered the first public lectures on Dante's
Commedia. - Dante's work flourished in the fifteenth century along with the printing press, and he became
known as the divino poeta or divine poet. In 1555, a fine edition of his Commedia was published in Venice
with the adjective divine applied to the poem's title for the first time, resulting in the title still in use today, The
Divine Comedy.
http://www.thelastcato.com/dantes.html
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Why do so many people say that Bill Clinton started NAFTA? It was Bush Sr. who signed [initiated] it
in - Go about a 1/4 of the way down the page (link-photos) and see the signing ceremony, it was Bush
Sr. - These Bush worshipers [Bushism is a religion an evil cult] will shift the blame to anyone that is
convenient - This country, by the hand of the (Bush) Republicans, supports communism more than
Karl Marx and Stalin combined - {Working in tandem to dismantle America Bush Sr. signed (1992) the
'initiating' NAFTA paperwork while Bill Clinton then signed (1993) NAFTA into law.}
Not that I don't blame Clinton also, because Clinton could have stopped it and didn't, so I blame him just as
much. It is Bush Sr. who signed it into law. Go about a 1/4 of the way down the page and see the signing
ceremony, it was Bush Sr. ... These Bush worshipers will shift the blame to anyone that is convenient. The
elder Bush did sign in on NAFTA, and the younger bush signed in on CAFTA. Both of these have destroyed
the American economy, and sent our factories to China, and Mexico and Brazil and Viet Nam, etc. This
country, by the hand of the Republicans, supports communism more than Karl Marx and Stalin combined.
http://answers.yahoo.com/question/index?qid=20070819095318AAeCl8u

Wanna Buy a Bridge?: Selling America's Infrastructure - Cities and states across the country are
selling off billions of dollars worth of strategic infrastructure and often they are peddling these vital
American assets to foreigners - The privatization wave goes back more than a decade (Bush Sr. 1992
- Executive Order 12803) - The U.S. government first blessed this (previously illegal) sale of American
infrastructure on April 30, 1992, when the senior President Bush signed Executive Order 12803, called
"Infrastructure Privatization" {After 24 straight years of a Bush, Clinton or a Carter in the White House
(President/VP) nothing has been done to protect America and everything has been done to dismantle
America. Is it a coincidence? Is it a quarter of a century of neglect? Or is it a systematic plan?}
Cities and states across the country are selling off billions of dollars worth of strategic infrastructure and often
they are peddling these vital American assets to foreigners. ... The privatization wave goes back more than a
decade. The U.S. government first blessed this fire sale of American infrastructure on April 30, 1992, when
the senior President Bush signed Executive Order 12803, called "Infrastructure Privatization." ... Many of the
critical infrastructure assets that Americans rely on daily - from airports, seaports and highways to water
systems - are managed by private foreign companies, according to a 2006 report by the Reason Foundation.
• Most of the U.S. domestic shipping industry, including vessels, containers, handling equipment, and port
facilities, and approximately 80 percent of U.S. port terminals, are leased and operated by foreign companies.
• Of the 517 domestic airports offering commercial passenger service in the U.S., 13 have management
contracts with private companies, and all of these companies have significant foreign ownership or
involvement.
http://archive.newsmax.com/archives/articles/2007/7/23/152653.shtml

Poll: Obama's Christian Outreach Failing, Catholics, Evangelicals Back McCain - Green said 20
percent of evangelicals say social issues like abortion are most important and that most of those
voters are in McCain's corner
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Washington, DC (LifeNews.com) -- A new poll shows Barack Obama's attempt to reach out to Christian
voters, despite his radical pro-abortion position, is failing. The survey, which shows Catholic and evangelical
voters backing McCain, explains why Obama launched a new effort to reach out to evangelicals. John Green
of the University of Akron conducted the study just as he did surveys of Christian voters in the 2004 elections.
Presented today at the Religion Newswriters Association conference, the survey finds evangelicals favor
McCain over Obama 57.2 percent to 19.9 percent. That's similar to the 60.4% to 19.6% edge President Bush
had over John Kerry at the same point four years ago. Green said 20 percent of evangelicals say social
issues like abortion are most important and that most of those voters are in McCain's corner. "Although social
issues are less important, they continue to resonate in the evangelical community," Green said, according to
a Christianity Today report. "The Obama campaign has not yet been able to overcome that."
http://www.lifenews.com/nat4345.html

September 11th, 2008: Foreign Bondholders - and not the U.S. Mortgage Market - Drove the
Fannie/Freddie Bailout - The U.S. government's decision to take control of foundering mortgage
giants Fannie Mae (FNM) and Freddie Mac (FRE) was driven not by worries about the fading U.S.
housing market, but by concerns that foreign (banks,) central banks in China, Japan, Europe, the
Middle East and Russia might stop buying our bonds {If Bush wanted to do something for America he
would release oil production reserves and get the price of oil down. It's easy to see that America,
particularly the middle-class is on Bush's hate list because Bush would have to hate America in order
to do what he is doing to it.}
For anyone who still doubted the growing global influence of such emerging powerhouses as China, consider
this: The U.S. government's decision to take control of foundering mortgage giants Fannie Mae (FNM) and
Freddie Mac (FRE) was driven not by worries about the fading U.S. housing market, but by concerns that
foreign central banks in China, Japan, Europe, the Middle East and Russia might stop buying our bonds. -As the bailout announced Sunday is currently structured, more than $1.3 trillion worth of Fannie Mae and
Freddie Mac debt currently held by the central banks and other investors in those regions will be guaranteed
by the U.S. government - even if one or both of the two government-sponsored enterprises (GSEs) were to
fail. That means that U.S. taxpayers - government parlance for you and me - will ultimately foot a big part of
the bill for making sure those foreign bondholders are "made whole."
http://jutiagroup.com/2008/09/11/foreign-bondholders-and-not-the-us-mortgage-market-drove-the-fanniefreddi
e-bailout/

President Bush Vows to Rebuild (Shiite-Muslim) Moslem Mosque in Iraq - Christian Church in U.S.
Bulldozed after His Attorney General Orders It Seized
President Bush has vowed to rebuild a Moslem mosque that is suspected of being destroyed by al-Qaeda. ...
After President Bush's representatives were given a legal plan by Attorney Al Cunningham whereby the
Indianapolis Baptist Temple property could have been saved, and which the President's liaison agreed was a
feasible plan, professed Christian Attorney General John Ashcroft by his own admission moved quickly to
seize the property. In a letter to Mr. Ashcroft dated March 1, 2002, Pastor Greg A. Dixon and I challenged Mr.
Ashcroft with the following words: Dear Mr. Ashcroft: This letter is to inform you that the congregation of the
Indianapolis Baptist Temple is in total shock to learn of the slanderous and false remarks that you made
about our congregation in a speech carried live on CNN and Fox News Network on December 5, 2001, in
which you connected the Indianapolis Baptist Temple to domestic terrorism. This is especially egregious
considering the events of September 11, 2001 ... Six years after ordering the raid on the Baptist Temple
property, Mr. Ashcroft wrote a book entitled Never Again - Securing America And Restoring Justice (Center
Steel, 2007) in which he admits – in fact almost boasts – about ordering the raid on the Baptist Temple in the
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following words: ...
http://unregisteredbaptistfellowship.com/trumpet/1.php

The Bush Record by "Chuck Baldwin Live" - Bush To Rebuild Mosque; Christian Church In U.S.
Bulldozed After Attorney General Orders It Seized by Greg Dixon, July 10, 2008 - Bush's Abortion
Funding, CovenantNews.com, October 9, 2004 {Many President Bush public policy articles.}
Welcome to Chuck Baldwin Live!Chuck Baldwin - is a radio broadcaster, syndicated columnist, and pastor
dedicated to preserving the historic principles upon which America was founded. About Us "Chuck Baldwin
Live" aired its first program on August 1, 1994. The broadcast originated as a Radio Talk Show and continued
in that capacity for eight years. The current format of the show features a recording of Dr. Baldwin's sermons
and commentaries and is carried by 9 different radio stations in Northwest Florida, Southern Alabama, and
parts of Central Florida (Deland Area). CBL is constitutionalist, Christian, pro-life, pro-traditional family, and
patriotic. We support constitutional government and the Bill of Rights. We hold fast to the principles and
values expressed by the Founding Fathers and the Declaration of Independence. Chuck's Columns are
available to individuals free of charge. They are sent out twice weekly, usually. To receive these editorial
columns, simply Subscribe here.
http://www.chuckbaldwinlive.com/index.php

By Debbie Schlussel: Prez Bush: No "God Bless America"? - Bush simply said, "May God Bless ya"
{It looks like President Bush is no longer even attempting to keep up the facade that he is either
religious or conservative (Bush's closest advisors in Washington have been Teddy Kennedy and
Hillary Clinton). In the end Bush just seems to be a little man attempting to continue to run a big scam
(the scams his father Bush Sr. started), mainly; high oil prices (Bush Sr. originated the ban on
offshore oil drilling in 1990), Foreign ownership of America's infrastructure, President Bush Sr. in
1992 signed Executive Order 12803, called "Infrastructure Privatization", weapons-war, drugs and
funny-money scams. If Bush didn't have a connected parent he would be just another two bit street
hustling pimp trying to run a con and make a few dollars. I'm glad few people follow the Bush family
anymore and many more people have rejected the toxic Bush Satanic doctrine because in the end
everyone who touches a (Satanic) Bush [unlike the burning bush of God in Exodus 3:2] or is touched
by a (Satanic) Bush gets burned.}
Is President Bush, in his last days in office, losing it . . . or at least forgetting something? Are his
speechwriters and teleprompters forgetting? ... an ABC Radio broadcast of President Bush's address to the
nation regarding the economic and financial crisis. At the conclusion of his speech--unless ABC Radio cut
him off and it didn't sound like it--President Bush simply said, "May G-d Bless ya." There was none of the
usual, "G-d Bless America." The omission--at least, to me--was glaring. Why was that omitted? Hopefully just
an oversight, but the President uses teleprompters for his addresses to the nation, so whoever wrote that
speech either deliberately didn't put it in, or forgot something important. And President Bush has addressed
the country plenty of times. He shouldn't have forgotten that. (Plus, I didn't learn anything new from the
speech. Did you?) First, they got rid of "The American Way" from Superman movies, and now "G-d Bless
America" is gone. What's next? Well, at least the President asked G-d to bless us ("ya"). Just not U.S.
http://www.debbieschlussel.com/archives/2008/09/prez_bush_no_g-.html

40 Days for Life Blog - DAY 2: "We saved our first baby!" - What a way to start the day! (Day 2 Blog)
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What a way to start the day! The fall 40 Days for Life campaign was barely hours old when we received an
e-mail from Jennifer in Cherry Hill, New Jersey. She and a few others had arrived at 6:30 Wednesday
morning to pray at the abortion center. A couple arrived in the parking lot, got out of their car and walked
towards the building. "Joe gave them a flyer," said Jennifer, "and she brought it into the clinic. About 10
minutes later they came out of the clinic and went to the car." The woman argued with the man for a time, but
then they got in the car and left. "This lady looked at us praying and blessed herself with the sign of the
cross," Jennifer said. "We saved our first baby!" Shortly thereafter, a text message appeared on my phone
from Chris, the campaign director from New York City: "David! 1st 40 Days turnaround!" Later in the day,
another life was saved at the same location. Nance, organizer of the Grimes and Waller county, Texas, 40
Days for Life efforts e-mailed, "a BABY SAVED from Planned Parenthood in Houston!!!"
http://40daysforlife.com/blog/?p=132

40 Days for Life Devotional - These words come from a brochure of the Society of Centurions, an
organization for former abortion providers - These words convey in a beautiful and moving way what
is happening across the nation as hundreds of abortionists and their staff experience repentance,
conversion and healing (Day 2 PDF)
Intention: Pray for those who work in the abortion industry, and for those who have repented of committing
abortions and have resolved to defend life. Scripture: Jesus called out with a loud voice, "Father, into your
hands I commit my spirit." When he had said this, he breathed his last. The centurion, seeing what had
happened, praised God and said, "Surely this was a righteous man." -Luke 23:46-47. Reflection: "Those of us
who have participated in the killing of unborn children are the Centurions of today. We have dropped our
swords against the unborn child. Now we must recognize the depth of our guilt and deal with the
ramifications... To revitalize our humanity we need to forgive and be forgiven, to reconcile and be healed."
These words come from a brochure of the Society of Centurions, an organization for former abortion
providers. These words convey in a beautiful and moving way what is happening across the nation as
hundreds of abortionists and their staff experience repentance, conversion and healing. How does this
conversion begin? Dr. Philip Ney writes, "The factors that hanged their opinion on performing abortions, in the
following order of frequency, were: evidence of the infant's humanity, a spiritual experience, personal
distress, evidence of the mother's distress, scientific articles, being accepted as a person, a personal
relationship with a pro-lifer, pro-life pickets." (The Centurion's Pathway, p. 77).
http://40daysforlife.com/docs/fall2008day02print.pdf

Answers in Genesis, Creation Science - Inventory Blowout Sale - Use Coupon code BLOWOUTSALE
for an additional 10% off storewide including all sale & clearance items! - Foundation for Change
(DVD $2.99) - This 25-year commemorative DVD celebrates a quarter-century of the Genesis
"relevance" message {**Highly recommended DVD – the "Foundation for Change" 'relevance
message' by Ken Ham had a major impact on the formation of the Basic Christian ministry. Basic
Christian has very much taken the shape of this very lecture.} (DVD)
Please note that the availability of clearance items is not guaranteed. If an item included in your order is
found to be out of stock when your order is processed, the item(s) will be removed from your order and you
will not be charged. ... A Foundation for Change (DVD $2.99) by Ken Ham This 25-year commemorative DVD
celebrates a quarter-century of the Genesis "relevance" message. It features the full-length video Genesis:
The Key to Reclaiming the Culture, teaching from other key productions, and a special greeting from Ken
Ham.
http://www.answersingenesis.org/PublicStore/catalog/Inventory-Blowout,264.aspx
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Bush Analysis: Bailout Or Abyss? {At best Bush is a petty politician who can only engage the public
with fear, threats and intimidation. I for one will never miss the Bush politics of propaganda, fear and
manipulation. This Wall Street problem is a Bush problem and not an American problem.}
George Bush has warned of dire consequences if the US fails to hurry up and accept a massive bailout plan,
but it is far from certain that sceptical voters and politicians will be swayed. As he explained the package to
the American public, the president said failure to accept it could point the nation towards a "long and painful
recession". "We are in the midst of a serious financial crisis and the federal government is responding with
decisive action," he said. "The market is not functioning properly. The recovery effort is aimed at preserving
America's overall economy."
http://news.sky.com/skynews/Home/Business/Bush-On-Bank-Bailout-Plan-Skys-Business-Editor-Michael-Wil
son-Looks-At-The-Rescue-Proposal/Article/200809415106963?lpos=Business_First_Buisness_Feature_Tea
ser_Region__0&lid=ARTICLE_15106963_Bush_On_Bank_Bailout_Plan%3A_Skys_Business_Editor_Michae
l_Wilson_Looks_At_The_Rescue_Proposal

The Ahmadinejad/Clinton Outrage - Unfortunately for Sen. Clinton, she comes out of this looking like
a small-minded operator concerned more about politics than principle - To widespread dismay, the
rally sponsors withdrew their invitation to Gov. Palin. The George Soros-funded advocacy group J
Street issued a public statement boasting, "We did it"
Various reasons have been advanced for Sen. Clinton's reneging on her long-standing commitment to
participate. She said she felt disrespected by the rally's sponsors for their having failed to notify her, after
she'd agreed to participate, that Gov. Palin had also been invited to speak. As a corollary, she added that the
Palin invitation turned the event into one of a partisan nature. This is both bizarre and puzzling, since on the
one hand she suggests she would not have changed her mind about attending had she been properly
apprised of Gov. Palin's invitation and on the other she implies she would have withdrawn no matter how she
found out. At any rate, it is hard to understand how inviting a Republican vice-presidential candidate to
appear together with a U.S. senator closely identified with the Democratic presidential campaign could be
anything but bipartisan. The real problem seems to have been Sen. Clinton's reluctance to share a stage with
the hottest personality on the political scene. -- Unfortunately for Sen. Clinton, she comes out of this looking
like a small-minded operator concerned more about politics than principle. And after having put to rest the ill
feelings generated by her notorious embrace of Suha Arafat several years back, she has now reignited all the
old questions about her by allowing petty political maneuvering to trump an issue as central to Israel and the
Jewish community - and the United States, for that matter - as the ambitions of Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, not
only the world's most outspoken anti-Semite but a man determined to acquire nuclear weapons for Iran and
use them against Israel. ... Threats were made that unless Gov. Palin were dropped, complaints would be
lodged with the Internal Revenue Service against the organizational participants for allegedly promoting
partisan political activity in violation of their status as tax-exempt charities. There were also threats about
ending financial support to the organizations. To widespread dismay, the rally sponsors withdrew their
invitation to Gov. Palin. The George Soros-funded advocacy group J Street issued a public statement
boasting, "We did it."
http://www.jewishpress.com/content.cfm?contentid=36433&sContentID=3

Kirk Cameron: I Only Kiss My Wife ... Even on Screen - The former star of the TV sitcom "Growing
Pains" refused to kiss the actress who played his wife in his new movie "Fireproof" he told the
"Today" show on Monday - "So when I'm kissing my wife, we're actually husband and wife honoring
marriage behind the scenes" {Wow, Kirk Cameron just keeps amazing everyone with his maturity and
his dedication to his family and to God!}
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"I have a commitment not to kiss any other woman," he told the morning show. So his real wife, actress
Chelsea Noble, was the body double for the onscreen kiss. "So when I'm kissing my wife, we're actually
husband and wife honoring marriage behind the scenes," Cameron told "Today." The former child star
became an evangelical Christian at 17 and is involved in The Way of the Master ministries
(wayofthemaster.com).
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,427161,00.html

Effective Prayer Life - Living Water (Online Books)
Effective Prayer Life: Prayer is the most important activity a born-again Christian can engage in. It should
head your list of priorities, for certainly the world around us desperately needs prayer. Prayer will open the
door for God to do a glorious work in these last days. Prayer will stem the tide of evil. This collection of
studies on prayer presents you with certain Scriptures, thoughts, and rules. When you put them into practice
in your life, they will bring you into a new relationship with God, and help you to experience a more effective
and dynamic prayer life in which to do battle against the evil forces in these last days. We wrestle not against
flesh and blood, but against spirit powers and principalities, thus the weapons of our warfare cannot be
carnal. Prayer is the most potent weapon that we possess in our spiritual arsenal and by it we can pull down
the strongholds of the enemy. Does Satan have a strong hold on your city government? Does he have a
strong hold on your husband or wife or children? Through this book you will learn how to break down these
strong holds. ... Living Water: A Glorious Walk with the Spirit. It's critical that we understand this. The Holy
Spirit is the primary agent of the Godhead working in the world today. He is the person of the Godhead to
whom we relate most closely. He is the One who is gathering a body of believers - the bride of Christ - to
present unto the Lord. And the church through the Holy Spirit is doing the work of God in the world. The Holy
Spirit is called the Paraklete, "one called alongside to help." He has come alongside to help us in every
situation. He is here to be our strength. He is here to be our provider. He is here to take care of the
emergencies that arise in life. Anytime that we need help in any kind of situation, we can know that the Holy
Spirit is here to be our helper. He is the One who has been called to come alongside to help us. The Holy
Spirit desires a personal, loving relationship with all of us. He wants to come alongside of you and help you in
and through every situation you may face. That is why it is so vitally important that each of us come to know
the person of the Holy Spirit, to know Him in His fullness. Only in that way will we be able to experience the
comfort, help, and strength that He provides and which all of us so desperately need.
http://www3.calvarychapel.com/library/smith-chuck/books/

God Is Light - Audio Messages - The audio files are in the WMA format (wma Downloads, Tracts,
Wallpaper)
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We believe that there is but one true and living God who exists in the past, the present, and forever
throughout eternity in the Trinity of the Father, the Son and the Holy Spirit. See Matthew 28:19 -- The Holy
Bible, consisting of the Old and New Testaments, is the living, unchanging, and inerrant Word of God. Every
word is inspired by God, and is the final authority for Christian faith and life. See II Timothy 3:16, and II Peter
1:20,21. -- The Lord Jesus Christ is and ever was the only begotten, eternal Son of God the Father. He left
the glories of heaven to become a man in order to die on the cross as a substitute for sinners. He was
conceived by the Holy Spirit and born of the virgin Mary. The Lord Jesus Christ was completely Holy and
pure at birth, and likewise throughout His life the Bible says: "He knew no sin" (II Corinthians 5:21) He "did no
sin" (1 Peter 2:22), and, "in Him is no sin" (1 John 3:5). The Lord Jesus could not sin, for He is God! In Him
perfect humanity and deity is found in one Person. He is the mediator between God and man. He was
crucified on a cross for the sins of all mankind and He eternally and fully paid the penalty of sin with His own
precious blood. -- The Lord Jesus has completed the work of redemption and God has fully attested to His
satisfaction in that He raised Him from the dead and has seated Him at His own right hand.
http://www.godislight.org/audio.htm

e3Resources.org: eCube and Evangelism Resources - eCube Video and Training aids - Downloads
(.Mov, .Avi, .PPT, .PDF)
We are committed to helping fulfill the Great Commission! Jesus commanded us to pray for workers because
the harvest is plentiful but the workers are few.
http://www.e3resources.org/downloads.aspx

SimplyShareJesus.com: eCube (Evangelism Cube) - Online Video (International Version)
Description: The eCube is made for everyone! Parents, Kids, Pastors, Youth Leaders, Sunday School
Teachers, Missionaries, Lay Leaders and more can share this creative, easy-to-use puzzle to bring the
Gospel of Jesus Christ to life.
http://simplysharejesus.com/

Blu-ray: Playing for a Limited Engagement? The technology's staying power is in doubt now that
Hollywood is working to expedite video downloads - Blu-ray disk: "I think it has five years left" says a
Samsung executive
Blu-ray, we hardly knew ye. Consumers are starting to buy video players for high-definition Blu-ray discs, and
sales are expected to rise sharply in the next few years. But already some of the technology's backers say its
days are numbered. "I think it has five years left," Andy Griffiths, a director of consumer electronics at
Samsung, the second-biggest seller of Blu-ray players, told the media this month. -- Why the dire forecast?
After all, Blu-ray triumphed in the battle for a high-definition standard with HD DVD less than a year ago. But
now consumers are warming to the idea of getting movies and other video off the Internet, and for the first
time, major studios and their partners are rushing to accommodate. On Sept. 12 a consortium of some of the
biggest names in tech, including Intel (INTC) and Hewlett-Packard (HPQ), announced they would collaborate
with Hollywood on standards to make it easier for consumers to download and view copyrighted content on
all manner of devices. "It's all about consumer freedom and consumer choice," says Mitch Singer, president
of the consortium, the Digital Entertainment Content Ecosystem.
http://www.businessweek.com/magazine/content/08_39/b4101070123179.htm?campaign_id=yhoo
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Record Labels to Sell MP3 Music on Memory Cards - retailers Best Buy Co. and Wal-Mart Stores Inc.
are hoping that albums sold on microSD memory cards will at least provide an additional stream of
sales - The companies unveiled plans Monday to sell memory cards loaded with music in the MP3
format, free of copy protections
NEW YORK - Just as vinyl once gave way to compact discs as the main physical medium for music, could
CDs be replaced now by a fingernail-sized memory card? Perhaps not entirely, but SanDisk Corp., four major
record labels and retailers Best Buy Co. and Wal-Mart Stores Inc. are hoping that albums sold on microSD
memory cards will at least provide an additional stream of sales. The companies unveiled plans Monday to
sell memory cards loaded with music in the MP3 format, free of copy protections. ... Unlike when the CD was
introduced and people had to buy new players, many people already have the ability to play slotMusic
albums, since many cell phones and multimedia players support microSD cards. These new albums will
come with a small USB dongle that lets buyers use them with computers, too. The USB dongle will also
enable users to transfer the songs to iPods, which don't have memory-card slots, via a PC. "Particularly in
this kind of economic climate, the idea of being able to use an electronic device you already own to enjoy
music rather than going out and buying a dedicated player is pretty compelling," said Daniel Schreiber, who
heads the audio-video business unit at SanDisk, which created the microSD card format and is working on
the technology behind slotMusic.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,426121,00.html

do with the dangerous cult of Islam. To even attempt to put Islam into an acceptable societal norm is
the height of naivety. The Judeo-Christian religion practices mercy and goodwill to others while Islam
promotes vengeance and violence against others. *Islam and other cults are the low road in life
because they appeal to the base human conditions of greed, anger, envy and jealousy. The
Jewish-Christian religion is the high road in life where God is asking us to live above our abilities to
live in love and to reject fear.}">Religious Groups Condemn 'Obscene' Event Honoring Ahmadinejad An event organized by several religious groups to honor Iranian president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad in
New York Thursday has drawn ire from the Catholic League and several Jewish organizations, UPI
reported {Islam means 'slavery-submission-oppression' and it is demonic, barbaric and cruel to
everyone involved. The 'submission' that Islam claims is directed at God is really only directed to
men, the men who make the rules and the men who want things done their way. It is the Muslim men
who enforce their standards and not God. The true and living God is not harboring the vengeance
that Islam is displaying in their tortures, harassments, hatreds and beheadings. The real God has
nothing to do with the dangerous cult of Islam. To even attempt to put Islam into an acceptable
societal norm is the height of naivety. The Judeo-Christian religion practices mercy and goodwill to
others while Islam promotes vengeance and violence against others. *Islam and other cults are the
low road in life because they appeal to the base human conditions of greed, anger, envy and
jealousy. The Jewish-Christian religion is the high road in life where God is asking us to live above
our abilities to live in love and to reject fear.}
Catholic League President Bill Donohue called on supporters to attend a rally to disrupt Thursday's "obscene"
Ramadan event. "Ahmadinejad is a menace to freedom-loving people the world over, and the sight of
religious groups embracing him is nauseating," Donohue told UPI. "The Catholic League is proud to take part
in this rally, and we encourage people of all religious groups to have a contingent represent them on
Thursday evening." The Christian groups behind the event to honor Ahmadinejad are the American Friends
Service Committee, Mennonite Central Committee, Quaker United Nations Office, Religions for Peace and
the World Council of Churches, UPI reported. The initial rally to protest Thursday's dinner at the Grand Hyatt
Hotel was organized by Women International and the Jewish Action Alliance. Wendy Wright, President of
Concerned Women for America, encouraged people to protest the event.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,427024,00.html
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Hillary vs. Sarah, America vs. Iran, and the Film About Stonings in Iran ("The Stoning of Soraya M")
That Ahmadinejad Needs To See - Obama is the one who decided not to send anyone of rank to stand
with the Jews who are opposing Amadinejad's genocidal and nuclear policies - According to Israel
Today, Christians have demanded that the UN indict Ahmadinejad over threats to Israel - A petition
signed by 55,000 Christians from 128 nations, demanding the arrest and indictment of the Iranian
President, will be delivered to (the) UN Secretary-General
Yes, that man is coming back on September 22nd to address the UN. Of course, Jewish groups are holding
protest rallies and politicians are being hastily invited and are dis-inviting themselves as speakers. Hillary has
now declined to speak on the same platform as Palin, Palin is still planning to speak, the Democrats are
trying to persuade the various Jewish groups to cancel Palin, and McCain, in his signature "anti-partisanship"
style, is trying to persuade the Democrats to join the Republicans in speaking out against a nuclear and
genocidal Iran. According to spokeswoman Tracey Schmitt, "Governor Palin believes that the danger of a
nuclear Iran is greater than party or politics. She hopes that all parties can rally together in opposition to this
grave threat." According to Israel Today, Christians have demanded that the UN indict Ahmadinejad over
threats to Israel. (God bless them). A petition signed by 55,000 Christians from 128 nations, demanding the
arrest and indictment of the Iranian President, will be delivered to UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon this
week, reported The Jerusalem Post. -- I have an additional suggestion. Let's all watch a movie. There is a
suitable one coming our way, based on Iranian journalist Freidoune Sahebjam's jewel of a book, The Stoning
of Soraya M. The great Iranian expatriate actress, Shohreh Aghdashloo, stars in it; reason enough to see it.
Show this film at the United Nations to Ahmadinejad, that arch purveyor of death, and to all those UN
apparachniks who lack the curage to stop him. Indeed, why not show the film instead of allowing
Ahmadinejad to speak? ... According to an NCWDI Report, "Iran is still the largest prison (in the world) for
women." Since 1979, tens of thousands of women have been tortured and executed in Iran. -- "A regime like
Tehran that uses rape and sexual slavery as weapons against women, stones women to death, and has the
highest number of female executions in the world should not be allowed to get its hands on nuclear weapons.
The Iranian regime is a state sponsor of terrorism and violence against women. Therefore, the struggle of the
Iranian women against this regime is extremely important in the field of international peace and security." I
agree. I hope the film version of Soraya M's story helps Westerners understand what is at stake in Iran. And I
hope that the Democrats can find it in their hearts to stand with the Republicans against Iran. We will have to
do so both sooner and later.
http://pajamasmedia.com/phyllischesler/2008/09/18/hillary-vs-sarah-america-vs-iran-and-the-film-about-stoni
ngs-in-iran-that-ahmadinejad-needs-to-see/

*** 40 Days for Life officially Starts Today *** Wednesday, September 24, 2008 - That we may use
these 40 Days for Life to plead for God's mercy and grace upon all those involved in the sin of
abortion - The psalmist encourages us to go humbly before God as we seek His will (Day 1 PDF)
The toll of abortion cannot be measured. We hear estimates of almost 50 million innocent victims, but that's
only one aspect of the harm that has un-folded in abortion's wake. There are also the mothers and fathers of
these millions, as well as the grandparents, brothers and sisters, aunts, uncles, cousins. Unborn lives
destroyed. Lives of the living shattered. It's overwhelming and depressing, but even in the midst of such
unfathomable darkness, the church teaches us to have hope. Yes, it was indeed Calvary that followed
Christ's 40 days in the desert, but without Calvary there would have been no Resurrection – His victory over
death that opened the gates of heaven to those who believe in and follow Him.
http://40daysforlife.com/docs/fall2008day01print.pdf

Changing Good (Job Skills) Programmers (Church Staff) into Great (Life Skills) Programmers (Church
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Staff) - But the vast majority of the programmers fell somewhere in the middle, They were good, Not
amazing, but definitely not bad either - How can you transform the good programmers into fantastic,
amazing, awesome programmers? - Thus, at a minimum the programmers must be aware of what can
go wrong, and must know how to write code that handles those situations correctly - The moral here,
then, is to make sure your programmers are familiar with the information resources (i.e The Holy
Bible) {This Excellent job skills information article applies to all jobs and to living life itself. There is a
low road and there is a high road, Jesus Christ is the high road. Even in tough times Jesus is the high
road.} -- Holy Bible Matthew 4:1 Then was Jesus led "up" of the Spirit into the wilderness to be
tempted of the devil.
During the past two decades, I've worked with some really great programmers and software developers. And,
unfortunately, I've worked with more than a few who probably should have chosen a different field. But the
vast majority of the programmers fell somewhere in the middle. They were good. Not amazing, but definitely
not bad either. For managers and executives who have programmers and software developers reporting to
them, the variation in skill can present quite a problem when you're trying to build a great product. How can
you transform the good programmers into fantastic, amazing, awesome programmers? Believe it or not, you
can. Let's see how to do it. First, you need to make sure your programmers have the essential skills, the
fundamentals. Some do; some don't. Just because they survived an undergrad program in computer science
doesn't meant they do. Now this is going to sound obvious, but at the very least, every software developer
must be a master of writing good lines of code. You've seen those who aren't, the programmers who sit there
for hours, staring at 10 lines of code, trying to figure out what's wrong and can't. This kind of thing can
happen to all of us programmers occasionally. But the problem is the programmer who does that on a regular
basis. ... Also, programmers have a tendency (myself included) to want to add all sorts of extra features to
really make something cool. For example, a file locking mechanism would be even more useful if it included
built-in file caching and a queue to manage the locks, and went far and beyond the little one in the library. But
that's overkill. And the last thing you want is for your programmers to spend two weeks, a week or two days
writing code when all they need to do is write the one or two lines to make use of the class Microsoft gave us
(or whoever built the library you're using for your particular platform). Besides, remember that even though
the programmer might be able to roll out his or her own version in a day, your testers will have to now test
that code in addition, and what was a day of work could turn into a week or two weeks. Compare that with
using one or two lines of code that call a pre-existing, tested class. Which, then, I ask is better? Which is the
right way to do it? Conclusion: The moral here, then, is to make sure your programmers are familiar with the
information resources, especially the online documents, as well as any existing libraries and frameworks they
might have access to that have been tested many times over. Then you need to make sure that they're not
rolling their own classes and components when one already exists that does the job. Finally, they need to be
aware of the real issues that come up in a multiuser, high-performance system such as a Web server
handling thousands or even millions of sessions a day.
http://www.eweek.com/index2.php?option=content&task=view&id=49680&pop=1&hide_ads=1&page=0&hide
_js=1

Iran's Ahmadinejad Addresses United Nations, Declares 'American Empire' Reaching 'End of Road' {I
think this was no idle boast by Ahmadinejad he knows he has key people on his side helping to
destroy America from within. People like Bush Sr., Bush Jr., Jimmy (the Dhimmy – submitted to
Islam) Carter, Bill and Hillary Clinton, Joseph Bidden, Barack Obama, Nancy Pelosi, Charles
Schumer, Diane Feinstein, Barbara Boxer, Dana Rohrabacher, Mitt Romney, Rick Warren, Henry
Kissinger, David Rockefeller, Zbigniew Brzezinski, Bill Gates, Hector Ruiz, Rupert Murdoch (Fox news
owner and distributor of the Satanic bible), Ted Turner (CNN news owner) and many others.}
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UNITED NATIONS - Iran's Mahmoud Ahmadinejad accused "a few bullying powers" of trying to thwart the
country's nuclear programs ... With major world leaders watching, and just eight hours after President Bush's
final speech before the general assembly, Ahmadinejad used the U.N. platform to decry (Israel) a "Zionist
regime," ... And in a direct attack on the U.S., he declared that the "American empire in the world is reaching
the end of its road," and urged the next presidential administration to "limit their interference to their own
borders."
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,426202,00.html

Is Paulson's Bailout Proposal Constitutional? No - Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson draft proposal
for the bailout of struggling financial-services firms sought to make himself the most powerful
unelected official in American history - **"Decisions by the Secretary pursuant to the authority of this
Act are non-reviewable and committed to agency discretion, and may Not be reviewed by any court of
law or any administrative agency" {This seems to be a Bush scam to get up to 1 Trillion in taxpayer
dollars and to then secretly ship it overseas to places like China and Abu Dhabi and also to terrorist
countries like Pakistan, Afghanistan and even Iran. If it is Bush's intention to fund global Islamic
terrorism then this would be a plan to do it with. This large of an amount of money 700 Billion and up
to 1 Trillion dollars coming out of the taxpayer system would also probably wreck Social Security
once and for all because if anything with the aging USA population it is Social Security that is really
going to need the bailout and not Wall Street and not the foreign banks. Keep in mind that Bush Jr.
has basically created and cultivated this banking crisis for a long time notably by the unprecedented
high price of oil and he is now quickly using this crisis to radically alter the business environment of
America. Most if not all of these Government market mergers and takeover decisions are being made
in special Sunday meetings apart from any normal working hours and very much away from public
view or oversight of any kind.}
Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson draft proposal for the bailout of struggling financial-services firms sought
to make himself the most powerful unelected official in American history through his proposal to take charge
of vast sectors of the U.S. economy -- setting policy, buying and selling assets, determining whether financial
institutions thrive or collapse -- with no oversight. Under Paulson's draft plan, Congress and the courts would
have been barred from reviewing or challenging his moves to stabilize financial markets -- effectively making
him the nation's economic czar. That's not just a dangerous power grab for economic and politic reasons. It's
unconstitutional. Paulson's power grab was specifically spelled out by the treasury secretary in Section 8 of
his proposal, which read: "Decisions by the Secretary pursuant to the authority of this Act are non-reviewable
and committed to agency discretion, and may not be reviewed by any court of law or any administrative
agency."
http://www.thenation.com/blogs/thebeat/363351/is_paulson_s_bailout_proposal_constitutional_no

cuttingedge.org: The planned march toward a Fascist Economy continues as Illuminati giants Morgan
Stanley and Goldman Sachs become banks! - It should be apparent to anyone that our economy is
being radically transformed before our very eyes, as the Government is selecting Illuminati
institutions to survive -- even prosper -- as it selects others to fail - This is purely Fascist (when the
government takes over and owns the businesses and not the people - no stockholders) Economics "'The decision marks the end of Wall Street as we have known it', said William Isaac, a former
chairman of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp - 'It's really too bad, as our country has benefited
greatly from the entrepreneurial risk takers on Wall Street"
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NEWS BRIEF: "Fed Allows Goldman, Morgan Stanley to Become Banks: Ending Era On Wall Street",
Bloomberg Financial News, September 21, 2008 "Goldman Sachs Group Inc. and Morgan Stanley will
become banks regulated by the Federal Reserve, after tight credit markets forced Wall Street's two remaining
independent investment banks to widen their sources of funding. The Federal Reserve Board approved the
applications of both firms to become bank holding companies, the Fed said today. Fed officials also
increased the two securities firms' ability to take out direct loans from the central bank, granting access
against a wider pool of collateral. -- Make no mistake about it, the Federal Reserve is aggressively taking
control of a huge swath of financial activity, including the banking sector. And, to facilitate the transition for
these giant companies to become banks, the Fed is allowing them to directly borrow from the Central Bank!
Illuminati institutions who owe their very lives to the Federal Reserve are being given a tremendous boost -but, this is to be expected, as we are transitioning into a truly Fascist economy. Wall Street is now forever
changed! -- "'The decision marks the end of Wall Street as we have known it', said William Isaac, a former
chairman of the Federal Deposit Insurance Corp. 'It's really too bad, as our country has benefited greatly from
the entrepreneurial risk takers on Wall Street"." Indeed, the era of true risk-taking is over -- replaced by
government-sponsored guaranteed investments. But, as Japan's success since World War II illustrates, a
Fascist economy can deliver goods and services on a par with a Capitalist economy. The major difference
between the two types of economies is that the Federal Government steps into the equation to control private
companies through thorough regulation. Since the government limits the amount of competition in every
sector of the economy, the profits of those companies who remain in the marketplace are positively huge.
This is the new "Brave New World" into which the United States is heading. But, the rest of the industrialized
world will follow suit rather quickly.
http://www.cuttingedge.org/newsletters/newsalert.htm

Cows, Government, Corporations & Ideologies . . . CAPITALISM, AMERICAN STYLE: You have two
cows. You sell one, buy a bull, and build a herd of cows. {Note: The current Bush Family is the result
of three generations [*Correction four generations Samuel Prescott Bush (Bush Jr.'s Great Grampy)
was also a known Satanist] of practicing Skull & Bones Satanists (Fascism) and loyal Nazi (Nazism)
party members, and yes they are liars using their government positions and connections to stack the
economic deck against everyone else!}
FASCISM: You have two cows. The government takes both, hires you to take care of them, and sells you the
milk. NAZISM: You have two cows. The government takes both and then shoots you. ... [New Bush]
AMERICAN CORPORATION: You have two cows. You sell one; lease it back to yourself and do an IPO on
the second one. You force the 2 cows to produce the milk of four cows. You are surprised when one cow
drops dead. You spin an announcement to the analysts stating you have downsized and are reducing
expenses. Your stock goes up. ... TALIBANISM: You have two cows. At first, the government makes them
wear burkas, but later shoots them because "they are Hindu religious symbols."
http://www.tostepharmd.net/humor/cows-gov.html

{Flashback} Greenspan: Oil the Prime Motive for Iraq War - America's elder statesman of finance,
Alan Greenspan, has shaken the White House by declaring that the prime motive for the war in Iraq
was oil {It isn't America that is benefiting from Bush's oil and opium wars. Bush is funding his radical
Islam army in part with our Tax dollars, the Oil money of Iraq and the Opium money of Afghanistan.
That is why we now pay $3.00+ at the pump for gas instead of $1-$2 and why the USA $ is now near
an all time low exchange rate providing a bargain for foreign oil rich investors to buy up American
assets at discount prices.}
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America's elder statesman of finance, Alan Greenspan, has shaken the White House by declaring that the
prime motive for the war in Iraq was oil. In his long-awaited memoir, to be published tomorrow, Greenspan, a
Republican whose 18-year tenure as head of the US Federal Reserve was widely admired, will also deliver a
stinging critique of President George W. Bush's economic policies. However, it is his view on the motive for
the 2003 Iraq invasion that is likely to provoke the most controversy. "I am saddened that it is politically
inconvenient to acknowledge what everyone knows: the Iraq war is largely about oil," he says. Greenspan,
81, is understood to believe that Saddam Hussein posed a threat to the security of oil supplies in the Middle
East. Britain and America have always insisted the war had nothing to do with oil. Bush said the aim was to
disarm Iraq of weapons of mass destruction and end Saddam's support for terrorism.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,296938,00.html

** 40 Days for Life officially starts this Wednesday (September 24) - Early impact, and a prayer
request - Blog & Audio (Mp3 Downloads)
I have an important prayer request for you, but first let me share some of the impact 40 Days for Life is
already having before it even begins. 40 Days for Life doesn't officially start until this Wednesday, September
24, and yet thousands of people have already begun to get involved at kick-off events around the country.
Yesterday afternoon, I was blessed to join more than 200 people at the 40 Days for Life kick-off in
Indianapolis - which concluded with a two-mile procession to the Planned Parenthood abortion center where
the campaign will be focused. I then drove up to Fort Wayne where 300 people packed a Lutheran school
gymnasium for an electrifying kick-off event. At the end of the rally, the attendees collectively committed to
hundreds of hours of participation in their local 40 Days for Life vigil. We're getting similar reports from other
cities across North America - and many locations are still gearing up for their kick-off events which will be
held over the next three days. People are coming out in far greater numbers than we have ever seen before,
setting the stage for a powerful - and world-changing - campaign! Even before this 40 Days for Life has
started, we are already hearing reports of many blessings.
http://40daysforlife.com/blog/

40 Days for Life - Today's Devotional for Preparation, September 23, 2008 - For God's blessing upon
the coming 40 Days for Life campaign (PDF)
Not unlike God's chosen people of Israel, we must humble ourselves, pray, seek His face, and turn from our
wicked ways, if we expect God to hear from heaven, forgive our sin, and heal our land. The need for
repentance has not been greater since the Supreme Court decision of Roe v. Waden 1973. The number one
cause of death in America is the needless sacrifice of our children at the altar of convenience called abortion.
Conservative estimates put the number of deaths at nearly 48 million. And lest we think this is an issue
out-side the church walls, 43 percent of women obtaining abortions identify themselves as Protestant, and 27
per-cent identify themselves as Catholic. One in four women has at least one abortion by the age of 45 – both
non-Christian and Christian alike. Where was the voice of Truth – the church?
http://40daysforlife.com/docs/fall2008day00print.pdf

10 Things You Should Know About Bush's Trillion Dollar Fleecing Plan - #9. Foreign Banks Can Cash
in Too - Or perhaps the fact that U.S. tax-payers look like they might also end up bailing out foreign
banks will end up being a fly in the ointment
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The Bush administration's proposal to bail out some of Wall Street's biggest players with an unprecedented
transfer of public wealth to the private sector sent shock-waves throughout the nation. Already deep in deficit,
the administration wants to borrow $700 billion dollars -- in addition to the $900 billion already spent this year
to prop up troubled lending institutions and deal with the fall-out from the housing crisis -- and entrust it to
Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson, fresh from a long run on Wall Street himself. He'd then buy up worthless
paper from struggling banks. Who would get the money? Nobody knows. Paulson says he wants to hire Wall
Street firms to oversee the process. Under Bush's plan, the taxpayer would get little, if anything, in return.
The whole thing would happen without Congressional oversight, save for a semi-annual report on the
process, and Paulson's actions would be beyond challenge in the courts. It is an economic coup d'etat in the
making. And people are talking about little else. Here's 10 things that have been on our radars ...
http://www.alternet.org/workplace/99876/10_things_you_should_know_about_bush's_trillion_dollar_fleecing_
plan/?page=1

Bailouts will lead to more (government bailouts) spending - Government intervention in the economy
always leads to even more government intervention in the economy - But we predict that just a few
years down the road they'll (Bailouts) cause even bigger problems, problems not anticipated by the
people who pushed them
Letting the problems work their way out would be the quickest and best way to deal with the impact of the
housing collapse. But that's not the way the government works. The government has already basically
nationalized insurance giant AIG, along with Freddie Mac and Fannie Mae. Now, the Bush administration is
offering to buy up to $1 trillion in bad mortgages. And no one in Congress, no one in the administration, is
talking about getting rid of the easy money policies and housing subsidies that led to this mess. Where will
these bailouts lead? Probably to more bailouts and more government spending. The big automakers have
already lined up with their hats in hand. The bailouts may lead to some temporary relief. They may not. But
we predict that just a few years down the road they'll cause even bigger problems, problems not anticipated
by the people who pushed them. And we predict that when those problems arise, they'll lead to calls for more
government spending and regulation. They always do.
http://www.northwestgeorgia.com/opinion/local_story_264221024.html

Bailout extends to foreign banks, small and regional institutions - The proposed $700 billion federal
bank and mortgage bailout would include foreign banks (China - Abu Dhabi) with U.S. assets - Others
question the inclusion of foreign banks
The proposed $700 billion federal bank and mortgage bailout would include foreign banks with U.S. assets as
well regional and smaller banks, U.S. Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson said Tuesday. Paulson and Federal
Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke testified before the U.S. Senate Finance Committee Tuesday morning and
warned that without the bailout, the U.S. economy and financial markets would be in serious jeopardy.
Bernanke said the bailout was necessary for the economy and lending sector and without it the U.S.
economy would face job losses, continued housing troubles and limited lending. Paulson said a host of banks
and mortgage lenders could be helped by the bailout, freeing up more money for lending. The Bush
administration plan, however, faces questions in Washington and hard-hit housing markets such as Arizona.
Some say it should be geared solely toward Wall Street and banks, while others say there should be help for
homeowners with troubled mortgages. Others question the inclusion of foreign banks and say taxpayers
should get equity stakes in the banks being bailed out. The plan also faces questions regarding oversight,
inflation and CEO pay.
http://www.bizjournals.com/phoenix/stories/2008/09/22/daily15.html
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Democratic Senator Christopher Dodd (Banking Committee chairman): 'I have a lot of reservations'
about bailout plan - The proposal, if adopted, would amount to the most sweeping economic
intervention by the government since the Great Depression - I'm angry as well, This didn't have to
happen, It was not a natural disaster, It was a preventable, avoidable situation {Bush taking a nap,
offshoring our production workforce and letting the oil prices get out of hand caused this or at least
had a lot to do with our current economic dilemma.}
You know talk about waking a sleeping giant -- we have almost 2,000 blog posts on CNNMoney.com about
this bailout alone. Many people are outraged about it. They feel the government is spending $700 billion or
more to reward bad behavior. What can you do to assure people that this is the right thing? Sen. Christopher
Dodd: Well, I'm not sure it is at this point. That's why we're having this hearing this morning. We'll have
Secretary Paulson and Ben Bernanke, the chairman of the Federal Reserve, before the banking committee to
explain this plan, why it's necessary and where we go from here. They basically have asked for a blank check
of $700 billion for the next several years here to buy a lot of bad instruments out there in these institutions. I
have a lot of reservations. We're trying to put some safeguards in it. I'm angry as well. This didn't have to
happen. It was not a natural disaster. It was a preventable, avoidable situation. We are where we are. Our
economy is teetering. We've been warned we're very fragile. There could be a complete collapse. It needs to
be straightened out or it could get worse. Pension funds, 401(k)s, jobs could be in worse shape.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/09/23/dodd.qanda/index.html

What Happens If There's No Bailout? {I think nothing happens and it's business as usual, meaning a
few more Lehman type bankruptcies and that's it. The horse has already left the barn the economy
has already partially collapsed and everyone agrees that the bailout won't solve anything it is just a
temporary fix *and note all the Bush bailouts protect foreign investors mainly China and Abu Dhabi
who own theses assets the Bush bailouts do little if anything for the American citizen.}
The mood darkened throughout the day as it appeared increasingly likely that there will be no deal in
Congress, and no bailout. I'm going to fill you in on the flaws with the deal as currently proposed, the political
action in Congress and elsewhere, and what happens if there's no deal. The Paulson/Bernanke bailout plan
is called "TARP," for Troubled Asset Relief Program. I've given you the details here and here. ... Reactions
from people who actually understand economics and markets have also been uniform. The glaring defect in
the plan as proposed relates to valuation. -- The objective is to create a bid for mortgage-based assets that
are owned by financial firms, and which were purchased for more than they're worth now. In many cases,
these assets are being carried on firms' books at values above the current market (which is ragged and
illiquid). This makes firms reluctant to sell the assets because they will then be required to realize large
losses to capital, which in extreme cases can put them out of business. ... So the most important questions
for Paulson are: What will be the value at which you will purchase these distressed assets? Who will make
the decision, and how will they be compensated? These are the critical questions because they illuminate the
underlying policy objective. Does Mr. Paulson intend to systematically purchase MBS at higher prices than
current market values would suggest? This would save Wall Street's bacon. A great many firms would be
relieved of the burden of their past errors and mismanagement, and would get a fighting chance to stay in
business and attract new capital.
http://www.redstate.com/diaries/blackhedd/2008/sep/23/what-happens-if-theres-no-bailout/

The September 23-26, 2008 Clinton Global Initiative (CGI) - In 2005, President Clinton established the
Clinton Global Initiative (CGI) to turn ideas into action and to help our world move beyond the current
state of globalization to a more integrated global community of shared benefits, responsibilities, and
values - By gathering world leaders from a variety of backgrounds, CGI creates a unique opportunity
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to channel the capacities of individuals and organizations to realize change {Bill Clinton is really
Jimmy Carter in disguise! Has anyone ever seen Clinton and Carter in the same room at the same
time? Of course they are different people but with the same lame global (ruin America) enslavement
agenda.}
Today, CGI is reaching even more leaders in diverse regions, future leaders from college campuses, and
global citizens through a community of projects evolving from CGI's unique model that focuses on taking
action. Since 2005, CGI members have made nearly 1,000 commitments valued at upwards of $30 billion to
impact more than 200 million lives in over 150 countries. ... Building on the success of the CGI Annual
Meeting in New York, CGI has expanded its model of commitment-making. In December 2008, CGI Asia in
Hong Kong will kick off a series of international meetings. CGI University provides students and universities a
unique forum to act on the issues that are important to this generation of young people. MyCommitment.org
is an online portal where anyone can make a commitment or find others who share their vision for change.
http://www.clintonglobalinitiative.org/NETCOMMUNITY/Page.aspx?pid=2358&srcid=2356

Bill Clinton Says He Understands Palin's Appeal - Speaking to reporters before his Clinton Global
Initiative meeting, the former president described Palin's appeal - The global initiative, a project of
Clinton's foundation, will hold its four-day annual meeting in Manhattan starting Tuesday - After that,
Clinton said he will be busy campaigning for Obama
Speaking to reporters before his Clinton Global Initiative meeting, the former president described Palin's
appeal by adding, "People look at her, and they say, 'All those kids. Something that happens in everybody's
family. I'm glad she loves her daughter and she's not ashamed of her. Glad that girl's going around with her
boyfriend. Glad they're going to get married." 'Clinton said voters would think, "I like that little Down syndrome
kid. One of them lives down the street. They're wonderful children. They're wonderful people. And I like the
idea that this guy does those long-distance races. Stayed in the race for 500 miles with a broken arm. My
kind of guy." Palin, the governor of Alaska, became an overnight star when Republican presidential candidate
John McCain tapped her for his running mate. Her family, including her Down syndrome baby, Trig, her
pregnant 17-year-old daughter, Bristol, and her husband, Todd, four-time winner of the 2,000-mile Iron Dog
snowmobile race, have garnered intense media interest. "I get this," Clinton said. "My view is … why say,
ever, anything bad about a person? Why don't we like them and celebrate them and be happy for her
elevation to the ticket? And just say that she was a good choice for him and we disagree with them?"
http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/09/23/bill-palin-appeal/

Profiles in courage? McCain, Obama may skip bailout vote
Here's a quick one this morning: The website Politico reports that Sen. John McCain and Sen. Barack Obama
may skip the vote on the Paulson bailout plan -- if and when the plan comes to a vote in the Senate. From
Politico: Sen. John McCain has no plans to return to Washington this week, even though on Monday he
expressed discomfort with Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson 's trillion-dollar bailout plan and has offered his
own rescue proposal. ... Senior Obama strategist Robert Gibbs said the campaign would be monitoring the
process as it unfolds this week, but as of Monday, the campaign would not commit to Obama making the trip
back to Washington – even though the bailout proposal has taken a central role in Obama's stump speeches.
http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/laland/2008/09/profiles-in-cou.html

McCain, Obama raise doubts about (Bush) bailout plan - Democrat Barack Obama and Republican
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John McCain raised doubts about the Bush administration's $700 billion bailout and demanded
conditions that could snag its quick passage through the highly partisan Congress - McCain
cautioned against granting unchecked authority to Paulson, saying he is "greatly concerned that the
plan gives a single individual the unprecedented power to spend $1 trillion on the basis of not much
more than 'Trust me'" {Bush just needs to bring down the price of oil nothing else will work and
nothing else will matter. Oil over $60 a barrel is suicide to America and Bush being from a Texas oil
family knows that. Bush has chosen his own profits from oil instead of the benefit of the country.}
WASHINGTON (AP) - Democrat Barack Obama and Republican John McCain raised doubts about the Bush
administration's $700 billion bailout and demanded conditions that could snag its quick passage through the
highly partisan Congress. Less than six weeks remained in the presidential contest as the candidates were
preparing for their first debate on Friday, a confrontation on foreign policy and national security. Those
issues, despite ongoing wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, have slid to a distant second place behind voter
anxiety over the U.S. economy - in the midst of a financial crisis not seen since the 1930s Great Depression.
McCain, who only a week ago said the economy was fundamentally sound, now says the U.S. financial
system is facing a major crisis. Speaking on NBC television, McCain said, "We are in the most serious crisis
since World War II." He also said that despite the ballooning national debt he would not raise taxes if elected
president. ... McCain cautioned against granting unchecked authority to Paulson, saying he is "greatly
concerned that the plan gives a single individual the unprecedented power to spend $1 trillion on the basis of
not much more than 'Trust me.'" ... "I believe we need a high level of oversight and an oversight board to
impose real criteria for those who need help and those who do not and that we have a careful steward of the
taxpayer's dollars," McCain said.
http://ap.google.com/article/ALeqM5jld3VILFDbEY6uciu_lp_YgBnGqwD93BTDR80

The American Family Association (AFA) 2008 Voters Guide (PDF)
Before you vote, check out the AFA Voters Guide. Please forward the guide to your friends and family.
Thanks for caring enough to get involved.
http://www.afa.net/pdfs/08vg_print.pdf

Dove.org: FIREPROOF - One Hot, New Movie! - If you have any doubts about whether to see
FIREPROOF, take it from me…you'll find the price of admission is more than money well-spent, it's an
investment well made (September 26, 2008)
Unafraid to tackle the hard topics, Sherwood Productions is about to launch FIREPROOF, a moving story of
a marriage in disarray. Christian actor, Kirk Cameron portrays Caleb Holt, a hard working fire fighter squad
captain and inattentive husband who is more interested in intimacy with the Internet than his wife, Catherine
(Erin Bethea). The story is well-balanced, in that Catherine is attracted by the romantic gestures of a doctor in
the hospital where she works. The story typifies many marriages in jeopardy; too many distractions which lure
marriage partners away from their original covenant. The most common complaint among troubled married
couples is, "If my spouse would only change everything would be fine." According to Sherwood Baptist
Church senior pastor and executive producer, Michael Catt, "the issue [in FIREPROOF] is not 'I need to fix
my spouse'. The issue is 'I need to fix me'."
http://www.dove.org/news.asp?ArticleID=158

n Bush and his failed policies especially involving his failure to control militants. -- Its possible that
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the explosives used in the terrorist attack originated from Bush and his CIA programs. I doubt the
explosives used were manufactured in Pakistan and I doubt any explosives are made there likely
100% of their weapons are imported.}">At Least 60 Dead in Huge Blast at Pakistan Hotel {My prayers
and my heart go out to the people in Pakistan. Father in heaven, gracious and holy God, please grant
the people in Pakistan peace, security and comfort and send them help … in Jesus' name, I pray! The
world is a mess and getting worse. It's sad and this is an indictment on Bush and his failed policies
especially involving his failure to control militants. -- It's possible that the explosives used in the
terrorist attack originated from Bush and his CIA programs. I doubt the explosives used were
manufactured in Pakistan and I doubt any explosives are made there likely 100% of their weapons are
imported.}
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan - A huge truck bomb devastated the Marriott Hotel in Pakistan's capital Saturday,
creating a chaotic, fiery scene as rescue crews searched for survivors. At least 60 people reportedly have
been killed, including one American. The blast left a 30-foot deep crater in front of the main building, where
flames poured from the windows and rescuers ferried a stream of bloodied bodies from the gutted building which was in danger of collapsing. The five-floor Marriott in Islamabad is a favorite place for foreigners as
well as Pakistani politicians and business people to stay and socialize, despite repeated militant attacks. It
served as the de facto back office for the international media during the 2001 war against the Taliban in
neighboring Afghanistan.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,425676,00.html

l Church End Times and not the Preterist view however the traditional teachings are currently lacking
in research, information and presentation and I would like to see the Traditional (Futurist) End Times
views being presented with more Biblical analysis and less of the fellow preacher analysis
references.} (Mp3s)">*Updated Link: Teachings about Heresies: Exposing Hyperpreterist - The
Preterist Podcast by Dee Dee Warren - Ep.3 - Perfuming the Hog of Hyperpreterist Mythology {The
Podcast by Dee Dee Warren is Superbly done and Extremely well put together. Dee Dee has some of
the best research and cult information on the internet. I follow the Traditional Church End Times and
not the Preterist view however the traditional teachings are currently lacking in research, information
and presentation and I would like to see the Traditional (Futurist) End Times views being presented
with more Biblical analysis and less of the fellow preacher analysis references.} (Mp3's)
Ep. 3 is the third in an introductory series. In this episode I lay out the case for the importance of terminology
in the eschatological debate between heretical preterism (hyperpreterism) and preterism. This podcast goes
twice the length as my target length, so I recommend listening to half and returning to listen to the other half
at another time. I go into great minutae on the history and rational behind the specific terminology that we
use. The issue is very important, I thank you for your attention.
http://www.preteristpodcast.com/index.php/page/3/

What Bible Should You Use? Pt. I - the first decision someone has to make is, "do I want to use a
paraphrased Bible or one based on manuscripts? Do I want to read the words God wrote or what
someone thinks is the meaning?" {I have read a few versions of the Holy Bible and having read the
KJV Bible a lot I started reading a new Bible translation (paraphrase) called the NET Bible translated
by the people at Dallas Theological Seminary, the same people who really refuse to use the name of
Jesus and instead only say 'Christ'. I didn't know who translated it until after I bought it. At first in
casual devotions it seemed ok even good but I started reading it Genesis-Revelation and every day
on every page there are several problems with the text many minor annoyances but they add up very
fast. One annoyance is in Genesis "garden" is replaced in every use with "orchard" – Net Bible
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Genesis 3:8 Then the man and his wife heard the sound of the LORD God moving about in the
orchard... -- I'm thankful for the KJV 1611 version it is by far the best, most accurate and most reliable
Holy Bible translation.}
(1) Bibles are concerned, some more than others, with giving a literal translation. Paraphrases start with
some (1) version of the Bible and put it into different words in a way the paraphraser thinks will get the
meaning across ("dynamic equivalence" or "thought-for-thought") -- at least, what the parphraser or the
committee thinks is the meaning. You can see the obvious problem here: What a paraphrased Bible says
reflects the theology of the people writing it. ... So the first decision someone has to make is, "do I want to use
a paraphrased Bible or one based on manuscripts? Do I want to read the words God wrote or what someone
thinks is the meaning?" To answer that, another question comes up, because paraphrased Bibles have, as
you would expect, major differences: "If a paraphrase, which one?" The bottom line if you use a paraphrase
is, whom do you trust to tell you what the Bible is saying? ... Words are very important to God. Take a
concordance and look up "word of God" and "word of the Lord." You will soon realize how important words
are -- His revelation is called the "word" over and over again. Of course, Jesus Christ is called the "Word of
God" (Jn. 1:1; Rev. 19:13). The mistake the paraphrasers make is to believe (if they even believe this) that
the teachings of Scripture are inspired by God, but the actual words are not. Yet II Tim. 3:16 says the words
are inspired. And it is the words that give us the teachings. I wouldn't want to stand before God and have to
tell Him why I thought my words were better than His, so I wrote a paraphrase.
http://www.sermonaudio.com/new_details3.asp?sourceID=reformation&ID=17297

What Bible Should You Use? Pt.II - "The translators of the original King James Bible (KJV 1611) had a
distinct advantage - They were able to use their vast knowledge of ancient languages and translation
abilities
And I believe that the proliferation of Bible translations, whether manuscript-based or paraphrases, has
caused great harm to the church by confusing people as to which one is dependable. Remember, this was
not an issue for centuries. God's people had their Received Text Bibles for centuries. Then starting in 1901
with the publication of the American Standard Bible, we have been inundated with new "Bibles." -- "The
translators of the original King James Bible had a distinct advantage. They were able to use their vast
knowledge of ancient languages and translation abilities prior to the time when the deadly virus of so-called
"Higher Criticism" infected the whole field of scholarship. False teachers boldly dissected God's Word with the
"tools of scholarship" in order to reconstruct it according to their own speculations and presumptions. The
result is a pseudo-intellectual aura in which no one can be sure of anything." -- M. H. Reynolds, Editor,
Foundation Magazine.
http://www.sermonaudio.com/new_details3.asp?ID=17305

Personal Testimony #5 - The Lord used a very unusual means to bring me to a point of decisive
change
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During the days I began to read the Bible and some good books my father had handed to me before we had
left. I began to pray (Acts 9:11). Life began to seep back into my heart and mind, but I was still a lazy sinner.
While I was beginning to enjoy the Bible, good books, and prayer, I was still sleeping in until a ridiculous hour
in the morning. The Lord used a very unusual means to bring me to a point of decisive change. ... I could feel
a surge of holy aggression coming on. I couldn't live like this anymore. I hated living a passionless, lazy,
purposeless, directionless life. I had had enough! Life was teeming all around me and I was lying sleeping! I
wanted more than anything in the world to be a part of the teeming thrill of life rather than being the lazy slob
lying sleeping, hour after hour, until my life is used up in purposelessness. I called out to the Lord in
desperation, saying that I would not leave that place until I knew my life was right with Him. I wanted God to
transform me. It was then that life began. God had so uncovered the ugliness of a life of self-serving
sinfulness that I began to hate it passionately.
http://www.sermonaudio.com/new_details3.asp?sourceID=graceunlimited&ID=17536

n first by God then God builds the physical body around the spirit/soul He has already given. Without
a spirit and a soul there is no physical life, when the spirit and soul depart the physical body the body
is dead.}">Obama: Abortion Answer at Saddleback Was Too Flip - Democratic presidential nominee
Barack Obama acknowledged Sunday that he was probably too flip when he said it was "above my
pay grade" to answer a question about when is a baby entitled to human rights Holy Bible James 2:26
26 For as the body without the spirit is dead, so faith without works is dead also.] {In the womb the
spirit is given first by God then God builds the physical body around the spirit/soul He has already
given. Without a spirit and a soul there is no physical life, when the spirit and soul depart the physical
body the body is dead.}
WASHINGTON - Democratic presidential nominee Barack Obama acknowledged Sunday that he was
probably too flip when he said it was "above my pay grade" to answer a question about when is a baby
entitled to human rights. Obama gave his answer last month at a nationally televised religious forum
sponsored by minister Rick Warren at his megachurch in Orange County, Calif. Asked on Sunday whether
the "above my pay grade" answer was too flip, Obama said: "Probably. …What I intended to say is that, as a
Christian, I have a lot of humility about understanding when does the soul enter into … It's a pretty tough
question.
http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/09/07/obama-abortion-answer-at-saddleback-was-too-flip/

s opposition as state senator to the Illinois Born Alive Infants Protection Act (YouTube)">Updated:
Watch the Obama attack ad; Gianna responds - "Mr. Obama is clearly blinded by political ambition
given his attack on me this week. All I asked of him was to do the right thing: support medical care
and protection for babies who survive abortion as I did 31 years ago" -- Who's afraid of Gianna
Jessen? Answer: Barack Obama - Gianna Jessen is the powerfully eloquent survivor of abortion who
recently appeared in the ad above challenging Barack Obama's opposition as state senator to the
Illinois Born Alive Infants Protection Act (YouTube)
Obama's campaign told the Associated Press they would only be running "low-profile radio ads and
campaign mailings." They deliberately misled the media to portray a false sense of low-key campaigning. The
fact is this issue is a problem for Obama, his record is clear and Gianna Jessen is a living manifestation of
the fact that many babies do survive abortions and need medical protection and care. Obama voted against
such protection and care four times in the Illinois State Senate while the U.S. Senate passed an identical bill
98-0.
http://michellemalkin.com/2008/09/19/whos-afraid-of-gianna-jessen-answer-barack-obama/
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Abortions Do Sometimes Produce Live Births - I mentioned that Barack Obama had opposed the
Born Alive Infants Protection Act when he was an Illinois state senator - The liberal blogger who
appeared on the program with me erupted with indignation. She didn't deny that Obama had opposed
the bill. She denied, hotly, that babies are ever born alive after an attempted abortion
Appearing on C-SPAN last weekend I mentioned that Barack Obama had opposed the Born Alive Infants
Protection Act when he was an Illinois state senator -- a position he has attempted to deny or obfuscate ever
since. The liberal blogger who appeared on the program with me erupted with indignation. She didn't deny
that Obama had opposed the bill. She denied, hotly, that babies are ever born alive after an attempted
abortion. Since I have actually met Gianna Jessen, who survived an attempted abortion, I invited viewers to
contact me directly if they wanted evidence. My inbox has been bursting. -- The denial goes very deep. Any
number of e-mailers expressed their contemptuous certainty that "born alive" infants were an invention of
pro-life activists. OK, enter "abortion survivors" into your browser and see what you get. Or, if you prefer a
traditional media source, consult the Daily Mail in Britain. The Mail has reported that in just the past year 66
infants had been left to die after abortions in Great Britain.
http://townhall.com/columnists/MonaCharen/2008/09/19/abortions_do_sometimes_produce_live_births

Suze Orman on bailout plan: What took so long? - Congressional leaders met with Treasury Secretary
Henry Paulson and Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke on Thursday to work on a new bailout
plan to stem the ongoing financial crisis - Truthfully, why did we have to get to this point for them to
create something like a RTC, a resolution trust
(CNN) -- Congressional leaders met with Treasury Secretary Henry Paulson and Federal Reserve Chairman
Ben Bernanke on Thursday to work on a new bailout plan to stem the ongoing financial crisis. The plan is
expected to help banks get rid of mortgage-related assets that have been hard to value and harder to trade.
... I think it's a good idea and here's the real question -- what took you so long? Truthfully, why did we have to
get to this point for them to create something like a RTC, a resolution trust. This is the solution to come up
with months ago when everybody knew that these loans were going to go down. They should have done it.
So once again, I'm saying to you why does it take them so long to come up with the solution that they should
have come up with a long time ago? I'm grateful they're coming up with it now. ... McCain wants Cox fired,
doesn't he? Orman: Oh, he most certainly does. That was one of the things he said. I have to tell you, I don't
agree with him with a lot but that's one idea. Why in the world didn't he come in and regulate more. Why he
didn't take action sooner and bring in certain things a long time ago is, again, beyond me. But it's better to do
something now than to continue to have done absolutely nothing.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/LIVING/personal/09/19/lkl.suze.orman/index.html

e demanded that the UN indict Ahmadinejad over threats to Israel - A petition signed by 55,000
Christians from 128 nations, demanding the arrest and indictment of the Iranian President, will be
delivered to (the) UN Secretary-General">Hillary vs. Sarah, America vs. Iran, and the Film About
Stonings in Iran That Ahmadinejad Needs To See (Film: "The Stoning of Soraya M") - The plot
thickens but there is a bottom line; there always is - Obama is the one who decided not to send
anyone of rank to stand with the Jews who are opposing Amadinejad's genocidal and nuclear
policies - According to Israel Today, Christians have demanded that the UN indict Ahmadinejad over
threats to Israel - A petition signed by 55,000 Christians from 128 nations, demanding the arrest and
indictment of the Iranian President, will be delivered to (the) UN Secretary-General
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Yes, that man is coming back on September 22nd to address the UN. Of course, Jewish groups are holding
protest rallies and politicians are being hastily invited and are dis-inviting themselves as speakers. Hillary has
now declined to speak on the same platform as Palin, Palin is still planning to speak, the Democrats are
trying to persuade the various Jewish groups to cancel Palin, and McCain, in his signature "anti-partisanship"
style, is trying to persuade the Democrats to join the Republicans in speaking out against a nuclear and
genocidal Iran. According to spokeswoman Tracey Schmitt, "Governor Palin believes that the danger of a
nuclear Iran is greater than party or politics. She hopes that all parties can rally together in opposition to this
grave threat." According to Israel Today, Christians have demanded that the UN indict Ahmadinejad over
threats to Israel. (God bless them). A petition signed by 55,000 Christians from 128 nations, demanding the
arrest and indictment of the Iranian President, will be delivered to UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon this
week, reported The Jerusalem Post. -- I have an additional suggestion. Let's all watch a movie. There is a
suitable one coming our way, based on Iranian journalist Freidoune Sahebjam's jewel of a book, The Stoning
of Soraya M. The great Iranian expatriate actress, Shohreh Aghdashloo, stars in it; reason enough to see it.
Show this film at the United Nations to Ahmadinejad, that arch purveyor of death, and to all those UN
apparachniks who lack the curage to stop him. Indeed, why not show the film instead of allowing
Ahmadinejad to speak? ... According to an NCWDI Report, "Iran is still the largest prison (in the world) for
women." Since 1979, tens of thousands of women have been tortured and executed in Iran. -- "A regime like
Tehran that uses rape and sexual slavery as weapons against women, stones women to death, and has the
highest number of female executions in the world should not be allowed to get its hands on nuclear weapons.
The Iranian regime is a state sponsor of terrorism and violence against women. Therefore, the struggle of the
Iranian women against this regime is extremely important in the field of international peace and security." I
agree. I hope the film version of Soraya M's story helps Westerners understand what is at stake in Iran. And I
hope that the Democrats can find it in their hearts to stand with the Republicans against Iran. We will have to
do so both sooner and later.
http://pajamasmedia.com/phyllischesler/2008/09/18/hillary-vs-sarah-america-vs-iran-and-the-film-about-stoni
ngs-in-iran-that-ahmadinejad-needs-to-see/

Iranian President Ahmadinejad Challenges Presidential Candidates to a Debate - In the past,
Ahmadinejad has come under fire worldwide for his comments on the destruction of Israel {Now is
the time for action not words and not debate. Ahmadinejad is causing casualties to our troops in Iraq
by supplying Iraq with trained insurgent fighters and highly destructive computerized IED bombs and
(rockets) missiles. Of course he wants to debate, Ahmadinejad doesn't want to be actually held
accountable for his crimes of terrorism and the hate crimes that he promotes. It's amazing that the
terrorist Ahmadinejad would be so comfortable here that he thinks he has time for debates. First he
has no right to be here and second he should be imprisoned right alongside Manuel Noriega. If Bush
had half a backbone he would cancel Ahmadinejad's visa in order to stand with and honor our troops
who are fighting in Iraq.}
Iran's hardline President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad challenged the U.S. presidential candidates to a debate
when he is in New York for the U.N. General Assembly next week, Agence France Presse reported
Thursday. The Iranian leader also dismissed Western threats over Tehran's nuclear ambitions. ... "Last year,
I said I was ready to meet with [President George W.] Bush. But now he is at the end of his term and [a
meeting] will not impact our relations and future," Ahmadinejad told AFP. ... In the past, Ahmadinejad has
come under fire worldwide for his comments on the destruction of Israel, his "suspicions" of the Sept. 11
terror attacks and his belief that homosexuals deserve to be executed and/or tortured.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,424961,00.html

{Flashback} Iraqi insurgents using Austrian rifles from Iran - Within 45 days of the first (.50 caliber
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sniper) rifles arriving in Iran, an American officer in an armoured vehicle was shot dead by an Iraqi
insurgent using the weapon {The problem isn't with Iran totally. The problem is that President Bush
installed and has supported a pro-Iran Shiite government in Iraq. What did Bush think his new Shiite
government was going to do, cooperate with the USA or cooperate with Iran?}
Austrian sniper rifles that were exported to Iran have been discovered in the hands of Iraqi terrorists, The
Daily Telegraph has learned. The Steyr HS50 is a long range, high precision rifle. More than 100 of the .50
calibre weapons, capable of penetrating body armour, have been discovered by American troops during
raids. The guns were part of a shipment of 800 rifles that the Austrian company, Steyr-Mannlicher, exported
legally to Iran last year. The sale was condemned in Washington and London because officials were worried
that the weapons would be used by insurgents against British and American troops. Within 45 days of the first
HS50 Steyr Mannlicher rifles arriving in Iran, an American officer in an armoured vehicle was shot dead by an
Iraqi insurgent using the weapon.
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/news/main.jhtml?xml=/news/2007/02/13/wiran313.xml

{Flashback} February 14, 2007: Top general casts doubt on Tehran's link to Iraq militias {Maybe the
General should get a clue!} - According to the U.S. military, other Iranian officers have provided
information that Iran is arming a prominent Iraqi political organization - "We know that the explosively
formed penetrators (EFPs) are manufactured in Iran" - They blamed EFPs for at least 170 coalition
fatalities
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- Joint Chiefs of Staff Chairman Gen. Peter Pace appeared Tuesday to question
Bush administration assertions that the Iranian government is supplying weapons to Shiite militant groups in
Iraq. "We know that the explosively formed penetrators are manufactured in Iran," Pace told Voice of America
during a trip to Australia about what senior military officials call EFPs. "What I would not say is that the Iranian
government per se knows about this. It is clear that Iranians are involved and it is clear that materials from
Iran are involved, but I would not say, based on what I know, that the Iranian government clearly knows or is
complicit," Pace said. Senior military officials said Sunday that EFPs, which can punch holes in armored
vehicles, are made in such a way that they can be traced to Iran. They blamed EFPs for at least 170 coalition
fatalities ...
http://www.cnn.com/2007/WORLD/meast/02/13/pace.iran/index.html

{Flashback} U.S. Alarmed as Some Exports Veer Off Course - In 2005, the discovery of a
American-made (AMD) computer (CPU) circuit in an unexploded roadside bomb in Iraq transformed
what had been a polite diplomatic exchange into a nasty dispute - [from] Mayrow General Trading in
Dhabi - It went to Iran, then turned up in Iraq
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By reading a serial number on the chip and studying shipping records, American investigators determined
that it had moved from the manufacturer, AMD of Sunnyvale, Calif., to Mayrow General Trading in Dhabi. It
went to Iran, then turned up in Iraq in "limited numbers" of roadside bombs, a federal official involved in the
inquiry said. No known deaths have been linked to the bombs, said the official, who spoke on condition of
anonymity. Officials at the Commerce and Defense Departments would not discuss how they had connected
Mayrow to the unexploded bomb. But Michael D. Turner, who until last year was director of the Commerce
Department's enforcement office, said investigators uncovered evidence definitively connecting the two. A
spokesman for AMD said the company cooperated with the inquiry, adding that its customers are bound by
agreements not to re-export its products to Iran. American officials had no authority to act against Mayrow, a
foreign company, and the Commerce Department had not required AMD to get an export license restricting
resale of the chip because it was not considered particularly powerful. But American officials were angry that
their United Arab Emirates counterparts had not immediately moved to close Mayrow.
http://www.nytimes.com/2008/04/02/washington/02UAE.html?pagewanted=2&hp

{Flashback} Iranian computing center removes photos of (AMD) Opteron (cpu) system from Web site
- Picture pointing to UAE as technology source disappears; U.S. concerns about that country's role
as a transfer point remain
December 11, 2007 Computerworld -- The Iranian computing research center that says it built a
supercomputer with Advanced Micro Devices Inc.'s Opteron processors has removed from its Web site
photographs showing a possible link to the United Arab Emirates as a source of the chips. But something that
can't be removed so easily are longstanding U.S. concerns about the UAE being a conduit for sending
technology to Iran and other banned countries. U.S. antiterrorism trade restrictions bar the sale of technology
developed here to Iran. But as Computerworld reported last week, the Iranian High Performance Computing
Research Center (IHPCRC) claims on its Web site that it has assembled a clustered system with 216
Opteron processing cores for use in weather forecasting and meteorological research. On another part of its
site, the Tehran-based IHPCRC had posted a photo gallery that included snapshots of what appeared to be
staff members working on the servers and racks of the supercomputer. However, the entire photo gallery now
appears to have been taken down from the Web site. Among the shots was a photograph showing a man
working on the cluster, with a stack of boxes behind him that included the word "Thacker" and the initials
"U.A.E." handwritten on their sides. Thacker FZE is an authorized distributor of AMD products that is based in
the UAE and is also listed under the name Sky Electronics on AMD's Web site. In addition to removing the
photo gallery, the IHPCHC appeared to have disabled the English-language link on its home page on
Tuesday.
http://www.computerworld.com/action/article.do?command=viewArticleBasic&articleId=9052459

July 23, 2008: Senator Clinton Meets with AMD Chairman (Hector Ruiz) to Discuss Progress of
Planned Chip Plant for (NY) Saratoga County
WASHINGTON, DC – Senator Hillary Rodham Clinton met Tuesday with Hector Ruiz, Executive Chairman of
Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) to discuss the company's efforts to design and construct a $3.2-billion
semiconductor chip plant at the Luther Forest Technology Campus (LFTC) in Saratoga County. Senator
Clinton reaffirmed her support for the project and its potential to spur economic growth in Saratoga County.
Senator Clinton last met with Ruiz in January 2007 after the Saratoga site was selected.
http://clinton.senate.gov/news/statements/record.cfm?id=301176
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August 27, 2008: AMD walks fine line with $3 billion NY plant - a green light from AMD would seal the
deal and release $1.2 billion in (NY) state incentives - as recently as March 2008, the Daily Gazette of
Schenectady, NY quoted U.S. Sen. Charles Schumer as saying that there was "no doubt in his mind"
that AMD will "commit to a project to build a chip fabrication plant" in Malta (NY) - Then, the report
added: "Although he said he couldn't guarantee it"
Advanced Micro Devices is in a bind. The chipmaker is caught between the dire need to reduce
manufacturing capacity on its books with pressure to build a $3 billion plant in New York state. AMD's
chairman Hector Ruiz is touring the Malta, New York site this week-- referred to as the Luther Forest
Technology Campus--as Saratoga County installs a $79 million water pipeline that will service the facility.
Moreover, this week, the town of Malta voted unanimously to approve plans for the plant, according to the
The Saratogian, a Saratoga Springs, NY-based newspaper. AMD need only say "I do"--a green light from
AMD would seal the deal and release $1.2 billion in state incentives. ... Reports also seem to be skirting the
fact that AMD never completely committed to the plant. "It was such big news for the region. It got built up a
little bit and people made a natural assumption that this means that we're building a new fab," said Travis
Bullard, an AMD spokesperson. "When in reality all that was really announced (in 2006) was that we had this
option to build a fab." ... Depending on how this shakes out, "it doesn't preclude New York from happening,"
McCarron said. It would have to involve in some way another large player because "the whole reason for
Asset Smart was that the fabs that they owned were a drag on their finances. Add another (plant) on top of
that...that would not be the most prudent thing," McCarron added. ... AMD's main manufacturing facilities are
currently in Dresden, Germany.
http://news.cnet.com/8301-13924_3-10027026-64.html

November 16, 2007: Abu Dhabi buys stake in AMD - Abu Dhabi's Mubadala Development said on
Friday it had bought 8.1 percent (49 million shares) of U.S.-based Advanced Micro Devices, the
second-largest maker of computer processors - A spokesman for AMD declined to comment on the
deal, and said that, contrary to the Financial Times report, the company's work did not include
government contracts [Note: Currently AMD is the major CPU supplier to the US military, it is also
possible that AMD is the sole supplier to the US military for CPU's.]
"We have already bought the stake as of today," Mubdala's chief operating officer, Waleed al-Mokarrab
al-Muhairi, told Reuters in a text message. He did not say how much Mubadala, owned by the government of
the world's sixth-largest oil exporter, had paid for the stake [$622 million for 49 million shares of AMD stock].
AMD said in a registration statement with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission on Thursday it
would sell up to $700 million in common stock and use the proceeds for general corporate purposes. An 8.1
percent stake in AMD would be worth more than $550 million at the stock's last traded price. The deal would
cost Mubadala about $700 million, The Financial Times said on Friday, citing people close to the situation. ...
Still the deal could attract the attention of the U.S. Committee on Foreign Investment, which vets acquisitions
by overseas investors, particularly in technology and defense companies, on national security grounds, it
said. A spokesman for AMD declined to comment on a deal, and said that, contrary to the Financial Times
report, the company's work did not include government contracts.
http://news.zdnet.com/2100-9584_22-176167.html

{Flashback} AMD to remove deceptive Barcelona benchmarks on website {Another day in Bush's
America, another day of deceit, false representations and outright lies.}
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A day after I blasted AMD for posting deceptive benchmarks on Barcelona, AMD is promising to release
"honest Barcelona benchmarks." As of Thursday afternoon 7/5/2007 the misleading Barcelona numbers are
still posted on AMD's website but AMD is promising to release updated numbers in the coming weeks with
Barcelona 2.0 GHz scores (slated for September 2007 release) instead of "simulated Barcelona 2.6 GHz
scores". ... So there you have it. AMD might have some plausible deniability here that they officially created
these charts back in February, but they have this information posted prominently on their Barcelona product
webpage and this information is only now making the rounds in the press as some miraculous triumph at a
time when reality is a late underwhelming Barcelona product. Shame on AMD, I'll be waiting for their "honest
Barcelona numbers" to be updated on their product page.
http://blogs.zdnet.com/Ou/?p=569

{Flashback} AMD (NYSE: AMD) Like Mother Nature, AMD has a dark side {Don't blame nature! its a
Satanic-demonic dark side} - and ... it will be revealed to the world - It's thought to be a gaming type
computer {AMD and its very angry CEO Hector Ruiz is a modern day hate company that has all the
venom and class of an angry 14-year-old. BTW AMD is the company that provided their technology to
the Microsoft Xbox game counsels that broke down 'overheated' with the 'red ring of death error' and
cost Microsoft a 1.5 billion dollar write-off loss.}
Dare to feel your heart pound, your pulse race, and your breath catch in your throat? To open yourself up for
a jolt of sheer adrenaline that just might eat you alive? To bring home a beast that's leaping and snarling on
the end of its leash? Like Mother Nature, AMD has a dark side - and on September 25, 2007 it will be
revealed to the world. So what it really comes down to is, do you dare?
http://amd-member.com/campaigns/black/

{Flashback} Advanced Micro Devices (AMD) asks to double common stock to 1.5 billion shares (03
March 2007) - *MEANWHILE A SET of separate SEC filings was made yesterday - Hector Ruiz
(chairman and chief executive officer of Advanced Micro Devices) disposed of 16,663 shares at
$15.07 and took options* [stock units (RSUs)] of 18,000 shares at $0... {Weird, nearly every single
AMD corporate executive is quietly selling their AMD stock yet now the public is being urged to buy
this tremendous opportunity. This is just another reminder that although the internet is maturing it is
still a ready and available outlet for deceit, lies and scams.}
* MEANWHILE A SET of separate SEC filings was made yesterday. Harry Wolin disposed of 2,380 shares at
$15.07 and took options* of 9,000 shares at $0; Martin Seyer disposed of 2,500 shares at $15.07 and
acquired 9,000 options at $0; Hector Ruiz disposed of 16,663 shares at $15.07 and took options on 63,000 at
$0; Robert River disposed of 18,000 shares at between $14.66 and $14.99 and took options of 18,000 at $0;
Henri Richard disposed of 6,435 shares at $15.07 and took options of 18,000 at $0; Derrick Meyer disposed
of 4,761 shares at $15.07 and took options of 18,000 at $0; and Thomas McCoy disposed of 12,000 shares
at $15.0359 and took options of 12,000 at $0. * CORRECTION These are restricted stock units (RSUs), less
risky than options.
http://www.theinquirer.net/default.aspx?article=37982

{Flashback} (ex-AMD) Chip Entrepreneur Settles SEC Lawsuit - $1.45 million in illegal trading profits Saiyed Atiq Raza will pay nearly $3 million to settle an insider-trading lawsuit with the Securities and
Exchange Commission - Raza learned from OrthoClear's CEO that the company had settled a legal
dispute with its primary competitor, Align Technology Inc., and that the settlement would benefit
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Align's stock {Saiyed was the former AMD COO and was serving on the AMD board of directors.}
SAN FRANCISCO - The former director of a company specializing in teeth-straightening mouthpieces will
pay nearly $3 million to settle an insider-trading lawsuit with the Securities and Exchange Commission, the
SEC said Tuesday. Saiyed Atiq Raza, 58, of Palo Alto, agreed to pay back $1.45 million in illegal trading
profits and a $1.45 million penalty, the SEC said. He also agreed to a five-year ban on serving as an officer or
director of a public company. The settlement does not include an admission of guilt. ... According to the
complaint, Raza learned from OrthoClear's CEO that the company had settled a legal dispute with its primary
competitor, Align Technology Inc., and that the settlement would benefit Align's stock. Raza bought 3,500
Align call options, or the right to buy Align stock in the future at a set price, and 60,000 shares of Align
common stock, according to the complaint. When news of the legal settlement was made public, Align's stock
price shot up 48 percent, netting Raza a $1.45 million profit.
http://www.chron.com/disp/story.mpl/ap/fn/5476938.html

d finished it. TEKEL; Thou art weighed in the balances, and art found wanting. PERES; Thy kingdom
is divided, and given to [another]...]">Groups withdraw Sarah Palin invitation - {Likely Hillary wanted
to go to a small rally event and make grand promises about stopping terrorism and give a message
that few would hear and that she would never have to live up to but when Palin brought the rally into
a public spotlight Hillary ran for the exit. Fortunately we do not have to depend on the silly Hillary and
even more fortunately there is a God in heaven and his hand is still writing His righteous message on
palace walls and the kingdoms of terrorists are found lacking and their days are numbered and they
will come to an end!} [Holy Bible Daniel 5:23-28 ...and the God in whose hand thy breath is, and
whose are all thy ways, hast thou not glorified: Then was the part of the hand sent from Him; and this
writing was written. And this is the writing that was written, MENE, MENE, TEKEL, UPHARSIN. This is
the interpretation of the thing: MENE; God hath numbered thy kingdom, and finished it. TEKEL; Thou
art weighed in the balances, and art found wanting. PERES; Thy kingdom is divided, and given to
[another]...]
WASHINGTON - The organizers of an anti-Iran rally at the United Nations Monday have withdrawn their
invitation for Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin to speak, fearing that her appearance would give the event a partisan
cast. Hillary Rodham Clinton made headlines Wednesday when she dropped out of the rally, after organizers
invited Palin without telling her. But amid that controversy, the groups have decided to go without Palin as
well, out of concern that having only the Republican vice presidential nominee appear would overshadow
their bipartisan opposition to Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. Republican John McCain issued a
statement the withdrawal of Palin's invitation: "Governor Palin was pleased to accept an invitation to address
this rally and show her resolve on this grave national security issue. Regrettably that invitation has since been
withdrawn under pressure from Democratic partisans. We stand shoulder to shoulder with Republicans,
Democrats and independents alike to oppose Ahmadinejad's goal of a nuclear armed Iran. Senator Obama's
campaign had the opportunity to join us. Senator Obama chose politics rather than the national interest."
http://www.newsday.com/news/local/politics/ny-uspali0919,0,2476706.story

--Breaking News-- Palin Dis-Invited From Iran Rally After Clinton Pulls Out {Bush Jr. the UN and the
politicians could get involved and reprimand, restrict and deal with this Iranian terrorist instead more
innocent people will die all because the global elites want it that way. Make no mistake the UN invited
this terrorist [for the 2nd time] and Bush/Biden/Hillary/Obama and the UN are pulling the plug on the
size of the demonstration because they don't want regular people to obstruct their terrorist enabling
agenda. The world leaders want people to live in fear and in terror so the terrorist are a welcome part
of their sick elitist global plan of surveillance, restrictions and domination. It's always important to
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follow what the political leaders actually do and not just what they say. They all say they want to fight
terrorism but in reality they are the terrorists best friends and they are the terrorists biggest
supporters.}
Sarah Palin has been dis-invited from a rally next week to protest Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad,
an event that Hillary Clinton pulled out of just a day earlier so as not to be seen alongside the Republican vice
presidential candidate. Organizers said they aren't being partisan. They decided to bar all elected and federal
officials from the rally on Monday in fear of a "media feeding frenzy." The rally was specifically intended to
protest Ahmadinejad's presence at the United Nations. "In order to keep the focus on Iranian threats and to
ensure that this critical message not be obscured, the organizers of the rally have decided not to have any
American political personalities appear," the National Coalition to Stop Iran Now said in a statement
Thursday. Both Clinton and Palin initially had accepted invitations to join the rally, planned by several
American Jewish groups. But Clinton's aides objected after they learned early this week that Palin would also
be part of the rally. One aide said they were concerned the event would become "partisan" and "political."
The John McCain campaign said on Wednesday that Palin was still planning to attend, and it even attempted
to coax Barack Obama to join the rally, in lieu of Clinton.
http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/09/18/palin-dis-invited-from-iran-rally-after-clinton-pulls-out/

Google gives a go to godly ad - Internet giant Google has bowed to litigation over an ad by a
Christian pro-life group in England - "The 2006 Equality Act says if you're (a company like Google)
providing services to people, you can't say...you're not going to provide that service...because
someone is a Christian" he explains - "Google has settled the matter out of court and has decided to
change its policy"
Spokesman Mike Judge of The Christian Institute in England says the problem developed when the Institute
wanted to post an ad so that when people entered the word "abortion" in a search window, his organization's
website would be displayed to provide a Christian perspective on life -- as opposed to abortion. "But Google
said 'No, you can't do that because you're religious' -- and we were astonished," shares Judge, "because
there are plenty of non-religious sites that are allowed to advertise their views on the subject of abortion."
Judge says the policy not only did not make sense, it was illegal -- so they filed suit. "The 2006 Equality Act
says if you're providing services to people, you can't say...you're not going to provide that service...because
someone is a Christian," he explains. According to the British pro-life activist, the case likely has an
international impact. "Google has settled the matter out of court and has decided to change its policy," he
says, "not just so that the Christian Institute can advertise, but any religious organization anywhere in the
world can now advertise their views on abortion through Google."
http://www.onenewsnow.com/Legal/Default.aspx?id=255560

Liberal women (bias) exposed; (Women) Shift to McCain - In a recent Washington Post-ABC News
survey, McCain enjoyed a 20-percentage-point turnaround against Obama among white women,
going from an 8-point deficit before the Republican National Convention to a 12-point advantage after
it
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The nomination of Sarah Palin as only the second vice presidential candidate of a major political party has
exposed what most of us already knew about some of those "women's advocacy" organizations. They aren't
really in support of women so much as they are in support of liberals. The chair of the National Organization
for Women's political action committee, Kim Gandy, had this to say, "Gov. Palin may be the second woman
vice presidential candidate on a major party ticket, but she is not the right woman. Sadly, she is a woman
who opposes women's rights." ... In a recent Washington Post-ABC News survey, McCain enjoyed a
20-percentage-point turnaround against Obama among white women, going from an 8-point deficit before the
Republican National Convention to a 12-point advantage after it.
http://www.kansascity.com/273/story/801798.html

cuttingedge.org: The Federal Reserve stepped in yesterday to rescue A.I.G., the nation's top insurer,
and in so doing, seized operational control of the company! - these financial crises are designed to
increase government control over afflicted portions of the economy - The final goal is to move all
portions of the economy into a global economy controlled by a global (NWO) government wielding
dictatorial control
The Federal Reserve stepped in yesterday to rescue A.I.G., the nation's top insurer, and in so doing, seized
operational control of the company! Cutting Edge teaching continues to be realized that these financial crises
are designed to increase government control over afflicted portions of the economy. The final goal is to move
all portions of the economy into a global economy controlled by a global government wielding dictatorial
control. ... And, behind all this economic change stands the Federal Reserve, greatly enhancing government
authority over all the national economy, as the nation is steadily steered toward the planned Fascist
economy! ... ""By providing a massive loan to American International Group on Tuesday, just two days after
refusing to use public funds to save Lehman Brothers from bankruptcy, the central bank also invited tough
questions on how exactly it determined whether a company was too big to fail" The Federal Reserve is
determining which banking institutions it will save and which ones it will let go into bankruptcy! This is the
essence of the Illuminati shake-down to eliminate competition and to forge a completely new global economy.
http://cuttingedge.org/newsletters/

a hot day.}">Turmoil in wake of rally that sought Palin, Clinton - The sniping over the rally - and
Palin's visit to the United Nations - is a perfect example of how nothing is simple in this supercharged
political season, especially when it comes to Clinton and Palin -- some prominent Democratic
representation, perhaps at the level of Barack Obama's running mate, Joe Biden, to add balance - "we
have and continue to reach out to the highest levels of both major political parties" for participation One (rally) representative even said Clinton is still welcome {Where is Joe? Is Joe Biden also a
no-show? This Iran terrorist protest [Democrat boondoggle] is Exactly why the Hillary Clinton
Presidential campaign never took hold with the American public. On the campaign trail all of Hillary's
tough talk, whiskey guzzling and (untrue) Bosnia sniper fire stories were just that talk, show and
stories when in reality everyone knew that the second Hillary faced a real [Iran] terrorist she would
melt like a Popsicle on a hot day.}
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WASHINGTON - Hillary Rodham Clinton dropped out of an anti-Iran rally at the United Nations Monday, but
Sarah Palin will be there and will try to use her visit to full advantage - meeting with overseas leaders as a
way to burnish her foreign policy credentials. Republican John McCain's campaign confirmed his running
mate Palin will attend the rally - and chided Clinton for dropping out of an event designed to show U.S.
opposition to Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. "Governor Palin believes that the danger of a nuclear
Iran is greater than party or politics," said spokeswoman Tracey Schmitt. "She hopes that all parties can rally
together in opposition to this grave threat." The sniping over the rally - and Palin's visit to the United Nations is a perfect example of how nothing is simple in this supercharged political season, especially when it comes
to Clinton and Palin. ... But some officials questioned whether it would be appropriate for Palin to be there without some prominent Democratic representation, perhaps at the level of Barack Obama's running mate,
Joe Biden, to add balance. The groups released a statement last night that made no mention of Palin, Clinton
or other possible speakers, saying only that "we have and continue to reach out to the highest levels of both
major political parties" for participation. One representative even said Clinton is still welcome.
http://www.newsday.com/services/newspaper/printedition/thursday/nation/ny-usclin185847602sep18,0,60923
38.story

{Flashback} Joe Biden's Response to 9/11: Send $200 Million to Iran - "Seems to me this would be a
good time to send, no strings attached, a check for $200 million to Iran" Biden declares {Sen. Joseph
Biden and President George W. Bush are from different political parties but both have the same goal,
the same cause and are exercising the same (UN) NWO agenda in strengthening radical-dangerous
Iran.}
Senator Joseph Biden was ostensibly chosen by Barack Obama for his foreign policy gravitas. Get a load of
this excerpt from the liberal New Republic in the wake of 9/11: At the Tuesday-morning meeting with
committee staffers, Biden launches into a stream-of-consciousness monologue about what his committee
should be doing, before he finally admits the obvious: "I'm groping here." Then he hits on an idea: America
needs to show the Arab world that we're not bent on its destruction. "Seems to me this would be a good time
to send, no strings attached, a check for $200 million to Iran," Biden declares. He surveys the table with
raised eyebrows, a How do ya like that? look on his face. The staffers sit in silence. Finally somebody
ventures a response: "I think they'd send it back." Then another aide speaks up delicately: "The thing I would
worry about is that it would almost look like a publicity stunt." Still another reminds Biden that an Iranian
delegation is in Moscow that very day to discuss a $300 million arms deal with Vladimir Putin that the United
States has strongly condemned. But Joe Biden is barely listening anymore. He's already moved on to
something else. Some facts seem to have eluded the foreign policy specialist: -Iran is Persian, and is
therefore not part of the Arab World. -It is the leading sponsor of Global Jihad terrorism, which is the force
that struck America on 9/11. Far more serious than the bizarre 'brainstorming' idea is the paradigm it
reveals--the universally held notion among Democrats that the proper response to the Global Jihad is gift
offerings to Muslim countries to demonstrate goodwill. This is the definition of dhimmi behavior.
http://www.iris.org.il/blog/archives/2848-Bidens-Response-to-911-Send-200-Million-to-Iran.html

{Flashback} Joe Biden Threatened Cutting Off Aid to Israel - During that committee hearing, at the
height of the Lebanon War, Sen. Joe Biden (Delaware) had attacked Israeli settlements in Judea and
Samaria and threatened that if Israel did not immediately cease this activity, the US would have to cut
economic aid to Israel
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Vice Presidential nominee Joe Biden sure has some interesting impulses with his famous temper. On
Tuesday, we reported on his post-9/11 response of sending a $200 million "blank check" to Iran. In a 1992
Jerusalem Post story, Biden threatened to cut off all aid to Israel unless all settlement activity was stopped: In
a conversation with Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan, after a sharp confrontation in the Senate Foreign
Relations Committee on the subject of the settlements, Begin defined himself as "a proud Jew who does not
tremble with fear" when speaking with foreign statesmen. During that committee hearing, at the height of the
Lebanon War, Sen. John [sic] Biden (Delaware) had attacked Israeli settlements in Judea and Samaria and
threatened that if Israel did not immediately cease this activity, the US would have to cut economic aid to
Israel. When the senator raised his voice and banged twice on the table with his fist, Begin commented to
him: "This desk is designed for writing, not for fists. Don't threaten us with slashing aid. Do you think that
because the US lends us money it is entitled to impose on us what we must do? We are grateful for the
assistance we have received, but we are not to be threatened. I am a proud Jew. Three thousand years of
culture are behind me, and you will not frighten me with threats. Take note: we do not want a single soldier of
yours to die for us." After the meeting, Sen. Moynihan approached Begin and praised him for his cutting reply.
To which Begin answered with thanks, defining his stand against threats.
http://www.iris.org.il/blog/archives/2851-Biden-Threatened-Cutting-Off-Aid-to-Israel.html

September 17, 2008: U.S. Officials Bust Weapons Ring Exporting Components to Iran - Sixteen
foreign nationals and corporations have been indicted on charges of illegally exporting potential
military and explosives components to Iran - All of the items identified in the charges have potential
military applications, including as components in the construction of (IEDs) improvised explosive
devices {It's just a shame to see the Clintons play their politics as usual while Iran is a real threat
endangering the lives of our military personal and the lives of others throughout the world.}
Sixteen foreign nationals and corporations have been indicted on charges of illegally exporting potential
military and explosives components to Iran, Fox News has learned. A federal grand jury in Miami returned the
13-count indictment on Sept. 11 and unsealed it on Wednesday. Included in the charges are conspiracy,
violations of the International Emergency Economic Powers Act and the United States Iran Embargo, and
making false statements to federal agencies in connection with the export of thousands of U.S. goods to Iran.
The defendants are also charged with purchasing and exporting U.S. goods to Iran through "middle
countries," including the United Arab Emirates, Malaysia, England, Germany and Singapore. All of the items
identified in the charges have potential military applications, including as components in the construction of
improvised explosive devices, or IEDs. IEDs have increasingly become a source of danger for U.S. and allied
troops abroad. The number of deaths from IEDs has increased steadily since the war in Iraq began, and the
Pentagon has struggled to find a way to contain the threat in Middle East conflicts.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,424223,00.html

Palin chides Clinton over protest - "Governor Palin believes that the danger of a nuclear Iran is
greater than party or politics - She hopes that all parties can rally together in opposition to this grave
threat" - and according to news reports Senator Obama's campaign may be leaning on organizers to
disinvite Governor Palin as well lest the rally appear partisan {Palin has already accomplished more
in one week than Hillary has accomplished in her entire meaningless career as an also-ran, wife of a
politician. Palin is ready to lead as she is already leading and making bold decisions, decisions
Hillary cowers away from every time. The only decisions the Clintons make are the ones bought and
paid for by special interest groups. If there isn't a special interest group or a political group giving the
Clintons money the Clintons are clueless as to what to say or do.}
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When Clinton found out that Palin also planned to attend, Clinton pulled out of a protest being organized by
several Jewish groups outside the United Nations on Sept. 22 against Iranian President Mahmoud
Ahmadinejad. Palin's spokeswoman this morning issued a statement hitting Clinton for her decision.
"Governor Palin believes that the danger of a nuclear Iran is greater than party or politics. She hopes that all
parties can rally together in opposition to this grave threat," said Tracey Schmitt, a spokeswoman for Palin.
Clinton aides were furious at organizers, saying they first learned from reporters that both Clinton and Palin
were scheduled to appear, the Associated Press is reporting. ... Palin reportedly plans to meet foreign heads
of state at the UN. Amid questions about her lack of foreign policy experience, she acknowledged last week
that she has never met one. -- John McCain's campaign weighed in as well. "Earlier this week Governor Palin
accepted an invitation to join Hillary Clinton in speaking to a nonpartisan rally organized by groups dedicated
to halting Iran's nuclear program. Senator Clinton has since withdrawn from the engagement, presumably at
the behest of the Obama campaign, and according to news reports Senator Obama's campaign may be
leaning on organizers to disinvite Governor Palin as well lest the rally appear partisan," spokesman Michael
Goldfarb said in a statement. "This issue is too important to fall victim to partisan politics. Instead of
pressuring Senator Clinton to withdraw and pressuring the event's organizers to disinvite Governor Palin, we
hope Senator Obama will consider lending his own voice to this cause."
http://www.boston.com/news/politics/politicalintelligence/2008/09/palin_criticize.html

Hillary Clinton Pulls Out of Pro-Israel Rally After Learning Sarah Palin Will Be There - McCain also is
New York-bound next week - He (McCain) is expected to attend former President Bill Clinton's annual
Global Initiative forum next Tuesday on challenges facing the global community {This is Clinton
partisan politics at its worst. It's just disgusting that Sen. Clinton isn't willing to reach out with fellow
Americans at such a time as this with so much at stake in this increasingly terrorist oriented world.}
Alaska Gov. Sarah Palin, the hockey mom GOP phenom, is coming to New York next week to carry John
McCain's flag at a pro-Israel, anti-Iran [terror] rally {the protest isn't against the people of Iran it is a protest
against the terrorist policies of Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad a man who refuses to even
recognize that Israel has the right to exist. }. But she won't be sharing the stage with Sen. Hillary Clinton, who
backed away from the event after learning Palin was coming. "Her attendance was news to us," Clinton
spokesman Philippe Reines said last night. "Clearly there was some miscommunication because this was
never billed to us as a partisan political event. Sen. Clinton will therefore not be attending this event." ... The
Jewish group's Web site listed Clinton, Palin, Nobel laureate Elie Wiesel and Iranian dissidents as speakers
at the midday rally at Dag Hammarskjold Plaza off First Ave., which Hoenlein said will protest the expected
UN appearance of Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad as "a state sponsor of terrorism." Hoenlein
couldn't immediately be reached for comment. ... McCain also is New York-bound next week. He is expected
to attend former President Bill Clinton's annual Global Initiative forum next Tuesday on challenges facing the
global community and possibly join with Palin in meeting world leaders in the city for the UN session.
http://www.usnews.com/articles/news/campaign-2008/2008/09/17/hillary-clinton-pulls-out-of-pro-israel-rally-af
ter-learning-sarah-palin-will-be-there.html

Updated: Hillary Clinton Cancels Rally Appearance After Learning Sarah Palin Invited - to protest
Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, her aides say because she doesn't want to be seen
alongside Republican vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin in a "partisan" event [if Dem. Senator
Hillary Clinton was there it would automatically be a bipartisan event] {Hillary Clinton is putting her
own personal and political interests above the good of the United States and above the good of the
world. It's amazing she won't protest terrorism just because a Republican might be there, or maybe in
her heart she is really not all that opposed to Iranian terrorism and is looking for an easy way out. The
Clinton self-serving, selfishness is the Clinton legacy. (This *Sept. 22, 2008 event needs our support
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and our prayers!)}
WASHINGTON - Hillary Clinton has pulled out of an appearance at a New York rally next week to protest
Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, her aides say because she doesn't want to be seen alongside
Republican vice presidential candidate Sarah Palin in a "partisan" event. Several American Jewish groups
plan a major rally outside the United Nations on Sept. 22. Clinton had previously accepted the invitation to
join, but her aides objected when they learned the Alaska governor will be part of the rally. Palin is also
expected to meet with several foreign ministers during the U.N.'s opening General Assembly session. "Her
attendance was news to us, and this was never billed to us as a partisan political event," Clinton spokesman
Philippe Reines said Wednesday. "Sen. Clinton will therefore not be attending." A spokeswoman for John
McCain's presidential campaign said despite the perceived slight, Palin still plans to attend.
http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/09/17/clinton-blindsided-palin/

DebbieSchlussel.com: Enough, Walid Shoebat: Why is Sean Hannity's Fake Terrorist Harassing Me? Years ago, when I first heard of Walid Shoebat--the man who claims to have been a Palestinian
Islamic terrorist--I liked his story - Since then, I praised him in more than one entry on this site - That
was a mistake {The Bush presidency early on was involved in a scandal where they were caught
paying journalists 100's of millions of dollars reportedly to report news. It seemed odd at the time
wondering why Bush needed to pay so much money to journalists who were already being paid to do
their job. It turns out the Bush administration has been paying people to commit fraud. Expect to see
a lot of fraud news and fraud reporters and just remember most of this fraud news and info is being
purchased with our tax money.}
Years ago, when I first heard of Walid Shoebat--the man who claims to have been a Palestinian Islamic
terrorist--I liked his story. Since then, I praised him in more than one entry on this site. That was a mistake. ...
In the back of my mind, I always doubted his story. It's not that I don't believe Muslim terrorists can convert to
Christianity and see the error of their ways. I personally know of a scant few who have, indeed, done that.
And there are several former Muslims--Ayan Hirsi Ali (never a terrorist) comes to mind--and enlightened
Arabs--my friend, Brigitte Gabriel, is one--who are great orators with an important message so many more
need to hear. It's that I simply didn't find Shoebat credible. And his behavior toward me is that of an unstable,
insecure man who is upset that his shaky claims are being doubted. It's a case of trusting my instincts, and
my instincts told me this man oozing arrogance, bravado, swagger, and not much else was a fraud--that this
was a business for him, showmanship. And he never provided a shred of proof that he did what he said he
did in his former life.
http://www.debbieschlussel.com/archives/2008/09/walid_shoebat_w.html

o promote the law on his nationally syndicated television show and to urge other black journalists to
do the same - The campaign, part of an effort to promote No Child Left Behind (NCLB), required
commentator Armstrong Williams to regularly comment on NCLB during the course of his broadcasts
- Williams said Thursday he understands that critics could find the arrangement unethical, but I
wanted to do it because its something I believe in {Then why the bribe money and why so much
money, a quarter of a million dollars, if Williams was going to report on it for free? Because Bush and
his people want to own the reporters, they want to own the story, they want to own and set the
agenda, they literally want to own the news.}">January 7, 2005: Bush Education Dept. paid
commentator to promote law - the Bush administration paid a prominent black pundit $240,000 to
promote the law on his nationally syndicated television show and to urge other black journalists to
do the same - The campaign, part of an effort to promote No Child Left Behind (NCLB), required
commentator Armstrong Williams "to regularly comment on NCLB during the course of his
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broadcasts" - Williams said Thursday he understands that critics could find the arrangement
unethical, but "I wanted to do it because it's something I believe in" {Then why the bribe money and
why so much money, a quarter of a million dollars, if Williams was going to report on it for free?
Because Bush and his people want to own the reporters, they want to own the story, they want to
own and set the agenda, they literally want to own the news.}
Seeking to build support among black families for its education reform law, the Bush administration paid a
prominent black pundit $240,000 to promote the law on his nationally syndicated television show and to urge
other black journalists to do the same. ... The campaign, part of an effort to promote No Child Left Behind
(NCLB), required commentator Armstrong Williams "to regularly comment on NCLB during the course of his
broadcasts," and to interview Education Secretary Rod Paige for TV and radio spots that aired during the
show in 2004. Williams said Thursday he understands that critics could find the arrangement unethical, but "I
wanted to do it because it's something I believe in." The top Democrat on the House Education Committee,
Rep. George Miller of California, called the contract "a very questionable use of taxpayers' money" that is
"probably illegal." He said he will ask his Republican counterpart to join him in requesting an investigation.
http://www.usatoday.com/news/washington/2005-01-06-williams-whitehouse_x.htm

TV reporter earned money from state - has earned more than $100,000 over the past four years
through contracts with Gov. Jeb Bush's office, the Secretary of State, the Department of Education
and other government entities that are routinely part of Vasilinda's stories - One of his biggest state
contracts was a 1996 deal that paid nearly $900,000 to air the weekly drawing for the Florida Lottery Vasilinda told the Herald-Tribune that his business dealings with state government don't influence his
reporting
At the same time one of Florida's most visible television reporters brought the news to viewers around the
state, he earned hundreds of thousands of dollars on the side from the government agencies he covered.
Mike Vasilinda, a 30-year veteran of the Tallahassee press corps, does public relations work and provides
film editing services to more than a dozen state agencies. His Tallahassee company, Mike Vasilinda
Productions Inc., has earned more than $100,000 over the past four years through contracts with Gov. Jeb
Bush's office, the Secretary of State, the Department of Education and other government entities that are
routinely part of Vasilinda's stories. -- Vasilinda also was paid to work on campaign ads for at least one
politician and to create a promotional movie for Leon County. One of his biggest state contracts was a 1996
deal that paid nearly $900,000 to air the weekly drawing for the Florida Lottery. Meanwhile, the freelance
reporter's stories continued to air on CNN and most Florida NBC stations, including WFLA-Channel 8 in
Tampa. On Friday, Vasilinda told the Herald-Tribune that his business dealings with state government don't
influence his reporting.
http://www.heraldtribune.com/apps/pbcs.dll/article?AID=/20050326/NEWS/503260408/1060

End of the world in 2013? - New book recalculates Newton's endtimes clock by David Flyyn {As far as
the end of the world thing, the world doesn't end as in cease to exist, first the Church is raptured into
heaven and then later returns to earth with Jesus as He sets up His 1,000 year Kingdom on the earth.
This guy David Flynn is a mega quack he has written a Da Vinci code type of flawed book and it
always amazes me how these authors can make so many secret discoveries yet never discover the
one, true, greatest discovery of all time a personal relationship with Jesus Christ!}
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Additional significance can be attached to this finding when considering that 2013 follows the end of the great
cycle of the Maya calendar and the planetary cycle of the Aztec calendar, which concludes Dec. 21, 2012.
This date has raised apocalyptic fears in corners around the world. According to "The Bible Code," the world
will end on this date due to a collision with a meteor, asteroid, or comet. Another theory – the "Novelty
Theory" – claims time itself is a "fractal wave," which will end abruptly in 2012. Even the popular television
program X-Files speculated that colonization of the earth by "aliens" would occur in December 2012. -- The
Maya themselves describe past visits of Quetzalcoatl, the Feathered Serpent, descending through a "hole in
the sky" on a rope ladder. They believe at the end of 2012 the serpent rope will emerge again from the center
of the Milky Way, and Quetzalcoatl will return, heralding a new era at the start of 2013. Another version of the
story has Quetzalcoatl sailing down on a winged ship, causing some to speculate that a UFO armada or
"mother ship" could descend and take up position over earth on that date. -- Besides this type of speculation,
an unusual number of important events will occur beginning in 2012. NASA is predicting the next Solar
Maximum will arrive in 2012 and will be the strongest in 50 years. At the same time, the sun will align with the
center of the Milky Way for the first time in 26,000 years, on the exact date of the end of the Mayan calendar,
Dec. 21, 2012. This will also be the year when the United States and the United Nations elect a new
president and a new secretary general, considered by some to be the two most powerful "thrones" on earth,
and the seat from which prophecy experts say the Antichrist will rule or receive power.
http://worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=75434

Todd Palin: Sarah Was 'Destined for Higher Positions' - Sarah Palin's (VP) nomination was not a
"huge surprise" to him, as he believed she was "destined for higher positions" {I agree she is like a
Ronald Reagan or a war-time General that is destined for great things. I think God has had his hand
on her life for quite a while for this very purpose.}
Todd Palin, in his first major TV interview since his wife became John McCain's running mate, said Tuesday
that Sarah Palin's nomination was not a "huge surprise" to him, as he believed she was "destined for higher
positions." Palin, known affectionately as Alaska's "First Dude," spoke with FOX News' Greta Van Susteren
about snowmobile racing, hockey, fishing, moose hunting and working on the Alaska oil fields. But he said his
wife's sudden ascent from first-term Alaska governor to history-making vice presidential nominee had always
been a "possibility in the back of my mind." "You know, for me, it wasn't a huge surprise," Palin said. "You
know, I'm just glad that they tapped into her. And I think Americans are seeing what she's about. And so to
me, it's just not a big shock. I knew that she was destined for higher positions, maybe not as soon, but that's
just the way she is."
http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/09/16/todd-palin-sarah-was-destined-for-higher-positions/

Is the Bush family America's worst nightmare?
I personally don't think the group Al Qaeda is real other than it is a fake terrorist concoction used as a
convenient source for the Bush administration to expand a global agenda i.e. "global war on terror." It seems
that Bush is opposed to anything that is good for America and that Bush supports everything that is against
America particularly the radical Iranian Shiite Islamic cause. Has America been suffering under the ravages
of a Bush family global Jihad (Islamic holy war) against the United States and against the citizens of the
USA? Of course with the economy wrecking high price of oil, the lack of border security, the arming, training
and funding of Islamic armies, and an unhindered Satanic crime and drug epidemic taking place in America it
would easily seem that the Bush family is America's own worst nightmare.
http://www.basicchristian.org/War_Iraq.html
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Red Letter Edition PDF Bible - The Words of Jesus Formatted in Red - The Bible, Old and New
Testaments, King James Version 1611 - (PDF)
The KJV 1611 is a complete Bible with both the Old and the New Testaments.
http://www.basicchristian.org/HolyBible.pdf

KJV Bible in Mp3 - Audio Dramatized (Free Mp3 Downloads)
This is your place to download the audio version of the King James Bible. Enjoy listening to God's word each
day on your mp3 player. Each book is packed into a WinZip file which ranges from 1Mb to 44Mb. Users with
high speed internet access and plenty of space on their hard drives can download the entire bible in just one
WinZip file of 896Mb.
http://ffmp3.com/kjv.asp

KJV Bible in Mp3 - Audio Only (Free Mp3 Downloads)
The complete King James Version Bible in mp3 audio format on a 2 disc set. This recording can be legally
copied for non-commercial use. Voice narration only. Non-dramatized with no background music. There are
individual mp3 files for each chapter of the Bible and playlist for each book are also included.
http://www.believersresource.com/content.aspx?id=1

BibleGateway.com - Over 50 online Bibles in 35 languages, in Text, PDF and Audio Format
The Bible Gateway is a tool for reading and researching scripture online -- all in the language or translation of
your choice! It provides advanced searching capabilities, which allow readers to find and compare particular
passages in scripture based on keywords, phrases, or scripture reference.
http://www.biblegateway.com/versions/

Poll shows radical shift in November expectations - For 1st time this election, more Americans think
McCain will win - "it is a remarkable turnaround from a month ago when 46 percent expected an
Obama victory versus 28 percent who thought the Republican would win" - The survey also showed a
dramatic leap in the excitement level Americans feel about the election
A new poll shows the winds are changing in this year's election: for the first time since Hillary Clinton
conceded her party's presidential nomination to Barack Obama, more Americans now expect Republican
John McCain to defeat his Democrat opponent than vice versa. According to Rasmussen Reports, which
conducted the poll, McCain has surged from an 18-point deficit a month ago to a narrow lead over Barack
Obama when voters were asked who is likely to win this year's presidential election. "While McCain's 35
percent to 34 percent edge is statistically insignificant," says the Rasmussen Reports summary of the poll, "it
is a remarkable turnaround from a month ago when 46 percent expected an Obama victory versus 28 percent
who thought the Republican would win." A Rasmussen official told WND this was the first time McCain has
surpassed Obama since the polling firm began asking Americans who they thought would win the White
House. The survey also showed a dramatic leap in the excitement level Americans feel about the election.
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http://worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=75367

#1 News-Blog item of 2008 - TheTruthGroup.com: Trinity (TriUnity) Is there such a thing? (Video)
Let's take a look at 5 reasons why The T.R.U.T.H. Group believes in a Trinity. 1 - First Hint (Genesis 1:1-3). 2
- The Plurality of God (Elohim). 3 - The Power of Christ (more than human). 4 - Who is God? (Father, Son or
Holy Spirit). 5 - Worship (only for God).
http://www.thetruthgroup.com/videos.php

#1a - Biblical Proof that Jesus is God - 1st Timothy 3:16 God was manifest in the flesh (PDF)
In many, many places the Bible references, referrers to and calls Jesus, God. Here are just a few! 1 Timothy
3:16 "And without controversy great is the mystery of godliness: God was manifest in the flesh, justified in the
Spirit, seen of angels, preached unto the Gentiles, believed on in the world, received up into glory." ... Acts
20:28 Take heed therefore unto yourselves, and to all the flock, over the which the Holy Ghost (Spirit) hath
made you overseers, to feed the Church of God, which He hath Purchased with His Own Blood. ... 2nd
Corinthians 5:19 To whit, that God was in Christ, reconciling the world unto Himself, ... Hebrews 1:8 But unto
the Son (Jesus) He (Father) saith, Thy throne, O God, is forever and ever: a scepter of righteousness is the
scepter of thy Kingdom. ...
http://www.basicchristian.org/ProofJesusGod.pdf

Graduate Course in Spiritual Warfare - A NEW OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN SPIRITUAL WARFARE! FREE GLOBAL SHIPPING! - Your life will be changed as you prayerfully listen to these CDs - Also
other CD's & Books {When it comes to spiritual warfare the Word of God the Bible is always our
biggest source of light, reality and comfort. Prayerfully reading the Bible especially the Psalms and
Proverbs is among the best defenses against spiritual warfare. The book of Psalms is almost entirely
composed of the spiritual warfare prayers of King David a man who had many victories and defeats in
his own personal walk with God. King David finished his life in triumph and is known as "beloved of
God".} ($110 - 18 CDs)
In 2004, Dr. Rebecca Brown was asked to teach a graduate course in spiritual warfare at Zoe University in
Jacksonville, FL. Zoe University decided to open up these meetings to the public, so many Christians
attended as well as students. This set of CDs is a recording of that course. There are 18 CDs, and more than
15 hours of lecture, plus several question and answer sessions. -- Rebecca is powerfully anointed by the
Holy Spirit to teach. This is a comprehensive in-depth study of spiritual warfare that you will not find anywhere
else. There is a lot of information on these CDs that is not in Rebecca's books, or in any of her times of
ministry in any church. -- The topics are: • The Power of Covenants with God • Basic Spiritual Warfare •
Becoming an Instrument of Change • Dealing with Anger • How to Know and Enter Into Your Call • Breaking
Generational Curses • Personal Deliverance • The Court of Final Appeals • Breaking the Fear of Death •
Healing From Fear and Emotional Pain. Your life will be changed as you prayerfully listen to these CDs. We
encourage you to fully participate in the sessions on Breaking Generational Curses and Personal
Deliverance. The handout used during the course is included with this package. ... This may sound like a lot
of money, but there are 18 CDs in the package which comes to only about $5.00 per CD.
http://www.harvestwarriors.com/store/index.php?l=product_list&c=1
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Ray Boltz shocks Christian community with homosexuality admission - famed Christian music singer
Ray Boltz has publicly announced he's living a homosexual lifestyle - Boltz, a father of four who was
married for 33 years before officially divorcing his wife this year {Homosexuality is sin along with
adultery, lying, stealing, cheating... it's a good thing God has mercy on sinners! I also agree that we
Christians are too naive about the spiritual realm both the holy and the demonic spirits and unclean
spirits are too easily taking advantage of Christians.}
There is shock and sadness in the Christian community over word that famed Christian music singer Ray
Boltz has publicly announced he's living a homosexual lifestyle. "If this is the way God made me, then this is
the way I'm going to live...I really feel closer to God because I no longer hate myself." Those were the words
of Ray Boltz in an interview with the Washington Blade about his decision to engage in homosexuality. Boltz,
a father of four who was married for 33 years before officially divorcing his wife this year, is well-known for his
widely acclaimed songs "Thank You" and "I Pledge Allegiance to the Lamb."
http://www.onenewsnow.com/Church/Default.aspx?id=250538

Suffolk poll shows McCain leading Obama in Ohio - in the key battleground state of Ohio, where
voters say they trust McCain more than Obama and identify the most with hockey mom Sarah Palin
Sen. John McCain leads Sen. Barack Obama by a slim margin in the key battleground state of Ohio, where
voters say they trust McCain more than Obama and identify the most with hockey mom Sarah Palin,
according to a Suffolk University poll out this morning. The GOP "maverick" ticket of McCain and Alaska Gov.
Palin led Democrat Obama and his vice president pick, Delaware Sen. Joe Biden 46 percent to 42 percent in
the general election - just 56 days away ... When the likes of Whoopie Goldberg, Pam Anderson, and Lindsay
Lohan tell me that they 'hate' Sarah Palin, it makes me like her all the more. I think this will play out across
the land. The people who are saying that Palin is 'bad' are some of the least-respected out there. This will
backfire in a huge way, especially in swing states like Ohio.
http://news.bostonherald.com/news/national/politics/2008/view.bg?articleid=1119211&format=comments#Co
mmentsArea

BGEA: Rapid Response Team - Get Involved The Rapid Response Team deploys volunteer chaplains
and offers three types of training (Online Audio)
"When tragedy strikes, no one is fully prepared to deal effectively with all the responsibilities, emotional
trauma, and grief that begin to impact people. Our Rapid Response Team exists so that people can find the
care and comfort of Jesus Christ in the midst of a tragedy." - Billy Graham
http://www.billygraham.org/RapidResponse_Index.asp

SARAH AND OPRAH THE SPIRITUAL AND MORAL CONTRAST - They both understand what the other
represents - Sarah worships the Creator of the heavens and the earth - Oprah worships herself
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Oprah Winfrey has said she will have Sarah Palin on her show after the election. I doubt that Sarah will
appear on Oprah's show then or at any other time. I don't think Oprah is going to follow through, either. They
both understand what the other represents. The spiritual contrast between them is too stark, starker than that
between the sun at high noon and midnight in a dismal swamp. Sarah worships the Creator of the heavens
and the earth. Oprah worships herself. -- As we examine the striking exhibition of spiritual and moral
unlikeness between these two women, we'll see with crystal clarity exactly what is at stake in this election.
Sarah Palin, the governor of Alaska, is John McCain's running-mate. Oprah Winfrey has been called "the
richest and most influential woman in the world." Given all her support and enthusiastically reciprocated
praise for Obama, Oprah may as well be his real running-mate. Michelle Obama has called Oprah an
"incredible force." Is she a force for good or a force for evil? The contrast between Oprah's worldview and
Sarah Palin's will tell us, and by extension, we'll find out where Barack Obama really stands...
http://solvinglight.com/blog/sarah-and-oprah/

Paul McCartney Says No to Jihad, Islamofascism - "I was approached by different groups and
political bodies who asked me not to come here (Tel Aviv) - I refused, I do what I think, and I have
many friends who support Israel" McCartney said - These (Islamic) terrorists are so against
everything the liberals stand for, but yet they are mainly silent
But now I'll have to re-adjust my view, as McCartney's shown he really is a man of uncommon courage and
principle amidst a gaggle of celebrity cowards and left-wing Israel-haters (like George Clooney and Alan
Rickman). An Islamic militant leader warned that former Beatle Sir Paul McCartney could be the target of a
suicide bombing unless he canceled his first concert in Israel, Britain's Sunday Express reported yesterday.
... Comments: I've said it many times before, if this isn't an issue the lefty celebs should be marching for, this
is it. These terrorists are so against everything the libs stand for, but yet they are mainly silent. Liberalism is
about one thing and one thing only...unbridled power [and the destruction of Biblical values].
http://www.debbieschlussel.com/archives/2008/09/muslims_mark_fo.html

George Putnam, radio pioneer, dies at 94 - 'No greater broadcaster, no greater friend and no greater
seeker of the truth' - to expose the crimes of the Clinton administration through the 1990s
Longtime commentator, anchorman and radio host George Putnam, a familiar voice to millions across
America over the course of his seven decades in broadcasting, has died at the age of 94. "I have had the
privilege of knowing George Putnam for some 25 years – first when I was a young newsman in Los Angeles
and later through our mutual determination to expose the crimes of the Clinton administration through the
1990s. I can tell you from personal experience there was no greater broadcaster, no greater friend and no
greater seeker of the truth than George Putnam. He will be greatly missed, not only by Southern Californians
but by all Americans," said Joseph Farah, founder and editor of WorldNetDaily.
http://worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=75121

Mena Connection - Compromised: Clinton, Bush and the CIA, Drug smuggling (Google Video Download)
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Film that includes clips from mainsteam media at the time, CBS etc. http://www.ncoic.com/clinton.htm
ARKANSAS GOVERNOR BILL CLINTON PRESIDENT GEORGE BUSH CIA DRUGS FOR GUNS
CONNECTION By Paul DeRienzo An independent group of researchers in Arkansas are charging that
Governor Bill Clinton is covering up an airport used by the CIA and major cocaine smugglers in a remote
corner of the Ozark mountains. According to Deborah Robinson of In These Times, the Inter mountain
Regional Airport in Mena, Arkansas continues to be the hub of operations for people like assassinated
cocaine kingpin Barry Seal as well as government intelligence operations linked to arms and drug smuggling.
In the 1980's, the Mena airport became one of the world's largest aircraft refurbishing centers, providing
services to planes from many countries. Researchers claim that the largest consumers of aircraft refurbishing
services are drug smugglers and intelligence agencies involved in covert activities. In fact, residents of Mena,
Arkansas, have told reporters that former marine Lt. Colonel Oliver North was a frequent visitor during the
1980's. Eugene Hasenfus, a pilot who was shot down in a Contra supply plane over Nicaragua in 1986, was
also seen in town renting cargo vehicles. A federal Grand Jury looking into activities at the Mena airport
refused to hand down any indictments after drug running charges were made public. Deborah Robinson says
that Clinton had "ignored the situation" until he began his presidential campaign." Clinton then said he would
provide money for a state run investigation of the Mena airport. But according to Robinson, the promise of an
investigation was never followed up by Clinton's staff. In fact, a local Arkansas state prosecutor blasted
Clinton's promise of an investigation, comparing it to "spitting on a forest fire."
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-8681225708920427234

Barry Seal - (9-11-2001 hijacker) Mohammad Atta [the Florida-trained pilot who (allegedly) rammed
American Airlines (AA) Flight 11 into the north tower of the (WTC) World Trade Center] - Florida
Governor Jeb Bush (1998-2006) and Florida Secretary of State Katherine Harris publicly endorsed
Hilliard's "Huffman Aviation" (Mena/Florida) operation (Photos)
(9-11-2001 hijacker) Mohammad Atta [the Florida-trained pilot who rammed American Airlines Flight 11 into
the north tower of the World Trade Center], even though he received his flight training from Maxwell Air Force
Base [Montgomery, Alabama], was training "again" at Huffman Aviation [Venice, Florida at Venice Municipal
Airport]. Huffman Aviation was owned by 2 individuals. One of them, Rudy Dekkers, was an Iran Contra
figure. He had received his flight training from Barry Seal, the notorious cocaine smuggler in Mena, Arkansas.
Barry Seal, as fate would have it, received his training from David Ferrie, one of the men suspected by the
House Assassination Committee of being involved in the Kennedy assassination. David Ferrie, it turned out,
had actually been a CIA agent who was training anti-Castro Cuban exiles for the Bay of Pigs invasion and a
coming war with Cuba the "shadow government" was planning. David Ferrie died of a suicide.There were
over 142 other convenient deaths connected to the Kennedy assassination and Bay of Pigs network. Lee
Harvey Oswald trained at Ferrie's camp. ... Governor Jeb Bush honored Hilliard's operation (called at various
times Florida Air, Sunrise Airlines and Discover Air) with a personal visit, posing for photos with the "Discover
Air family." ... The juxtaposition of the discovery of a huge cache of heroin on a Lear jet belonging to Wallace
J. Hilliard, 70, of Naples, Fl, Huffman Aviation's owner, at the exact same time terrorist and Osama bin Laden
associate Mohamed Atta arrived to attend his flight school from Afghanistan, a country producing well more
than half of the world's heroin, would normally have had U.S. Attorneys looking up the sentencing guidelines
appropriate to major RICO narcotics trafficking cases, and getting ready to throw the book at him. In fact, they
did nothing of the sort, which strongly indicates that the Army's secret military intelligence unit Able Danger's
inability to prod federal authorities to move on Atta and other terrorists known to be in the U.S. encountered
the same obstacles, and for the same reason.
http://truthalliance.net/Archive/tabid/67/articleType/ArticleView/articleId/577/Default.aspx

Barry Seal - Barry Seal was asked by his close friend, Rene Martin, if he feared being killed by the
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Ochoa family - Barry Seal replied that he was not afraid of the Colombians because he had not
implicated senior members of the organization - Seal was more worried about his contacts within the
US government - the man Seal was willing to testify against was George H. W. Bush - On 19th
February, 1986 - Two quick (gun) bursts hit Seal's head and body
By 1982 Barry Seal was bringing in drugs to the United States on behalf of the Medellin Cartel. Seal moved
his base of operations from Louisiana to Mena, an obscure airport in the secluded mountains of western
Arkansas. Seal told friends that he once made $1.5 million on a single cocaine flight. Seal worked directly for
Sonia Atala, the CIA protected drug baron (Michael Levine, The Big White Lie: The CIA and the
Cocaine/Crack Epidemic). It is also claimed that Seal's fleet of planes to ferry supplies to Contra camps in
Honduras and Costa Rica. His planes also made return trips to airstrips in the mountains of Colombia and
Venezuela. According to Roger Morris (Partners in Power): "His well-connected and officially-protected
smuggling operation based in Mena accounted for billions in drugs and arms". -- Seal also obtained two new
multi-million dollar Beech Craft King Air 200s. According to Daniel Hopsicker, these aircraft were purchased
by a Phoenix-based corporation that acted as a "front" for John Singlaub. This company also owned
Southern Air, a CIA proprietary connected to William Casey, Richard Secord, Felix I. Rodriguez and George
H. W. Bush. -- Barry Seal was asked by his close friend, Rene Martin, if he feared being killed by the Ochoa
family. Barry Seal replied that he was not afraid of the Colombians because he had not implicated senior
members of the organization. Seal was more worried about his contacts within the US government. This view
is supported by Lewis Unglesby, Seal's lawyer. He confirmed that the man Seal was willing to testify against
was George H. W. Bush. On 19th February, 1986, Barry Seal returned to his Salvation Army hostel at 6.00
p.m. As he parked his white Cadillac he was approached by a man carrying a machine-gun. Two quick bursts
hit Seal's head and body. One of Seal's friends, Russ Eakin, observed the killing. "I saw Barry get killed from
the window of the Belmont hotel coffee shop. The killers were both out of the car, one on either side, but I
only saw one shoot, cause Barry saw it coming and just put his head down on the steering column."
http://www.spartacus.schoolnet.co.uk/JFKseal.htm

d in a hail of bullets by Medellin cartel hit men outside a Salvation Army shelter in Baton Rouge,
Louisiana, he has come back to haunt the reputations of three American presidents {Barry Seal
worked for one person and one person only and that was VP George Bush Sr. and Bill Clinton worked
for that same person and now George W. Bush Jr., Jeb Bush and Marvin Bush all work for their
drug-smuggler-gangster dad. Its one drug smuggling operation and one drug smuggler a Mr. George
H. W. Bush Sr. know as Poppy Bush as in Opium Poppy Bush. Now its not just cocaine from
Columbia its also opium (heroin) from Afghanistan.}">THE CRIMES OF MENA - Barry Seal gunrunner, drug trafficker, and covert C.I.A. operative extraordinaire - is hardly a familiar name in
American politics. But nine years after he was murdered in a hail of bullets by Medellin cartel hit men
outside a Salvation Army shelter in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, he has come back to haunt the
reputations of three American presidents {Barry Seal worked for one person and one person only and
that was VP George Bush Sr. and Bill Clinton worked for that same person and now George W. Bush
Jr., Jeb Bush and Marvin Bush all work for their drug-smuggler-gangster dad. It's one drug
smuggling operation and one drug smuggler a Mr. George H. W. Bush Sr. know as 'Poppy Bush' as in
'Opium Poppy Bush'. Now it's not just cocaine from Columbia it's also opium (heroin) from
Afghanistan.}
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Barry Seal - gunrunner, drug trafficker, and covert C.I.A. operative extraordinaire - is hardly a familiar name in
American politics. But nine years after he was murdered in a hail of bullets by Medellin cartel hit men [or more
likely Bush Sr. CIA assassins] outside a Salvation Army shelter in Baton Rouge, Louisiana, he has come
back to haunt the reputations of three American presidents. Seal's legacy includes more than 2,000 newly
discovered documents that now verify and quantify much of what previously had been only suspicion,
conjecture, and legend. The documents confirm that from 1981 to his brutal death in 1986, Barry Seal carried
on one of the most lucrative, extensive, and brazen operations in the history of the international drug trade,
and that he did it with the evident complicity, if not collusion, of elements of the United States government,
apparently with the acquiescence of Ronald Reagan's administration, impunity from any subsequent
exposure by George Bush's administration, and under the usually acute political nose of then Arkansas
governor Bill Clinton. ... What, for example, happened to some nine different official investigations into Mena
after 1987, from allegedly compromised federal grand juries to congressional inquiries suppressed by the
National Security Council in 1988 under Ronald Reagan to still later Justice Department inaction under
George Bush? Officials repeatedly invoked national security to quash most of the investigations. Court
documents do show clearly that the C.I.A. and the D.E.A. employed Seal during 1984 and 1985 for the
Reagan administration's celebrated sting attempt to implicate the Nicaraguan Sandinista regime in cocaine
trafficking. According to a December 1988 Senate Foreign Relations Committee report, "cases were dropped.
The apparent reason was that the prosecution might have revealed national-security information, even
though all of the crimes which were the focus of the investigation occurred before Seal became a federal
informant." Tax records show that, having assessed Seal posthumously for some $86 million in back taxes on
his earnings from Mena and elsewhere between 1981 and 1983, even the I.R.S. forgave the taxes on
hundreds of millions in known drug and gun profits over the ensuing two-year period when Seal was officially
admitted to be employed by the government. To follow the l.R.S. Iogic, what of the years, crimes, and profits
at Mena in the early eighties, before Barry Seal became an acknowledged federal operative, as well as the
subsequently reported drug-trafficking activities at Mena even after his murder - crimes far removed from his
admitted cooperation as government informant and witness? "Joe [name deleted] works for Seal and cannot
be touched because Seal works for the C.I.A.," a Customs official said in an Arkansas investigation into drug
trafficking during the early eighties. "A C.I.A. or D.E.A. operation is taking place at the Mena airport," an F.B.I.
telex advised the Arkansas State Police in August 1987, 18 months after Seal's murder. Welch later testified
that a Customs agent told him, "Look, we've been told not to touch anything that has Barry Seal's name on it,
just to let it go."
http://www.theforbiddenknowledge.com/hardtruth/the_crimes_of_mena.htm

The Clinton Chronicles Part 1 - (Google Video)
This video clip from the film "The Clinton Chronicles" describes the Arkansas Development Finance Authority
(ADFA), which was described to the public as a vehicle for creating jobs and assisting churches and schools,
but in reality it was a front for laundering hundreds of millions of dollars of drug money by way of issuing
loans to members of Bill Clinton's inner circle, with the loans being intended not to be paid back. The clip
describes how high ranking political positions were given to members of Clinton's inner circle associated with
Clinton's criminal activity, such as in the cases of Dan Lasater and Web Hubbel.
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-2161982530392725695

The Clinton Chronicles Part 2 - The ADFA, Cocaine Trafficking, and Murder (Google Video Download)
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Also described is an incident where two teenage boys Don Henry and Kevin Ives had been murdered for their
witnessing of a drug shipment delivery in Mena, Arkansas. Eventually a total of six people involved in the
investigation of their murders were murdered as well, including Keith McKaskle, who was involved in the
murders and attempted to approach police with information. The Clinton appointed State Medical Examiner
Fahmy Malak, who ruled the deaths of the boys an accident, refused to obey court orders for turning over the
evidence for a second opinion. Malak had been kept in office for many years at the insistence of Governor
Clinton and had even been given a raise, despite years of public outcry to have him removed for giving
implausible rulings in homicide deaths including once ruling that James Milam, who had been decapitated,
had died from natural causes.
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-6571881503884279983

The Death of Vince Foster - What Really Happened? (Google Video)
Evidence is presented that the death of White House Deputy Counsel Vince Foster was not a suicide. Expert
testimony, contradictory statements from witnesses, official bungling/corruption, the missing bullet, the
missing X-rays, the missing crime scene photos, the strange, untraceable gun, the missing papers from
Foster's office, plus more disturbing evidence and possible motives for his murder, are reviewed in detail.
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=-4113276458031151696

The Death of Vincent Foster - Evidence Of A Cover-up - Vincent and Hillary had been partners
together at the (Arkansas) Rose Law Firm, and allegations of an ongoing affair had persisted from the
Little Rock days to the White House itself - Vince Foster was also the keeper of the files of the
Clinton's Arkansas (land) dealings and had indicated in a written memo that "Whitewater is a can of
worms that you should NOT open!" {Whitewater was a Bill and Hillary Clinton realestate land scam
where the Clintons (and their associates, Jim and Susan McDougal) owned an area of land and
partially developed it, calling the location "Whitewater" and then selling off the lots for people to build
houses on. The scam was that many of the lots they purposely sold to people who could not afford to
make the monthly payments and the second they were late on a payment or for many other reasons
the Clintons defaulted their contract and kept the money already paid and also confiscated back the
land then re-selling the Whitewater lots to the next person who could barely afford to make the
payments. The Clintons owned the land for the purpose of selling it as many times as they could.
[The Bush Supreme Court pick Harriet Miers was a lawyer (Dallas law firm of Locke Liddell) for a
Texas realestate firm while it was sued for doing about the same thing as the Clintons then in (2000)
Harriet Miers contributed $415 to a PAC donation to Hillary Clinton's first NY Senate campaign.]}
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THE EVENTS SURROUNDING THE DEATH OF VINCENT FOSTER: On July 20, 1993, six months to the
day after Bill Clinton took office as President of the United States, the White House Deputy Council, Vincent
Foster, told his secretary Deborah Gorham, "I'll be right back". He then walked out of his office, after offering
his co-worker Linda Tripp, the leftover M&Ms from his lunch tray. That was the last time Vincent Foster was
seen alive. Contrary to the White House spin, Vincent Foster's connection to the Clinton's was primarily via
Hillary, rather than Bill. Vincent and Hillary had been partners together at the rose law firm, and allegations of
an ongoing affair had persisted from the Little Rock days to the White House itself. Vincent Foster had been
struggling with the Presidential Blind trust. Normally a trivial matter, the trust had been delayed for almost 6
months and the U.S. trustee's office was beginning to make noises about it. Foster was also the keeper of the
files of the Clinton's Arkansas dealings and had indicated in a written memo that "Whitewater is a can of
worms that you should NOT open!" But Vincent's position at the White House did not sit well with him. Only
days before, following a public speech stressing the value of personal integrity, he had confided in friends
and family that he was thinking of resigning his position. Foster had even written an outline for his letter of
resignation, thought by this writer to have been used as the center portion of the fake "suicide note". Foster
had scheduled a private meeting with Bill Clinton for the very next day, July 21, 1993 at which it appeared
Foster intended to resign. ... The Looting of Foster's office: The next day, when the Park Police arrived for the
official search of Vincent Foster's office, they were shocked to learn that Nussbaum, Thomason and Williams
had entered the office. Conflicts channeled through Janet Reno's Department of Justice resulted in the Park
Police merely sitting outside Foster's office while Bernard Nussbaum continued his own search of Foster's
office. During this search, he opened and upended Vincent Foster's briefcase, showing it to be empty. Three
days later, it would be claimed that this same briefcase was where the torn up suicide note was discovered.
The boxes of documents removed from Foster's office by Hillary Clinton's chief of staff, Margaret Williams,
were taken to the private residence area of the White House! Eventually, only 54 pages emerged. One set of
billing records, under subpoena for two years, and thought to have originated in Foster's office, turned up
unexpectedly in the private quarters of the White House, with Hillary's fingerprints on them! So, who ordered
the office looting? Bill Clinton was unavailable, being on camera with Larry King. But Hillary Clinton, who had
only the day before diverted her planned return to Washington D.C. to Little Rock, was on the phone from
Little Rock to someone at the White House in the moments before the looting took place.
http://whatreallyhappened.com/RANCHO/POLITICS/FOSTER_COVERUP/foster.html

Did He (Bill Clinton) Cry for Caity Mahoney? - July 7, 1997: The Starbucks Massacre - Former White
House intern Mary "Caity" Mahoney and two co-workers are killed execution style at the Starbucks
Coffeeshop (not a robbery - nothing was stolen) in Georgetown - Both Monica Lewinsky and George
Stephanopolous are regulars there - When this event occurred, only the White House was aware it
had an "intern problem" {This is a refresher of some of the information and material that involved the
President Bill Clinton – intern Monica Lewinski affair and the Vince Foster 'suicide' as well.}
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First, however, the timeline--with some helpful new information provided by the Starr Report. ... July 4, 1997:
The Drudge Report says Newsweek's Michael Isikoff is on the trail of a second Paula Jones--this one inside
the White House. Drudge doesn't identify the woman. July 4, 1997: Monica Lewinsky has a "very emotional"
visit with the President. The President scolded her: "It's illegal to threaten the President of the United States."
July [6], 1997: The Starbucks Massacre [after the 8:00 pm store closing] [the three bodies were later found
and reported to the police the next morning by employees opening the store the morning of July 7, 1997].
Former White House intern Mary "Caity" Mahoney and two co-workers are killed execution style at the
Starbucks Coffeeshop in Georgetown. Both Monica Lewinsky and George Stephanopolous are regulars
there. When this event occurred, only the White House was aware it had an "intern problem." July 15, 1997:
Just after Monica Lewinsky returns from an overseas trip, the President has her come to the White House to
discuss Linda Tripp and Newsweek. July 28, 1997: Drudge reports that Kathleen Willey is the woman Bill
Clinton sexually harrassed inside the White House. Speculation about a Starbucks connection subsides on
the Internet. Dec. 5, 1997: Paula Jones' legal team notifies the White House that Monica Lewinsky is on their
witness list. Dec. 6, 1997: Nearly 5 months to the day after the still unsolved Starbucks Massacre, Eric
Butera, an informant working with DC Police on the Starbucks case, is beaten to death while working at their
behest on an unrelated drug case. Jan 21, 1998: The Washington Post identifies Monica Lewinsky as a
former White House intern implicated in a sexual relationship with the President. And now some excepts from
the March 3, 1998 issue of Star Magazine: Mahoney was gunned down, execution style for no apparent
reason (not a robbery - nothing was stolen) last summer at a Starbucks coffeehouse near the White House a place where Monica, 24, and other Clinton interns frequently hung out. [When a crime occurs 'after-hours'
at a locked business usually a known, trusted individual is involved. Was George Stephanopolous the known,
trusted customer that got the employees to open the locked Starbucks doors providing the entrance into the
store for the assassins?]
http://home.hiwaay.net/~craigg/g4c/caity-News.htm

on LAs powerhouse KRLA was a blend of two-way conversation with in-studio guests, newsmakers
across the nation and his listeners {In 1998 I had just graduated from a two year Ministry School
program but I did not feel led to work for a Church at that time so I decided to start writing Christian
material. I will always remember after a few more months of research and a few starts and stops I
finally sat down at an old computer wrote the first two lines of Basic Christian: Theology then
pausing I wondered if society really did need yet another Christian Theology booklet, I turned on the
radio to KRLA 870 Talk Radio where George Putnam was on the air and the topic was the Bill Clinton
– Monica Lewinsky scandal. From that moment on [approx. July 7, 1998 about a year after the Caity
Mahoney murder] I was even more determined to write Christian material.}">George Putnam, R.I.P. George Putnam's daily "Talk Back" radio program on LA's powerhouse KRLA was a blend of two-way
conversation with in-studio guests, newsmakers across the nation and his listeners {In 1998 I had
just graduated from a two year Ministry School program but I did not feel led to work for a Church at
that time so I decided to start writing Christian material. I will always remember after a few more
months of research and a few starts and stops I finally sat down at an old computer wrote the first
two lines of 'Basic Christian: Theology' then pausing I wondered if society really did need yet another
Christian Theology booklet, I turned on the radio to KRLA 870 Talk Radio where George Putnam was
on the air and the topic was the Bill Clinton – Monica Lewinsky scandal. From that moment on
[approx. July 7, 1998 about a year after the Caity Mahoney murder] I was even more determined to
write Christian material.}
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Born in Minnesota, Putnam first worked in radio in Minneapolis before coming to Los Angeles in 1951 and
moving to television. He served as news anchor at a number of Los Angeles TV stations for a quarter of a
century, working from the early 1950s until 1975 at KTTV 11, KCOP 13, KTLA 5 and KHJ (now KCAL 9). ...
For almost a quarter of a century, George Putnam's daily "Talk Back" program on LA's powerhouse KRLA
was a blend of two-way conversation with in-studio guests, newsmakers across the nation and his listeners
who are likely to hear people of all ages and from all walks of life. Regardless of who is on the phone or in
studio, George draws on his wealth of experience and instinct as a newsman to stimulate lively and
thoughtful conversation on issues facing us every day... whether serious or lighthearted. Always on top of the
latest happenings in the world, George's "One Reporter's Opinion" has become a very popular op-ed column
on the Internet via top news services such as NewsMax.com. ... He's perhaps the one reporter who
interviewed the four most decorated war heroes - Sgt. Alvin York, Audie Murphy, Joe Hooper and Col. David
Hackworth. He has covered every presidency since Herbert Hoover, whom he interviewed after he was out of
office and has known most of the big names in politics - Nixon and Reagan in particular - whom he knew on a
first-name basis before they rose to prominence. At one point when George was the highest rated television
newsman and anchor in Los Angeles, he was urged to run for governor of the state of California. He chose
instead to support his friend Ronnie.
http://michellemalkin.com/2008/09/13/george-putnam-rip/

Basic Christian: Theology - The Christian Basics 132 Topics - Easy to Use & Easy to Understand
(PDF)
Studying Theology: Is just like piecing together a puzzle. Individual Theology pieces fit together and the
picture begins to emerge. The picture Theology displays is the image of Jesus!
http://www.basicchristian.us/downloads/Theology.pdf

Empty Tomb - Garden Tomb of Jesus - Desktop, Wallpaper Background (Photo Download)
Outside the walls of the Old City is The Empty Tomb. It's the place where 2000 years ago Jesus was buried
here, and three days later was resurrected. It's open to tourists year round and is usually THE most impacting
site on our Israel trips. The step in front of the door is over the trough where the rolling stone was moved
back and forth.
https://www.compass.org/tomb.asp

LifeSpringOnline.com: Lifespring! (Podcast) "Phil Keaggy: Working Class Guitar Player" (Mp3's)
Phil Keaggy is on the show today! I have got such a great show for you, and I can't wait to introduce one of
today's great musicians to you. If you are not familiar with the music of Phil Keaggy, believe me, you are in for
a treat. If you ARE familiar with him, you are in for a treat, too, because you are going to get to hear him in a
way that you probably never have…because Phil and I had a chance to talk last week for over an hour, and
you are going to get to know another dimension of this remarkably gifted man.
http://lifespringonline.com/original/?p=129

TheTruthGroup.com: **Trinity (TriUnity) Is there such a thing? (Video)
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Let's take a look at 5 reasons why The T.R.U.T.H. Group believes in a Trinity. 1 - First Hint (Genesis 1:1-3). 2
- The Plurality of God (Elohim). 3 - The Power of Christ (more than human). 4 - Who is God? (Father, Son or
Holy Spirit). 5 - Worship (only for God).
http://www.thetruthgroup.com/videos.php

TheTruthGroup.com: Videos
Over the next couple of years, the T.R.U.T.H. Group took shape, joined forces with Intwined Productions, and
finally got around to producing their first DVD, T.R.U.T.H. about the Dinosaurs. They actually hope that this
bizarre collaboration will serve as a useful teaching tool to help bring better understanding to the complicated,
hot button issues of these last days. Those who wish to learn more about God and His amazing creation
would certainly do well to consider the option of consulting the one who made it all in the first place. Balanced
on the cutting edge of this revolutionary idea, The T.R.U.T.H. Group seeks just that... To Reach
Understanding Through Him.
http://www.thetruthgroup.com/videos.php

TheTruthGroup.com: T.R.U.T.H. about the Bible: Why does it matter? {When God's original word the
(Scrolls) Bible is rewritten and changed into modern texts like the NIV is it still the word of God, of
course errors are not the word of God they are the changes and misrepresentations made by
mankind. However even with the new modern translations the Original word of God is still able to
shine through man's misrepresentations and save people.} (YouTube)
Look, the point is...if you don't believe what the Bible says about a 'your choice of any random' topic, then you
have taken away your foundation for believing what the Bible says about salvation. So, you can't logically
defend your faith by only believing PARTS of the Bible.It effectively cripples your witness.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sZdmldlV-F0&eurl=http://www.retakingamerica.com/

Irrefutable evidence proves well beyond any reasonable doubt that President George Bush Jr. and
[Bush Sr.] his colleagues enabled the terrorist attack on the Twin Towers and demolished the
buildings with explosives - Two weeks before 9/11 the head of security for the Twin Towers, Marvin
Bush, brother of the President (George W. Bush), shut down power and security to the Twin Towers
and rewired the building for "Ethernet" ("computer wires," although the case here is that it wasn't
computer wires but demolition wires that were wired into the WTC buildings) - The week before 9/11
he (Marvin Bush) removed all bomb sniffer dogs
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Two weeks before 9/11 the head of security for the Twin Towers, Marvin Bush, brother of the President, shut
down power and security to the Twin Towers and rewired the building for "Ethernet". The week before 9/11
he removed all bomb sniffer dogs. 3 months before 9/11, in June of 2001 the U.S. government started a
express visa program eliminating the need for any interview or background checks for visa's. The program
was only [initiated] in Saudi Arabia. Deputy Sec of State & PNAT member, Richard Armatage, rejected
challenges by justice department regarding the terrorists that applied through the special program. ... On
August 22, 2001, John O'Neill, the FBI's leading authority on Al Qaeda, resigned from the FBI because of the
repeated obstructions of his investigations into Al Quaeda. Following his resignation he was offered a job as
head of security for the World Trade Center and was moved into his office in World Trade center on the day
before 9/11. On the eve of 9/11 he tells his colleague Jerry Hower "We're due for something big" – O'Neal
was killed on 9/11. ... On the morning of 9/11 the CIA just so happened to be running an alleged simulation to
explore the emergency response issues that would be created if a plane were to strike a building. Newsweek
learned that a group of top Pentagon officials suddenly cancelled their travel plans for the next morning of
9/11 for security reasons. ... Despite the horrific, unprecedented amount of death and destruction in New
York City on 9/11/01, the U.S. Government spent only $600,000 for its single study of the causes for the
WTC Buildings' collapses (against the $40 million that was spent for investigation of Bill Clinton's activities
with Monica Lewinksy in 1988-1999).
http://www.libertyforlife.com/eye-openers/twin-perils.htm

Suppressed Details of Criminal (9-11-2001) Insider Trading Lead Directly into the CIA's Highest Ranks
- CIA Executive Director "Buzzy" Krongard managed (German) firm that handled "PUT" options on
United Airline Stock - Deutsche Bank played several key roles in events connected to the September
11, 2001 attacks
FTW - October 9, 2001 – Although uniformly ignored by the mainstream U.S. media, there is abundant and
clear evidence that a number of transactions in financial markets indicated specific criminal foreknowledge of
the September 11 attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon. In the case of at least one of these
trades -- which has left a $2.5 million prize unclaimed -- the firm used to place the "put options" on United
Airlines stock was, until 1998, managed by the man who is now in the number three Executive Director
position at the Central Intelligence Agency. Until 1997 A.B. "Buzzy" Krongard had been Chairman of the
investment bank A.B. Brown. A.B. Brown was acquired by Banker's Trust in 1997. Krongard then became, as
part of the merger, Vice Chairman of Banker's Trust-AB Brown, one of 20 major U.S. banks named by
Senator Carl Levin this year as being connected to money laundering. Krongard's last position at Banker's
Trust (BT) was to oversee "private client relations." In this capacity he had direct hands-on relations with
some of the wealthiest people in the world in a kind of specialized banking operation that has been identified
by the U.S. Senate and other investigators as being closely connected to the laundering of drug money.
Krongard joined the CIA in 1998 as counsel to CIA Director George Tenet. He was promoted to CIA
Executive Director by President Bush in March of this year. BT was acquired by Deutsche Bank in 1999. The
combined firm is the single largest bank in Europe. And, as we shall see, Deutsche Bank played several key
roles in events connected to the September 11 attacks.
http://www.hereinreality.com/insidertrading.html

German firm probes final World Trade Center deals (financial transactions) - the truth behind an
unexplained surge in financial transactions made just before two hijacked planes crashed into New
York's World Trade Center on September 11, 2001 (Articles)
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SHADY TRADER EYED FOR 9/11 TIP: An accused inside-trader made suspicious stock trades on Sept. 10,
leading investigators to believe he might have known about the terror attacks a day later, a federal prosecutor
said yesterday. ... Feds: Ex-Agent Had Key Data: In a criminal case with a specter of the Sept. 11 terrorist
attacks, prosecutors disclosed yesterday that classified information had been found during a search of
possessions of a former FBI agent allegedly part of an insider trading conspiracy. Still Silence From 9-11
Stock Speculation Probe: Within a month of 9-11, the SEC, acting in concert with the Department of Justice,
distributed a target list of 38 stocks to securities firms around the world looking for information about who
might have profited by at least apparent pre-knowledge of the aerial attacks on the World Trade Center and
the Pentagon. Stock trader targeted in Sept. 11 probe agrees to return to New York: An Egyptian-born
financial analyst who prosecutors said may have had prior knowledge of the Sept. 11 attacks agreed
Tuesday to be returned to New York to face charges of using confidential FBI information to manipulate stock
prices.
http://www.prisonplanet.com/911.html#trading

9/11: Public Officials Warned Ahead of Time - Mayor of San Francisco Willie Brown was set to fly into
New York on the morning of September 11. However, he got a call from what he described as his
'airport security' late September 10th advising against flying due to a security threat [The SF airport
says there was no (public) advisory in place on 9-11] - Top Pentagon officials were warned and
cancelled flights on September 10th
Pentagon officials cancelled September 11 flying plans day before On Sept. 10, NEWSWEEK has learned, a
group of top Pentagon officials suddenly canceled travel plans for the next morning, apparently because of
security concerns. ... Ashcroft Stops Flying Commercial July 2001. In response to inquiries from CBS News
over why Ashcroft was traveling exclusively by leased jet aircraft instead of commercial airlines, the Justice
Department cited what it called a "threat assessment" by the FBI, and said Ashcroft has been advised to
travel only by private jet for the remainder of his term. ... Some Got Warning: Don't Go Downtown on Sept. 11
Federal investigators have received evidence that some Middle Easterners in the New York area were
warned ahead of time to stay out of lower Manhattan the morning of Sept. 11, the Daily News has learned.
Transcript: Actor James Woods on O'Reilly 9/11 hijackers (government role players) do a dry run - FBI
warned - nothing happens.
http://www.prisonplanet.com/911/warned.htm

le knew ahead of time the day that NY was the target and that airliners were the
weapon.}">Condoleeza Rice Warned (SF Mayor) Willie Brown Not To Fly On 9/11 - THE ASSISTANT
TO THE (Bush) PRESIDENT FOR NATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS CONDOLEEZZA RICE CALLED A
FRIEND THE DAY BEFORE SEPTEMBER 11TH AND TOLD HIM TO STAY OUT OF THE AIR THAT
WEEK Got that? {Apparently Condoleeza Rice [or someone else with advanced knowledge] warned
2001 San Francisco Mayor, Willie Brown to cancel his cross-country 9-11-2001 morning flight to NY. If
so then the Bush people knew ahead of time the day that NY was the target and that airliners were the
weapon.}
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Rice has a lot of deep official SF connections besides Chevron: Charles Schwab, San Francisco Symphony
Board of Governors, Transamerica Corporation, KQED. Trivia question: What mayor of a major west coast
city claimed just hours after 9-11 that he'd been warned not to fly the week of 9-11 by what he described as
his 'airport security.' None other than Willie Brown! ... Think about it. Where else on earth would Brown get
the message not to fly on a particular day? The airport says there was no advisory in place. Note that when
asked, Brown clammed up as to the source. Why? ... So in case you missed it: THE ASSISTANT TO THE
PRESIDENT FOR NATIONAL SECURITY AFFAIRS CONDOLEEZZA RICE CALLED A FRIEND THE DAY
BEFORE SEPTEMBER 11TH AND TOLD HIM TO STAY OUT OF THE AIR THAT WEEK - Got that?
http://www.rense.com/general50/wwse.htm

Kadima in uproar over talk of Jerusalem - Israel conveyed its displeasure to Washington on Thursday
over remarks reportedly made by US Consul General Jacob Walles that it had agreed to start
negotiations with the Palestinians over Jerusalem - The paper quoted Walles as saying in an
interview that US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice told both sides during her visit here last month
that the basis for the negotiations was an Israeli withdrawal to the pre-1967 lines, including from east
Jerusalem {The George W. Bush - Condoleezza Rice government can't be trusted so it seems
impossible that any negotiations could take place especially given the late hour of the Bush
administration. Note: a UN agreement has already been signed into Law a long time ago giving Israel
to the Jews, Jordon to the Palestinians and Lebanon to the Christians. Bush wants Lebanon to be
Muslim, Jordan to be Muslim and Israel to be Muslim. I think something is desperately missing from
the Bush plan something called fairness.}
Israel conveyed its displeasure to Washington on Thursday over remarks reportedly made by US Consul
General Jacob Walles that it had agreed to start negotiations with the Palestinians over Jerusalem. The
comments prompted a bitter row among Kadima's would-be leaders. According to government sources,
Walles's comments, which appeared in the Palestinian daily Al-Ayyam, were "highly inappropriate," since
there is a US-Palestinian-Israeli agreement not to go public with what is being discussed by the negotiators.
The paper quoted Walles as saying in an interview that US Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice told both
sides during her visit here last month that the basis for the negotiations was an Israeli withdrawal to the
pre-1967 lines, including from east Jerusalem. Walles said changes to those lines were possible should both
sides agree. Prime Minister Ehud Olmert told a Kadima Party meeting at Kfar Hamaccabiah in Ramat Gan on
Thursday night that his government was sticking by its position that Jerusalem should be left until the end of
the talks.
http://www.jpost.com/servlet/Satellite?cid=1221115865274&pagename=JPost%2FJPArticle%2FShowFull

{Flashback} Condi pulls a Solomon: Split Jerusalem in 2 - Sources reveal status of secret (Bush)
talks to create Palestinian state this year {Wasn't it a Bush campaign promise Not to split Jerusalem?
It was also a Bush promise not to nation build and to spend only six months in Iraq. Oh and I thought
Bush was going to build up America. Bush not only lies about everything, Bush lies about anything
and everything!}
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JERUSALEM - Secretary of State Condoleezza Rice, completing a visit to the region today, has been
pressing Israel to sign a document by the end of the year that would divide Jerusalem by offering the
Palestinians a state in Israel's capital city as well as in the West Bank and Gaza Strip, according to top
diplomatic sources involved in the talks. The Israeli team, led by Prime Minister Ehud Olmert, has been
negotiating the division of Jerusalem – despite claims to the contrary – but would rather conclude an
agreement on paper by the end of the year that would give the Palestinians a state in the West Bank, Gaza
and some Israeli territory, leaving conclusions on Jerusalem for a later date, the informed diplomatic sources
told WND. The sources said the Palestinian team has been pushing to conclude a deal by January on all core
issues, including Jerusalem, and has been petitioning the U.S. to pressure Israel into signing an agreement
on paper that offers the Palestinians eastern Jerusalem.
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=73428

{Flashback} Colin Powell [& Dr. Condoleezza Rice] to Endorse Barack Obama - Sources say former
Secretary of State Colin Powell will endorse Barack Obama at the Democratic National Convention Powell told ABC News "I am not going to the convention I have made this clear" - Powell has
unofficially advised Obama and Republican candidate John McCain but had not endorsed anyone
{Bush gal pal Dr. Condoleezza Rice has hinted that she is going to back Obama as well. The Bush
career, professional, Republicans spend more time promoting and furthering the Democratic Party so
no wonder Republicans are losing every election.}
Sources say former Secretary of State Colin Powell will endorse Barack Obama at the Democratic National
Convention, Weekly Standard editor Bill Kristol told FOX News exclusively on Thursday. "He may well give a
speech at the Democratic convention explaining his endorsement of Obama," Kristol m a FOX News
contributor, said, citing inside sources. "This is not an absolute done deal, but these people are very confident
that Powell will endorse Obama," Kristol said, adding that he thinks Powell, a Republican, still has "a high
respect" for John McCain, Obama's Republican rival. Powell immediately denied the report. ... Kristol said
sources told him Powell will "quite possibly" speak at the Democratic convention on the same night as
Obama's vice-presidential selection and former President Bill Clinton. "The Obama people are quietly trying
to line up a pretty strong convention," Kristol said. "I think the Obama campaign shouldn't be underestimated.
Obviously anyone would like to have Powell's endorsement."
http://elections.foxnews.com/2008/08/13/kristol-colin-powell-to-endorse-barack-obama/

September 11, 2008: Ex-Sen. Chafee, Member of 'Republicans for Obama' Calls Palin a 'Cocky Wacko'
- Former Sen. Lincoln Chafee, R-RI, called Sen. John McCain's running mate a "cocky wacko" at an
event in Washington, DC, earlier today, the AP reports {Just what is the future of the Republican
Party? Is it the Liberal RINO - Bush, Craig, Romney politicians or is it the Sarah Palins that really
represent the true Republican base.}
Former Sen. Lincoln Chafee, R-RI, called Sen. John McCain's running mate a "cocky wacko" at an event in
Washington, DC, earlier today, the AP reports. ... The audience at the New America Foundation reportedly
laughed. The only Republican senator to vote against the use of force in Iraq in 2002, Chafee said he didn't
vote for George W. Bush in 2004. He was defeated in his re-election bid two years ago by Sen. Sheldon
Whitehouse, D-RI, and left the GOP last year. Last month he and former Rep. Jim Leach, R-Iowa, announced
he was joining "Republicans for Obama."
http://blogs.abcnews.com/politicalpunch/2008/09/ex-sen-chafee-m.html
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e headlines the day after 9/11 when he informed the San Francisco Chronicle of the early warning he
received a full eight hours before the terrorist attacks in New York and Washington began - In the
months and years that followed, researchers demanded to know where this warning came from and
why it was not subsequently addressed {Most serious speculation leads to either Colin Powell or
Condoleezza Rice or both as being the source and the informant that cautioned Mayor Willie Brown
not to make his scheduled cross continent flight the morning of 9-11-2001. Why is it that the Bush Sr.
people Colin Powell and Condoleezza Rice had enough advanced warning of 9-11 events to warn
their friends but didnt bother to warn America?}">{Flashback} 9-11-2001 San Francisco Mayor Willie
Brown Contradicts Earlier Statements About 9/11 No Fly Warning - Brown famously hit the headlines
the day after 9/11 when he informed the San Francisco Chronicle of the early warning he received a
full eight hours before the terrorist attacks in New York and Washington began - In the months and
years that followed, researchers demanded to know where this warning came from and why it was
not subsequently addressed {Most serious speculation leads to either Colin Powell or Condoleezza
Rice or both as being the source and the informant that cautioned Mayor Willie Brown not to make
his scheduled cross continent flight the morning of 9-11-2001. Why is it that the Bush Sr. people
Colin Powell and Condoleezza Rice had enough advanced warning of 9-11 events to warn their
friends but didn't bother to warn America?}
Brown famously hit the headlines the day after 9/11 when he informed the San Francisco Chronicle of the
early warning he received a full eight hours before the terrorist attacks in New York and Washington began.
Realizing the importance of this evidence of prior knowledge, we saved and archived the original article here.
Also see below for scans of the article in the Chronicle from September 2001. Brown, who was scheduled on
a morning flight to New York where he was to attend a state retirement board meeting, had originally stated
that the warning came from his "security people at the airport", without elaborating further. In the months and
years that followed, researchers demanded to know where this warning came from and why it was not
subsequently addressed. ... Brown then confirmed that despite his admissions to the Chronicle in 2001, he
was not asked to testify before the 9/11 Commission, encouraging the questioner to "drop it".
http://www.infowars.net/articles/february2008/250208Willie.htm

Rapture Ready News and End time related events (Articles)
The Rapture is an issue incontrovertibly linked to salvation --something Jesus did on the cross, which puts us
in God's family when we truly believe. That faith keeps us from the time of God's wrath --both in the coming
tribulation, and in eternity. Wrath and judgment must fall upon rebellious mankind, because of sin. Jesus paid
the price for that sin. He said on the cross "It is finished." Sin was forever paid for at that moment, for those
who would accept his sacrifice --the only sacrifice that God will accept --the precious blood of His Blessed
Son. ... Now, you might not agree, and that's fine. If you know Christ you are going instantly to Him anyway,
when Jesus says "Come up hither," as He did to John in Revelation 4:1-2. You will have no other choice, if
you are in God's family. But, please don't ever think --or claim--that there is only scattered verses here and
there, or that there is no tremendously deep body of scriptural evidence and proofs beneath the truth of the
pre-trib rapture.
http://www.raptureready.com/

50 Evidences for the Pre-Trib Rapture - The early church believed in the imminency of (Jesus) the
Lord's return - there is a consistency in the early church on imminency which is essential to the
pre-trib position and in opposition to some other positions - Not one single passage in the Old
Testament (OT) which discusses the tribulation, mentions the church - Not one single passage in the
New Testament (NT) which discusses the tribulation, mentions the church {The 'Martyred Saints of
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Revelation' are mentioned during the Tribulation and Great Tribulation time period however the
existing Christian Church is not mentioned other than the Church being in Heaven in the presence of
Jesus and away from the Tribulation both before and during the entire Tribulation time.}
My faith and hope are in the God of the Bible. It is my desire through the information provided on this page
that you will find (Jesus) the one who said: I am the resurrection and the life, he that believeth in me, though
he were dead, yet shall he live, and whosoever liveth and believeth in me shall never die. I am come that they
may have live and have it more abundantly. -- We are a special creation of God. When we lose sight of that
reality and accept the notion of evolution, then we lose touch with our Creator:
http://www.linkjesus.com/50rapture.htm

Gov. Sarah Palin: 1; ABC News' Charles Gibson: 0 - Charles Gibson's much-anticipated interview with
Gov. Sarah Palin allowed Palin to shine again while Gibson's transparent attempts to discredit Palin
failed miserably and served only to reinforce the already low opinion the American public has of
biased network news programs - Gibson's performance is exactly why so many Americans no longer
watch network news
What viewers witnessed was a smug, smarmy superior attitude from Mr. Gibson as he peppered Palin with
questions about her foreign policy experience. Without hesitation, Palin responded intelligently and
forthrightly. Gibson tried to elicit definitive answers to vague questions, apparently in the hope that he could
trap Palin into making a policy statement beyond the responsibilities of a Vice President. While providing a
clear insight into her command of the topic, Palin impressed with her skillful ability to dodge the traps into
which Gibson may have hoped to lure her. -- At one point, Gibson asked her whether she agreed with the
Bush "doctrine" without defining what he (Gibson) viewed as that doctrine. Palin asked Gibson to clarify to
what aspect of the Bush "doctrine" he was referring. Gibson parried that he wanted to hear what Palin viewed
as the Bush "doctrine" (something he might have asked in the first place). So Palin gave him a clear answer
based on her view of what constituted the Bush doctrine. To which Gibson responded that he had a different
view of the Bush doctrine. Does Gibson really think this kind of confrontational sparring with an interviewee
appropriate? At another point, Gibson suggested it was "hubris" for Palin to be unhesitating in her belief that
she was qualified to take on the position offered by John McCain. Gibson's feeble attempt to denigrate Palin
only backfired in his face and he looked foolish in his failed effort to distract Palin. -- Despite Gibson's best
attempts to go discredit Palin, he only served to further discredit his own reputation and that of ABC News.
Gibson's performance is exactly why so many Americans no longer watch network news and why they are
shunning the enormous bias at CNN and MSNBC in favor of a more balanced approach at FOX. Gibson
came across as a stodgy old white guy in the "good old boy" network news department trying his best to beat
up on this woman who had the temerity to become John McCain's running mate without the permission of the
biased liberal media. Palin shined. Aside from the complete failure of Gibson to achieve his objective to trip
up and embarrass Gov. Sarah Palin, he managed only to embarrass himself, his network, and the
"good-old-boy" liberal media establishment. And he managed to strengthen the American public's growing
perception that the liberal media are doing whatever they can to try to elect their candidate, Barack Hussein
Obama.
http://www.webcommentary.com/asp/ShowArticle.asp?id=websterb&date=080911

Gibson Hits Palin Below the Belt - (original Palin Video)
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"Pray for our military. He is going to be deployed in September to Iraq. Pray for our military men and women
who are striving to do what is right. Also, for this country, that our leaders, our national leaders, are sending
them [U.S. soldiers] out on a task that is from God, that is what we have to make sure that we are praying for,
that there is a plan and that that plan is God's plan." ... PALIN: But the reference there is a repeat of Abraham
Lincoln's words when he said -- first, he suggested never presume to know what God's will is, and I would
never presume to know God's will or to speak God's words. But what Abraham Lincoln had said, and that's a
repeat in my comments, was let us not pray that God is on our side in a war or any other time, but let us pray
that we are on God's side. That's what that comment was all about, Charlie. Here is the quote from Lincoln. It
is clear from the original video that this is exactly what she meant: Sir, my concern is not whether God is on
our side; my greatest concern is to be on God's side, for God is always right.
http://www.iris.org.il/blog/archives/2865-Gibson-Hits-Palin-Below-the-Belt.html

Official: Bush OK'd raids into Pakistan - President Bush authorized U.S. special forces to conduct
ground assaults inside Pakistan without seeking Islamabad's permission first, a senior American
intelligence official said - Pakistan's ambassador to the United States said he had been "assured at
the highest level by the U.S. government that no such orders exist" and that Pakistan would be very
displeased if they did
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- President Bush authorized U.S. special forces to conduct ground assaults inside
Pakistan without seeking Islamabad's permission first, a senior American intelligence official said Thursday.
"We have had the president's OK for months," said the official, who declined to be identified because the
order is classified. "It is my understanding that the Pakistanis are well aware of the change." The official
would not elaborate on the exact nature of the order. The official said Pakistan's leaders will be notified during
an assault or after the fact, depending on the situation but "most definitely after a decision has been made
and things set in motion." National Security Council spokesman Gordon Johndroe declined to comment on
the report. Pakistan's ambassador to the United States said he had been "assured at the highest level by the
U.S. government that no such orders exist," and that Pakistan would be very displeased if they did. "We will
not allow foreign troops on Pakistani soil under any condition," Ambassador Husain Haqqani said.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/09/11/us.pakistan.raids/index.html

Pre-Trib.org: Pre-Trib Research Center study center "Article Archive" - (Mp3, Video, DVD, PDF Resources)
Welcome to Pre-Trib.org This site is designed to allow you to browse the archive of articles of the annual
Pre-Trib Research Center study group conferences and other writings. The articles can be viewed online or
downloaded in PDF version for convenient offline reading or printing.
http://www.pre-trib.org/

The Pre-Trib Research Center 17th Annual Conference - Banquet Speaker Joel C. Rosenberg Looking for the blessed hope and appearing of our great God and Savior Jesus Christ (Titus 2:13) December 8-10, 2008 Sheraton Grand Hotel Dall as/Ft. Worth (PDF)
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What is the Pre-Trib Study Group? The Pre-Trib Research Center is committed to the study, proclamation,
teaching and defending of the Pre tribulational Rapture (pre-70th week of Daniel) and related end-time
prophecy. PTRC wants to impact pastors andindividual Christians with the central role and importance that
Bible prophecy, especially the any moment possibility of the rapture,should play in the life of the church.
PTRC stresses three practical implications that flow from the rapture teaching: godly living in an unholy age;
a strong emphasis upon evangelism of the lost; and a zeal for worldwide missions. ... Banquet Speaker Joel
C. Rosenberg, Joel is an evangelical Christian from an Orthodox Jewish heritage. His grandparents escaped
Russian persecution of the Jews in the early part of the twentieth century. As a communications strategist,
Joel has worked with some of the world's most influential leaders, addressing audiences all over the world.
As a novelist, he has been interviewed on more than 300 radio and TV programs; his books have been on
the New York Times best-sellers list with more than one million in print. He also founded The Joshua Fund, a
nonprofit charitable and educational organization that provides humanitarian relief for victims of war and
terrorism in Israel and the Muslim world.
http://www.pre-trib.org/pdf/17th-Annual-Prophecy-Brochure.pdf

er that">Seven years later, 9/11 memories are still fresh - On Sept. 11, 2001, four U.S. planes were
hijacked by terrorists and crashed into the World Trade Center, the Pentagon and a field in
Pennsylvania, killing nearly 3,000 people - America was attacked - And now that the seventh
anniversary of Sept. 11 has arrived, American lives will still go on, just like they had to seven years
ago - And even as their lives go on, they're still touched in some way by the attacks - Today is a good
day to remember that
On Sept. 11, 2001, four U.S. planes were hijacked by terrorists and crashed into the World Trade Center, the
Pentagon and a field in Pennsylvania, killing nearly 3,000 people. America was attacked. ... Now that seven
years have passed, the anniversary news coverage is lighter. There aren't four-page spreads remembering
Sept. 11 in every newspaper and magazine like there were for the one- or two-year anniversaries of the
attacks. It's easy to overlook the fact that every Sept. 11 brings back terrible memories for some people, and
eventually, it'll just be a date that's only somewhat acknowledged by the general public, like Dec. 7 for the
Pearl Harbor attacks. However, memories still hold strong after seven years, and there is not one student at
UConn who doesn't remember exactly where they were and what happened to them on Sept. 11, 2001.
Today's UConn students may remember being in a history class in high school when a teacher turned on the
radio or brought in a television to see what was going on. Some may remember class being cancelled so that
everyone could go home to their families. Some may remember the day just going on, and still having to go to
soccer practice after school. And now that the seventh anniversary of Sept. 11 has arrived, American lives
will still go on, just like they had to seven years ago. And even as their lives go on, they're still touched in
some way by the attacks. Today is a good day to remember that.
http://media.www.dailycampus.com/media/storage/paper340/news/2008/09/11/Commentary/Editorial.Seven.
Years.Later.911.Memories.Are.Still.Fresh-3425918.shtml

Bishops slam Biden over abortion comments - Several leading U.S. Catholic bishops are publicly
rebuking Sen. Joe Biden, accusing the Democratic vice presidential nominee of voicing "flawed moral
reasoning" on abortion - "Defense of innocent human life is not an imposition of personal religious
conviction but an (human) act of justice" Wuerl said
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WASHINGTON - Several leading U.S. Catholic bishops are publicly rebuking Sen. Joe Biden, accusing the
Democratic vice presidential nominee of voicing "flawed moral reasoning" on abortion.The criticism comes
soon after nearly a dozen U.S. bishops castigated House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, D-Calif., for saying abortion
continues to be an "issue of controversy" in the Catholic Church. ... Biden said on Sunday (Sept. 7) that "I'm
prepared as a matter of faith to accept that life begins at conception." But, he added, "for me to impose that
judgment on others is inappropriate in a pluralistic society." ... "Defense of innocent human life is not an
imposition of personal religious conviction but an act of justice," Wuerl said.
http://www.usatoday.com/news/religion/2008-09-10-biden-abortion_N.htm

Canadian Doctors Group Worried Palin Example Will Lower Down's Abortion Rate - U.S.
vice-presidential candidate Sarah Palin's loving and highly-publicized acceptance of her Down's
syndrome child Trig has some Canadian doctors worried that her example may lead to mothers
shunning abortion after diagnosis of Down's syndrome
TORONTO, September 10, 2008 (LIfeSiteNews.com) - U.S. vice-presidential candidate Sarah Palin's loving
and highly-publicized acceptance of her Down's syndrome child Trig has some Canadian doctors worried that
her example may lead to mothers shunning abortion after diagnosis of Down's syndrome. ... Krista Flint,
executive director of the Canadian Down Syndrome Society, said, "Many of the country's medical
professionals only give messages of fear to parents who learn their baby will be born with the genetic
condition." -- "It's very dark," she said in the Globe and Mail report. "They hear a lot about the medical
conditions that are sometimes associated with Down syndrome. They hear about the burden . . . it places on
children and a marriage." "They hear about things like shortened life expectancy. They hear a lot about the
challenges of a life with Down syndrome. That's why Mrs. Palin has become an example that could possibly
stem the tide of families who abort fetuses after a positive determination for Down syndrome," Ms. Flint said.
"We know overwhelmingly the message families get is 'Don't have this baby, it will ruin your life,' and I don't
think people would look at Sarah Palin and see a ruined life," Ms. Flint said. "Regardless of politics, I think it's
a good example." According to Physicians for Life between 84 percent and 91 percent of babies with Down
syndrome are aborted in the U.S. While this figure is similar in Canada, it is even higher in England and
Spain where 94 percent and 95 percent of unborn babies with Down syndrome are aborted.
http://www.lifesitenews.com/ldn/2008/sep/08091005.html

Admiral: Troops alone will not yield victory in Afghanistan - "We can't kill our way to victory"
{Exactly! Policy is just as important as combat troops. In fact the troops are only implementing the
President's policy and when the policy is failed everything else can fail with it.}
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- The U.S. is "running out of time" to win the war in Afghanistan, and sending in more
troops will not guarantee victory, the chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff warned Congress on Wednesday.
Adm. Michael Mullen made his statement to the House Armed Services Committee a day after President
Bush announced the deployment of 4,500 additional troops to the poor, war-ravaged nation. Mullen said he is
convinced the war can be won, but the U.S. urgently needs to improve its nation-building initiatives and its
cross-border strategy with Pakistan. "We can't kill our way to victory, and no armed force anywhere -- no
matter how good -- can deliver these keys alone. It requires teamwork and cooperation," Mullen said,
according to prepared remarks for his appearance before the House Armed Services Committee. Mullen's
remarks came a day before the seventh anniversary of the September 11 terror attacks on the World Trade
Center and the Pentagon, which prompted the U.S.-led invasion of Afghanistan.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/09/10/mullen.afghanistan/index.html
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Americans have difficulty defining 'evangelical' - An Evangelical is a Christian whose commitment to
God involves sharing their faith (Bible) and spreading the Good News of a risen Savior
A new survey finds that many Americans can't define the term "evangelical Christian." The survey -conducted by Ellison Research -- finds that although evangelical is a term heard often in news reports and
the culture, many Americans struggle to define the term. Thirty-six percent of Americans said they had no
idea what an evangelical Christian is; and nine percent said evangelicals were a specific type of Christian,
such as non-denominational, born-again, or Protestant. The study also found that only six percent define
evangelicals by worldview or political persuasion.
http://www.onenewsnow.com/Culture/Default.aspx?id=240446

Bible verse: Ephesians 1:10 ... 1:19-23 That in the dispensation of the fulness of times He (Holy
Father) might gather together in one all things in Christ, ... and gave Him (Jesus) to be the head
(leader) over all things to the church, Which is His body, the fulness of Him that filleth all in all {The
complete Bible is available at BasicChristian.net}
That in the dispensation of the fulness of times He (Holy Father) might gather together in one all things in
Christ, both which are in heaven (Angel-spiritual realm), and which are on earth (human-physical realm);
even in Him (Jesus): ... And what is the exceeding greatness of His (Holy Father) power to us-ward who
believe, according to the working of His mighty power, Which He wrought in Christ, when He raised Him
(Jesus) from the dead, and set Him at His own right hand in the heavenly places, Far above all principality,
and power, and might, and dominion, and every name that is named, not only in this world, but also in that
which is to come [new heaven, new earth Rev. 21-22]: And hath put all things under His feet, and gave Him
(Jesus) to be the head (leader) over all things to the church, Which is His body, the fulness of Him that filleth
all in all. -- Holy Bible
http://www.basicchristian.net/

Women voters flock to McCain despite new Palin disclosures - In a tidal shift that could prove
decisive, enormous numbers of women who previously favoured Barack Obama have had their heads
turned since the introduction of Mrs. Palin, according to a new ABC/Washington Post poll - McCain
opening a 15-point lead over Mr. Obama among independent voters
Democrats may not want to believe it but there is fresh evidence that the addition of Sarah Palin, the "hockey
mom" Governor of Alaska, to John McCain's ticket is winning him women voters in droves. In a tidal shift that
could prove decisive, enormous numbers of women who previously favoured Barack Obama have had their
heads turned since the introduction of Mrs Palin, according to a new ABC/Washington Post poll. The Palin
phenomenon shows no signs of fading, in spite of a drip-drip of news revelations that hardly flatter her. ... But
for now, at least, women seem to be falling in love with Mrs Palin. They are not the only ones. A Gallup poll
last night showed Mr. McCain opening a 15-point lead over Mr. Obama among independent voters who are
not members of either of the main parties.
http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/americas/women-voters-flock-to-mccain-despite-new-palin-disclos
ures-924513.html

McCain ahead (47 to 45 percent) in national polls; Obama up in electoral (243 to 189) votes - Sen.
John McCain has inched ahead of Sen. Barack Obama in national polls, but the Democratic candidate
holds a steady lead in the most recent Electoral College estimates
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(CNN) -- Sen. John McCain has inched ahead of Sen. Barack Obama in national polls, but the Democratic
candidate holds a steady lead in the most recent Electoral College estimates. In national surveys, McCain
leads by two points -- 47 to 45 percent, according to CNN's poll of polls released Monday night. ...
Republicans are hoping that if McCain can close the popular vote gap, he can also make gains in the
electoral gap. The Electoral College will ultimately decide who takes over the White House. ... Obama's
running mate, Delaware Sen. Joe Biden, is campaigning in Missouri. Both parties are putting a lot of
emphasis on Missouri. For the last century, the state has voted for the winning presidential candidate in every
election except one. (Missouri picked Adlai Stevenson over Dwight Eisenhower in 1956). McCain and Palin
campaigned there Monday. They're hoping the state's landscape will help them take its 11 electoral votes.
The state has the 13th oldest population in the country, and Obama has struggled with older voters. Also, 37
percent of Missourians are evangelical Christians, according to the Pew Forum. That's substantially higher
than the 26 percent nationally. If McCain can take Missouri and tilt the toss-up states of Florida and Ohio,
which also have older populations, he will pull ahead of Obama.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/POLITICS/09/09/presidential.polls/index.html

Bush: 'Quiet Surge' of Troops Sent to Afghanistan - Bush said the U.S. and its coalition partners
serving under the NATO umbrella have responded to an uptick in violence in Afghanistan by sending
thousands more troops - "I am stunned that President Bush has decided to bring so few troops home
from Iraq and send so few resources to Afghanistan"
WASHINGTON - Noting a "quiet surge" is taking place in Afghanistan, President Bush on Tuesday redirected
a Marine battalion destined for Iraq to instead deploy to the Central Asian nation. The president said he also
plans to order 8,000 more combat and support troops out of Iraq by February, but plans to keep the bulk of
U.S. force strength in Iraq intact until the next president takes over. No more combat brigades will come
home from Iraq for the rest of this year. ... Said Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid: "I am stunned that
President Bush has decided to bring so few troops home from Iraq and send so few resources to
Afghanistan." About 146,000 U.S. troops will remain in Iraq. Democratic presidential nominee Barack Obama
said that the 4 to 1 ratio of troops in Iraq to Afghanistan shows a misguided plan for addressing the
challenges. Bush's "plan comes up short," Obama said. "It is not enough troops, and not enough resources,
with not enough urgency.
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,419001,00.html

(Republican Governor, Arnold Schwarzenegger) California bans 'brides & grooms' - License rejected
for couple seeking traditional marriage - That privilege is only extended to individuals who allow
themselves to be called "Party A" and "Party B" on marriage licenses
ROSEVILLE, Calif. – "Brides" and "grooms" are no longer allowed to marry in the State of California. That
privilege is only extended to individuals who allow themselves to be called "Party A" and "Party B" on
marriage licenses. Pastor Doug Bird of Abundant Life Fellowship in Roseville, Calif., was alarmed to find the
state now rejects the traditional terms after he officiated his first marriage ceremony last week following the
California Supreme Court decision to overturn Proposition 22. The couple had written the words "bride" and
"groom" next to "Party A" and "Party B" because they wanted to be legally recognized as husband and wife.
However, the Placer County marriage license was denied. "I received back the license and a letter from the
Placer County Clerk/Recorder stating that the license 'does not comply with California State registration
laws,'" Bird said in a statement from the Pacific Justice Institute. It was an "unacceptable alteration," the
County Recorder's Office claimed the State Office of Vital Records determined. ... "Unless Proposition 8 is
passed, heterosexual couples will be forced to wed out of the state if they wish to be officially identified as
bride and groom or husband and wife." He said in a statement. "This is a major slap in the face for traditional
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marriage."
http://worldnetdaily.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=74768

{Flashback} (Republican Governor, Willard Milton Romney) Mitt Romney created 'gay' marriage,
family groups say - They had written to ask the governor to reject 'unconstitutional' court ruling - And
they say he ignored them - "Of his own volition, Romney issued "constitutionally fraudulent
'homosexual marriage' licenses'" and with no authorizing legislation, he ordered marriage licenses to
be changed from "husband" and "wife," to "Party A" and "Party B" {This is also a setup for LDS
(Mormon) and Islamic polygamy as Party A, Party B, Party C ..., also child brides, animals, biological
sex-toys, anything can be considered a "Party A" or "Party B". Republican leaders know exactly what
they are doing and what they are trying to achieve in denigrating American society.}
Nearly four dozen pro-family leaders and activists have made public their direct challenge to former
Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney, who is considering a run for the presidency in 2008, to document his
opposition to homosexual marriages. And they say he ignored them. According to the organization
MassResistance.org, the leaders hand-delivered a letter to the former governor on Dec. 20, 2006 before he
left office, documenting why they believe he voluntarily instituted directives that created homosexual
"marriages" in that state, even though he did not have to. They asked him to act in response, and they say he
didn't even acknowledge the letter. ... The letter had called on Romney to reverse his "erroneous directives
which began homosexual 'marriages' through an executive order" but signers noted that Romney declined to
act. "Under the Massachusetts Constitution, only the Legislature may change the statutes," the group said.
"Of his own volition, Romney issued "constitutionally fraudulent 'homosexual marriage' licenses'" and with no
authorizing legislation, he ordered marriage licenses to be changed from "husband" and "wife," to "Party A"
and "Party B."
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=53787

{Flashback} (Republican President, George W. Bush) Bush Pension Overhaul Boon to Domestic
Partners - In a change lauded by gay activists, the new law will allow heirs other than spouses who
inherit retirement savings to escape a costly tax
Partners in same-sex relationships would be among those who save money - often tens of thousands of
dollars -under a little-noticed tax provision in the new pension law signed by President Bush today. ... The
legal change is one obscure element in a new 907-page law addressing an array of technical pension issues.
Proponents of the overall legislation hailed it today as a long-sought effort to stabilize a system of retirement
benefits that has grown more porous in recent years, with many plans teetering on a base of shaky funding
and many companies cutting back on commitments.
http://www.latimes.com/news/nationworld/nation/la-081706pension,0,2008913.story?coll=la-story-footer

{Flashback} Wal-Mart Partners With Gay and Lesbian Group - A Wal-Mart spokeswoman declined to
comment on the trio of moves and would only confirm the company's partnership with the NGLCC "This partnership shows Wal-Mart is changing"
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COLUMBUS, Ohio (AdAge.com) -- In an unprecedented push, Wal-Mart Stores has hired a gay-marketing
shop, joined the National Gay & Lesbian Chamber of Commerce and begun discussions with activist groups
about extending domestic-partnership benefits to its employees. ... "This partnership shows Wal-Mart is
changing," Mr. Wexler said. "It's worth noting they declined to publicize this partnership and left it up to the
chamber. Wal-Mart is very eager to publicize partnerships. It's possible they fear a backlash from their
conservative consumer base."
http://www.afa.net/walmartadage.htm

{Flashback} Wal-Mart Faces Boycott for "Banning" Christmas - Top retailer accused of discrimination
while promoting Kwanzaa, Hanukkah
He points out, and WND confirmed, that when using the company's online search engine, if the world
"Hanukkah" is entered, 200 items for sale are returned. The term "Kwanzaa" yields 77. But when "Christmas"
is entered, the message returned says: "We've brought you to our 'Holiday' page based on your search."
http://www.worldnetdaily.com/news/article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=47330

**ENDGAME - ALEX JONES - Blueprint for Global Enslavement (Google Online Video)
Extremely interesting, shocking and disturbing. It should be essential viewing for everyone. Wake up world
[and follow Jesus Christ], before it's too late.
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=1070329053600562261

{Flashback} 911, NWO, Skull & Bones: The Greatest Lie Ever Sold - By Anthony Hilder (Google Video
- Download)
What's it all about? Bush & zee Boys from der "Brotherhood of Death," "Skull & Bones" are preparing us for a
POLICE STATE. Bush will try to surrender the Constitution & Bill of Rights. His goal? - establish a "New
World Order" WARNING: This video contains no lies, or "White House" spin!
http://video.google.com/videoplay?docid=6952102263921897950

o the Pentagon for the unveiling of a Sept. 11 memorial {Iran has always been the real threat to world
peace yet it is radical Shiite Iran and Irans Shiite terrorist surrogates (Hezbollah) that Bush finances,
equips, trains and supports the most.}">Remembering the Age of Terror - Dead or alive - President
Bush said he didn't care how terrorism architect Osama bin Laden was brought to justice - It was the
beginning of a new era of anxiety and vulnerability for (America) the country after only a few years of
post-Cold War comfort - On the seventh (9-11-2001) anniversary this year, Bush will mark the day
simply by going to the Pentagon for the unveiling of a Sept. 11 memorial {Iran has always been the
real threat to world peace yet it is radical Shiite Iran and Iran's Shiite terrorist surrogates (Hezbollah)
that Bush finances, equips, trains and supports the most.}
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WASHINGTON - Dead or alive. President Bush said he didn't care how terrorism architect Osama bin Laden
was brought to justice. "We'll smoke him out of his cave and we'll get him eventually," Bush said confidently.
That was back in 2001 when the U.S. reeled in shock and horror after 19 men hijacked four airliners and
turned them into guided missiles. The jets slammed into New York's World Trade Center towers, the
Pentagon and the Pennsylvania countryside, killing nearly 3,000 people in the deadliest attack in history on
U.S. soil. It was the beginning of a new era of anxiety and vulnerability for the country after only a few years
of post-Cold War comfort. Americans suddenly woke up to the chilling threat of terrorism - not in the Middle
East or somewhere else around the world, but here, at home. It was a turning point, too, for Bush, an
inexperienced, little-traveled president who had shown marginal interest in world affairs. ... Bush sent U.S.
troops into Afghanistan on Oct. 7, 2001, to strike al-Qaida training camps and remove the Taliban rulers who
harbored bin Laden. The Taliban fell quickly. Bin Laden slipped away. ... On March 19, 2003, with solid
support from Congress, Bush ordered the invasion of Iraq to oust Saddam Hussein. The decision was
justified largely on grounds - later proved false - that Saddam was building weapons of mass destruction that,
Bush said, "could come in the form of a mushroom cloud." Bush and Vice President Dick Cheney repeatedly
sought to link Saddam to the Sept. 11 attacks. But the independent Sept. 11 commission concluded there
was no such relationship. Bush eventually stopped making that connection, but still cast Saddam as a
terrorist threat. In an Oval Office speech on the fifth anniversary of the attacks, Bush said, "I am often asked
why we are in Iraq when Saddam Hussein was not responsible for the 9/11 attacks. After 9/11, Saddam's
regime posed a risk that the world could not afford to take."
http://www.appeal-democrat.com/news/age_68468___article.html/remembering_terror.html

{Flashback} Bush's Top Ten (2004) Flip-Flops - #2 Nation Building and the War in Iraq - #7 Same-Sex
Marriage - #9 Campaign Finance Reform - #10 Gas Prices - As gas topped a record level of $50 a
barrel this week, Mr. Bush has shown no propensity to personally pressure, or "jawbone" Mideast oil
producers to increase output {Bush says one thing in public then ultimately pushes to do the
opposite. Every Bush flip-flop has gone AGAINST America. What are the odds that America would
lose out in every Bush backroom decision?}
Nation Building and the War in Iraq: During the 2000 campaign, George W. Bush argued against nation
building and foreign military entanglements. In the second presidential debate, he said: "I'm not so sure the
role of the United States is to go around the world and say, 'This is the way it's got to be.'" The United States
is currently involved in nation building in Iraq on a scale unseen since the years immediately following World
War II. During the 2000 election, Mr. Bush called for U.S. troops to be withdrawn from the NATO
peacekeeping mission in the Balkans. His administration now cites such missions as an example of how
America must "stay the course." -- Homeland Security Department: President Bush initially opposed creating
a new Department of Homeland Security. He wanted Tom Ridge, now the secretary of Homeland Security, to
remain an adviser. Mr. Bush reversed himself and backed the largest expansion of the federal government
since the creation of the Defense Department in 1949. -- Gas Prices: Mr. Bush was critical of Al Gore in the
2000 campaign for being part of "the administration that's been in charge" while the "price of gasoline has
gone steadily upward." In December 1999, in the first Republican primary debate, Mr. Bush said President
Clinton "must jawbone OPEC members to lower prices." As gas topped a record level of $50 a barrel this
week, Mr. Bush has shown no propensity to personally pressure, or "jawbone," Mideast oil producers to
increase output. A spokesman for the president reportedly said in March that Mr. Bush will not personally
lobby oil cartel leaders to change their minds.
http://www.cbsnews.com/stories/2004/09/28/politics/main646142.shtml

{Flashback} Oil price gives Iran diplomatic strength - with oil at $140 a barrel, the Iranian regime is
likely to be impervious to economic pressure {Bush knows what he is doing and what he is doing is
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building up a radical (Shiite) Iran. Bush has his "stay the course" Middle-East policy, but we need to
ask just what is the true agenda Bush is pushing? We know America is not benefitting from any Bush
executive decisions.}
NEW YORK (CNN) -- Amid allegations of Iranian aid to Iraqi insurgents, Iran's effort to build a nuclear bomb
and a report on an increase in U.S. covert operations in Iran, analyst Fareed Zakaria takes a look at possible
changes in the country's leadership and assesses the threat Iran could pose to Mideast stability. ... Well, the
efforts of the United States and Europe to put Iran in a box, because of its refusal to suspend its uranium
enrichment, are facing two problems. First, it will be very difficult to get a new round of even stiffer sanctions
through the United Nations. Second, with oil at $140 a barrel, the Iranian regime is likely to be impervious to
economic pressure.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/WORLD/meast/07/02/zakaria.iran/index.html

{Flashback} Cutting Edge News Alert August 1, 2008: Illuminati powerhouse, Henry Kissinger Kissinger negotiated the American withdrawal (January 27, 1973) from South Vietnam by meeting
with North Korean, Chinese and Russian diplomats over a period of years - These meetings were held
primarily in Paris - Kissinger promised the North Vietnamese that they could have South Vietnam Now, Kissinger is proposing a "diplomatic conference" which would establish a (Iraq) "formal peace
settlement" Does he have the same formula [for Iraq] as we saw in Vietnam? - The Shi'ite Mahdi
forces of the radical cleric, al-Sadr [and Iran could inherit Iraq and the oil wealth] - Kissinger ends his
treatise on the "Peace and Safety" promise - All this activity is laying the foundation for fulfillment of
prophecy!
Kissinger negotiated American withdrawal from South Vietnam by meeting with North Korean, Chinese and
Russian diplomats over a period of years. These meetings were held primarily in Paris. Kissinger promised
the North Vietnamese that they could have South Vietnam, but only if they waited a period of time following
the American withdrawal before they launched their final attack. Such a "grace period" would allow the
Americans to declare victory and pull out. -- Now, Kissinger is proposing a "diplomatic conference" which
would establish a "formal peace settlement". Does he have the same formula as we saw in Vietnam? No one
can be sure at this time, but events will soon give us the answers we need. President Bush will be allowed to
declare victory -- once again -- and then pull out. The Shi'ite Mahdi forces of the radical cleric, al-Sadr, will
continue to stand down to give the illusion of an American victory. After waiting for a reasonable amount of
time, Sadr will launch an attack, splitting Iraq into the three sections originally planned -- Shi'ite, Sunni and
the Kurds. -- Kissinger does say, "The American presence in Iraq should not be presented as open-ended." If
this is the case, why is the United States building one of the most sophisticated embassies in the world and
establishing permanent military bases throughout Iraq? -- Kissinger then reveals that the final steps in this
Plan for Iraq will spill over to the 44th President. "The next president has a great opportunity to stabilize Iraq
and lay the basis for a decisive turn in the war against jihadist radicalism and for a more peaceful Middle
East. Surely he will want to assess the situation on the ground before setting a strategy for his term. He
should not be limited by rigid prescriptions to vindicate maxims of the past, no matter how plausible they once
seemed. Withdrawal is a means; the end is a more peaceful and hopeful world." -- Thus, Kissinger ends his
treatise on the "Peace and Safety" promise. All this activity is laying the foundation for fulfillment of prophecy!
http://cuttingedge.org/newsletters/newsalert.htm

{Flashback} News roundup: Iraqi eyes withdrawal timeline; Regional implications of Kabul bombing The Washington Post and USA TODAY report that Iraq's president 'Maliki' [Note: Nouri Kamel
Mohammed Hassan al-Maliki is Prime Minister (PM) of Iraq and he is the secretary-general of the
Islamic (Shiite) Dawa Party - President Jalal Talabani is the 6th President of Iraq since 2005] is talking
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about a timeline for the withdrawal of U.S. military forces from his country {The American military
won the war in Iraq and won it very well. It is from the Bush policies (enacting radical Shiite extremist
authority, cutting off the Sunni people from oil money revenue and from government jobs, instituting
Shiite Shariah law) that all of the violence has come from. It is the Bush policies that have miserably
failed both the people of Iraq and the people of America.}
The Washington Post and USA TODAY report that Iraq's president is talking about a timeline for the
withdrawal of U.S. military forces from his country. "The current trend is to reach an agreement on a
memorandum of understanding either for the departure of the forces or a memorandum of understanding to
put a timetable on their withdrawal," Maliki said, according to a statement released by his office. "In all cases,
the basis for any agreement will be respect for the full sovereignty of Iraq." The Los Angeles Times examines
the regional implications of a suicide bombing that killed more than 50 people and wounded nearly 150 others
near the Indian Embassy yesterday in Kabul, Afghanistan. "Long-standing tensions between India and
Pakistan have at various times become entangled in the Afghan conflict," the paper says. "However, it was
not immediately clear who carried out the bombing or why the Indian Embassy was targeted."
http://blogs.usatoday.com/ondeadline/2008/07/news-roundup-ir.html

Secret (Bush) killing program is key in Iraq, Woodward says - Woodward disclosed the existence of
secret operational capabilities developed by the military to locate, target and kill leaders of al Qaeda
in Iraq and other insurgent leaders - Woodward's conclusion that the "surge" of 30,000 U.S. troops
into Iraq was not the primary reason for the decline in violent attacks - "It was the surge that provided
more resources and a security context to support newly developed (assassination) techniques and
operations" Hadley wrote {This is how the Bush-Clinton crime families operate. Their primary motive
is a blood bath aimed at anyone who does not submit or who does not fit into their venue; no jury, no
judge, no repentance, no reform, no chance to change just mass execution and extermination (Waco)
-- and the elite (NWO) Bob Woodwards of the world think this is a good plan.}
WASHINGTON (CNN) -- The dramatic drop in violence in Iraq is due in large part to a secret program the
U.S. military has used to kill terrorists, according to a new book by Pulitzer Prize-winning journalist Bob
Woodward. ... "It is a wonderful example of American ingenuity solving a problem in war, as we often have,"
Woodward said. In "The War Within: Secret White House History 2006-2008," Woodward disclosed the
existence of secret operational capabilities developed by the military to locate, target and kill leaders of al
Qaeda in Iraq and other insurgent leaders. National security adviser Stephen Hadley, in a written statement
reacting to Woodward's book, acknowledged the new strategy. Yet he disputed Woodward's conclusion that
the "surge" of 30,000 U.S. troops into Iraq was not the primary reason for the decline in violent attacks. "It
was the surge that provided more resources and a security context to support newly developed techniques
and operations," Hadley wrote. Woodward, associate editor of the Washington Post, wrote that along with the
surge and the new covert tactics, two other factors helped reduce the violence.
http://www.cnn.com/2008/WORLD/meast/09/09/iraq.secret/index.html

{Flashback} Aug. 19, 2008: Son of leading Iraq Sunni politician arrested - Iraqi security forces
arrested a son of the leader of the country's main Sunni Arab political bloc at his house in Baghdad
on Tuesday evening, accusing him of terrorism, the politician said - Another son of Dulaimi has been
held since last year along with many of his bodyguards
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BAGHDAD, Aug. 19, 2008 (Reuters) - Iraqi security forces arrested a son of the leader of the country's main
Sunni Arab political bloc at his house in Baghdad on Tuesday evening, accusing him of terrorism, the
politician said. Adnan al-Dulaimi, head of the Accordance Front which rejoined the (Iran Shiite) Shi'ite-led
government of Nuri al-Maliki last month after a nearly year-long boycott, said his son Muthana had been
arrested by Iraqi troops while talking to guards near the house. ... "I asked them why they are taking him.
They said they are preparing charges of terrorism, sectarian killings and displacing people," he told Reuters
by telephone. "My son is a humble man. He does not deal with political things. He only owns a shop of spare
car parts." Iraqi security officials were not immediately available for comment. -- Another son of Dulaimi has
been held since last year along with many of his bodyguards, accused of links to car bombs. Dulaimi has
always denied those charges. Dulaimi said he had spoken with Iraq's two vice presidents, Tareq al-Hashemi
and Adel Abdul-Mahdi, as well as the U.S. embassy and U.S. military forces in the hope of securing his son's
release. "I wish American forces had captured him, rather than the Iraqi army. Once the Iraqi army has him,
he will not be released." Dulaimi has been guarded by Kurdish Peshmerga guards since his Sunni Arab
guards were rounded up last year. "When we returned to the government, we expected our guards would be
released," Dulaimi said.
http://www.newsdaily.com/stories/lj686750-iraq-dulaimi/

{Flashback} July 24, 2005: They killed the wrong man - London police admit they gunned down not a
terrorist, but a Brazilian electrician who was on his way to work - British security forces have used
lethal force in error before, but the execution-style slaying in a subway car was virtually
unprecedented in a country where most police aren't even armed - Since this month's bombings,
police have been given shoot-to-kill authority
LONDON - A man police shot dead in a London subway was not a bombing suspect as officials initially
insisted, but an innocent Brazilian electrician heading to work, authorities admitted yesterday in the latest jolt
to this terror-struck city. The incident overshadowed significant advances in the hunt for those behind
London's two bombing attacks, which investigators, in the latest of several twists, reportedly have linked
through a white-water rafting brochure. The shooting also threatened to further strain race relations in Britain,
where bias crimes against Muslims have increased fivefold since the two attacks claimed by al-Qaida
offshoots. Authorities identified the shooting victim as Jean Charles de Menezes, 27, who plainclothes police
chased into a London Underground car Friday morning and shot in the head at close range as passengers
watched in horror. Witnesses had said he appeared to be South Asian.
http://www.courant.com/business/ny-wolond244356684jul24,0,2262660.story

{Flashback} Feb. 11, 2007: London police found guilty in 2005 subway shooting - The head of the
Force Sir Ian Blair, has rejected calls for him to resign - The Metropolitan Police has been fined
almost $400 thousand
London's Police Force has been found guilty of putting the public at risk in the case of a Brazilian man who
was mistaken for a suicide bomber and killed. The man was shot dead by police in an underground railway
station, a day after a series of failed attacks on London's transport system in 2005. The Metropolitan Police
has been fined almost $400 thousand. The head of the Force Sir Ian Blair, has rejected calls for him to resign
and defended his officers. "I am certain that this death was the culmination of actions by many hands, all of
whom were doing their best to handle the terrible threat facing London on that day." "A race against time to
find the failed suicide bombers of the day before."
http://www.livenews.com.au/Articles/2007/11/02/London_police_found_guilty_in_2005_subway_shooting
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Bleeding 'Red, White and Blue': Charles Ward's 'Real American Story' - Ward says serving in Vietnam
made his blood run "red, white and blue" and that protecting America is something he will appreciate
forever - But Ward also knows the price of freedom, and he keeps the soldiers now serving their
country in his thoughts and prayers - "I support those troops and I pray for them and encourage
them" he said - "I take the time to tell them that I am a veteran as well, and that I know it takes real
courage to do what they do"
If you ask Charles Ward how serving in the Vietnam War changed his thoughts on what it means to be an
American, he'll tell you that there's no place he'd rather live than the U.S.A. But Ward didn't always feel that
way. ... "When I was drafted in 1968 - you have to understand this - when I was drafted, me and the other
guys were forced into something we didn't choose. Whether we love our country or not, that's still the reality."
-- Eventually, Ward began to change his mind about going into active duty. "One day, I just went off by myself
to really think about it," he says. "I prayed silently for about an hour and just listened to what God told me,
and I knew I had to go." ... But only three years after that, in 1968, Ward found himself sleeping in bunks next
to white men in Vietnam and experiencing camaraderie with them that he would not have thought possible in
Jackson. ... But Ward also knows the price of freedom, and he keeps the soldiers now serving their country in
his thoughts and prayers. "I support those troops and I pray for them and encourage them," he said. "I take
the time to tell them that I am a veteran as well, and that I know it takes real courage to do what they do. "I
may not agree with the Iraq War, but they can't play politics when they are over there trying to protect and
survive." Ward says serving in Vietnam made his blood run "red, white and blue," and that protecting America
is something he will appreciate forever. "This is my country, the place where I raised my family and made my
life," he says. "And I don't want to be anywhere else."
http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,418925,00.html

**Dr. Francis Schaefer - Watershed of the Evangelical World (Mp3's)
Your online source for the very best in Christian discipleship training resources. We're digitizing thousands of
classic studies that have been presented over the last 60 years and will be making them available for online
training or downloading to your multimedia-ready computer. Vision: As many messages as possible, from
Christian speakers in disciplemaking ministry, are being archived in digital form and made freely available on
the Internet. Wherever access to the Web is available, in any country around the world, whether by wireless
connection on an airplane, or on a submerged submarine, users should be able to access thousands of the
best archived messages from Godly men and women covering hundreds of topics of interest.
http://www.discipleshiplibrary.com/search.php?a=1&e=1&m=0&p=0&n=0&s=message_title&t=NAME&ss=Sc
haeffer&st=speaker_exact&ssf=Francis

SermonIndex.net: Dr. Francis Schaefer (Mp3's - Video Downloads)
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VISION OF THIS MINISTRY: 'The mission of SermonIndex is the preservation and propagation of classical
vintage preaching and the promotion of genuine biblical revival to this generation.' The work and ministry of
sermonindex can be encapsulated in this one word: Revival. Sermonindex is not an organization, business,
or any attempt by man to build something for God. It is rather a expression of a heart burden to see the
Church revived and brought back to holiness, purity, and power with God. The main thrust of the speakers
and articles on the website are towards an 'apostolic' vision of the church of God found in Holy Scriptures.
This biblical balanced Christianity is something needed in contrast to our modern day commercial, superficial,
cultural Christianity. The desire for a spiritual awakening is in hopes that it will restore this original apostolic
church in this world as a better expression of what the Church should be. 'I was now beholding a precious
gem, what my heart had been longing for. The strong preaching that seems to have gone by the wayside has
once again been resurrected.' - Mike Balog.
http://www.sermonindex.net/modules/mydownloads/viewcat.php?cid=328

LivePrayer.com: Daily Devotional - As a follower of Christ, a servant of the most high Lord, all we
have is His message. NOTHING ELSE! Despite the illusion so many high profile men and women of
God are under, especially those who are on TV, they are not celebrities, they are not stars, and this is
not Hollywood! We are nothing more than spokespeople for the Lord and despite how clever we may
convince ourselves into thinking we are, we only have one message that matters, THE GOSPEL! All
the rest is wood, hay, and stubble! If we are doing what we do for ANY other reason than to serve the
Lord, if we have any other message but the Gospel, than we have totally failed God!
My friend, that is all any of us can ask. All you can ask of your unsaved family members, neighbors,
classmates, the people you work with, those you meet along your daily journey, is that they hear your
message. God gave each person free will. We can't force anyone to believe. We can't force anyone to give
their heart and life to Jesus. We can't force anyone to live their life according to the Bible. All we can do is
share the message of Christ's love and the Truth of God's Word and than pray for that person. People are
hearing the messages of the world loud and clear virtually every waking moment. Even Christians are hearing
the messages of the world all throughout the day. Why do you think so many Believers fall into sin, go the
way of the world despite having placed their faith in Jesus Christ? THEY ARE INFLUENCED BY THE
MESSAGES THE WORLD IS SENDING THEM CONSTANTLY THROUGHOUT THE DAY! -- That is why we
have been commanded by God to share our faith with others, to share with them the Gospel of Jesus Christ.
That is why I challenge you all the time to become more bold and not to let those opportunities we all get
each day to tell someone about Jesus pass you by. We take for granted that people will hear the message
from someone else. We take for granted that because the person is alive today they will be alive tomorrow.
THE FACT IS GOD PUT YOU IN THEIR LIFE TO SHARE WITH THEM THE MESSAGE OF CHRIST'S
LOVE AND THEY MAY NOT BE ALIVE TOMORROW SINCE TOMORROW IS PROMISED TO NONE OF
US!!!!
http://www.liveprayer.com/ddarchive3.cfm?id=3444

**40DaysForLife.com: I am in complete awe of the unprecedented level of pro-life activity that is
stirring all across America and Canada as more than 170 cities actively gear up for this fall's 40 Days
for Life campaign 2008 -- at a crucial time when abortion is back at the top of the news headlines and
in the forefront of the heated political debate (Mp3)
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We've also learned of many other organizations now joining in 40 Days for Life's call for nationwide prayer,
fasting, and action: The Ethics and Religious Liberty Commission of the SOUTHERN BAPTIST
CONVENTION has joined the call, asking all believers to unite together in the 2008 September 24 November 2 season of prayer and fasting. ... This fall is not only going to be the largest and longest
coordinated pro-life mobilization in history, it could also be one of the largest unified 40-day seasons of prayer
and fasting in North America during our lifetime. WOW! Who would have ever believed that this would go
from one simple idea to a worldwide movement - in just ONE YEAR……But, by the grace of God, it has. And
YOU can help shape history by participating!
http://40daysforlife.com/blog/?p=127
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Generates a current PDF file of the 2008 Basic Christian info-news feed.
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**Announcement** Basic Christian is going to 'broadcast' a smaller news feed version – Past Basic
Christian Info-News Feed items have been archived and are now available in both PDF and RSS
format
The Basic Christian info-news feed is now broadcasting a smaller version news feed. Originally the feed
maintained about 50 news items however the feed has ballooned to over a couple of hundred of news items.
This is an attempt to save time for those who download the current news feed and also to more evenly
distribute our internet resources. The vast majority of past news items are now available as archive files in
both PDF and the original RSS. The free downloads are currently available at ww.BasicChristian.us.
http://www.basicchristian.us/
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Free Downloads: (PDF - MP3) from BasicChristian.org
It is our Commitment to provide a Varity of FREE and useful Downloads. It is also our Commitment to provide
them in a convenient way without pop-up advertisements, redirects and other annoying interferences
between you and the information you are seeking. We also encourage everyone to have a safety offline
backup version of the Basic Christian material.
http://www.basicchristian.org/download.html
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